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ABSTRACT
Schubert’s Mythological Mayrhofer‐Lieder: Historical, Philosophical, and Psychological Contexts
Michael Shaw
1817 is the beginning of a period in Schubert’s life, called his “years of crisis,” when he was forming and
asserting his personal and musical autonomy. His songs from this time concentrate on mythology and on
the poetry of his friend Johann Mayrhofer. Thirteen mythological Mayrhofer‐songs sing through the “I”
of a mythological character and address a god for aid. This dissertation analyzes seven of these songs:
Freiwilliges Versinken, Memnon, Philoktet, Der zürnenden Diana, Atys, Antigone und Oedip, and Der
entsühnte Orest.
Both Mayrhofer’s poems and Schubert’s songs present difficulties. Mayrhofer’s language and
treatment of myth occlude his poetry’s meaning. Schubert’s settings obscure what they might
communicate to readers or listeners through experimental formal, harmonic, and text‐setting strategies.
To discover the order and meaning behind the abstruse surfaces of the poems, music, and songs, I turn
to four analytical perspectives immanent in Mayrhofer’s poems. Though mythological on the surface,
Mayrhofer’s poems tell a gnostic narrative of man’s desire to unite with god. The poems are also
masochistic: Mayrhofer’s mythological heroes are all in pain, static, and devoted to a goddess. These
two simultaneous subtexts exemplify the ambiguity of Mayrhofer’s poetry, that it both keeps its
meaning indistinct and means many things at once. Mayrhofer’s use of mythology and Gnosticism direct
us to Carl Jung’s use of the same in his psychoanalytic researches into the self.
Gnosticism, masochism, ambiguity, and the Jungian self are elements of Schubert’s songs just as
they are elements of Mayrhofer’s poems. Each of the dissertation’s four main chapters focuses on one
of these concepts. In analysis, I give the greatest attention to the music, that is, how the music is
Gnostic, masochistic, ambiguous, and psychologically self‐expressive. The musical analyses are largely
motivic, but also involve musical form, harmony, meter, genre, and vocal style. I understand song as a

multiplicity, as an interaction of individual voices. Since each of the four analytical perspectives‐‐‐as
distinct as they are‐‐‐says something about the relationship between the self and the other, they are
means to assess the relationships resulting in song, and how meaning and understanding emerge from
the interaction of multiple voices.
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INTRODUCTION
The focus of this dissertation is a group of Schubert’s Mayrhofer Lieder that fit under the rubric of the
Antikenlieder, songs containing mythological content. The Antikenlieder as a group is diffuse in musical
style and poetic content, and appear throughout Schubert’s output. While there is not much to cohere
the Antikenlieder as a whole, there are subsets within the group comprising songs that share common
characteristics. One such subset consists of those songs that are in the first person, which speak through
the voice of a recognizable mythological character. The majority of these are settings of Mayrhofer’s
poems. A table listing all 45 the Antikenlieder (with two operas and two cantatas) is in Appendix 1. Light
gray shading shows the 19 Mayrhofer settings. The darker gray shading shows 18 songs that speak
through the first‐person of a mythological character. Eleven of these are settings by Mayrhofer. Seven of
these are the focus of this dissertation: Philoktet, Memnon, Antigone und Oedip, Atys, Der entsühnte
Orest, Freiwilliges Versinken, and Der zürnenden Diana.
There are other characteristics joining these seven songs together. They are all lyrical poems‐‐‐
with an “I” that addresses a beloved “you”‐‐‐in which the lyrical “I" is a mythological character and the
“you” is a god. Schubert also composed these songs around the same time, some in succession of one
another. They were composed in 1817 and 1820, years that fall within Schubert’s “years of crisis,” a time
of personal, professional, and musical change and formation.
Title

date Deutsch no.

subject

object

Philoktet

March 1817 D540

Philoktet

Nemesis

Memnon

March 1817 D541

Memnon

Aurora

Antigone und Oedip

March 1817 D542

Antigone/Oedipus

Gods

Atys

September 1817 D585

Atys

Cybele

Der entsühnte Orest

September 1820 D699

Orest

Diana

Freiwilliges Versinken

September 1820 D700

Man

Helios

Der zürnenden Diana

December 1820 D707

Actaeon

Diana
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Though the Antikenlieder boast a considerable bibliography, the songs have not received
thorough analysis.1 Detailed investigations of Mayrhofer’s mythological songs are rare, limited to those
by Thomas, Youens, Hirsch, and Kramer, which are limited to analyses of three songs (Antigone und
Oedip, Freiwilliges Versinken, Memnon). Mayrhofer’s poems and Schubert’s songs are difficult, an
obstacle and challenge to analysis. This is partly because of Mayrhofer’s poetic strategies, his poetic
language and uses of myth. Schubert’s music is no less arcane. Susan Youens hears “radical
experimentation” in the Mayrhofer‐songs of 1817.2 “Mayrhofer's complexities,” she argues, “elicited
musical complexities; well before Wagner, Schubert in the Mayrhofer songs anticipated tonal

1

Marjorie Wing Hirsch, “Schubert’s Greek Revival,” in Romantic Lieder and the search for lost paradise
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 33‐62; the first half of which is also published as “Mayrhofer,
Schubert, and the Myth of ‘Vocal Memnon,’” in The unknown Schubert, ed. Barbara Reul and Lorraine Byrne
Bodley (Burlington: Ashgate, 2008), 3‐23; Richard Böhm, “Antigone und Oedip, D542, op 6 Nr 2,” in Symbolik und
Rhetorik im Liedschaffen von Franz Schubert (Vienna: Böhlau, 2006), 230‐248; Lorraine Byrne, “Goethe, Schubert,
and the Greeks,” in Schubert’s Goethe Settings (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003), 78‐100; Sigrid Wiesmann, “Schubert
and Mayrhofer,” in Fanz Schubert und die Dichtung (Weimar: Universitätsverlag Wemar, 2000), 33; Marie‐Agnes
Dittrich, “‘Für Menschenohren sind es Harmonien:’ Die Lieder,” in Schubert Handbuch, eds. Walther Dürr and
Andreas Krause (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1997), 196‐267; Ilija Dürhammer, “Deutch‐ und Griechentum: Johann
Mayrhofer und Theodor Körner,” in Schubert 200 Jahre (Heidelberg: Braus, 1997), 21‐24; Michael Raab, “Arten von
Zusammenhang in Schubert’s Liederbearbeitungen” Schubert Jahrbuch (1997): 85‐94; Susan Youens, “Chromatic
Melancholy: Johann Mayrhofer and Schubert,” in Schubert’s Poets and the Making of Lieder (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 151‐227; Renhold Hammerstein, “‘Schöne Welt, wo bist du?’: Schiller, Schubert
und die Götter Griechenlands,” in Musik und Dichtung, eds. Michael von Albrecht and Werner Schubert (Frankfurt
am Main: Peter Lang, 1990), 305‐30; Werner Thomas, “Schillergedicht und Schubertlied,” in Schubert‐Studien
(Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1990), 7‐80; Werner Thomas, “Schuberts Lied ‘Antigone und Oedip’ im Licht der
Antikrezeption um 1800,” in Schubert‐Studien (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1990), 81‐114; Regina Krakau and
Ralf Meißner, “Schubert als Biedermeier? Kritik in der Ősterreichschen Restauration. Ein Versuch am Beispiel des
Liedes ‘Fahr zum Hades’ von Schubert/Mayrhofer,” Musik und Bildung 13(1981): 689‐94; Nicholas Temperley,
“Schubert and Beethoven’s Eight‐six Chord,” 19th‐Century Music 5/2 (1981): 142‐54; Bok‐Joo Jhong, German Solo
Song Settings by Reichardt, Schubert, and Wolf on Goethe Poems based on Classical Mythology (PhD diss, Indiana
University, 1978); Otto Weinreich, “Franz Schuberts Antikenlieder,” in Das Bodenseebuch, vol. 30 (Ulm‐Donau:
Verlag Dr. Karl Höhn, 1943), 69‐74; Otto Weinreich, “Franz Schuberts Antikenlieder,” Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift
für Literaturwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte 13 (1935): 91‐117; Leopold Hirschberg, “Franz Schubert und die
Antike” Neue Jahrbücher für Wissenschaft und Jugendbildung 4 (1928): 677‐93; Ludwig Scheibler, “Franz Schuberts
einstimmige Lieder, Gesänge und Balladen mit Texten von Schiller,” Die Rheinlande (April – September 1905): 131‐
336.
2

Susan Youens, “Schubert and his Poets: Issues and Conundrums,” in The Cambridge Companion to Schubert, ed.
Christopher Gibbs (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 109.
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maneuvers that would not become commonplace until the end of the century.”3 Beside the harmonic
language, the peculiarities of form, harmony, and lyricism in the songs make them enigmatic. The four
analyses of three of the Antikenlieder is a beginning. This is a body of song that deserves and needs
closer scrutiny.
We already embrace the extra‐musical, particularly the literary, when analyzing Schubert’s
music. While Schubert’s friends figure prominently in every written account of the composer’s life, their
ideas have received broader critical attention in recent decades. Intensive investigation into their
philosophies, artistic inclinations, and artistic productions—their intellectual tenets—have become a
means of deeper insight into the composer, both his person and music. These extra‐musical ideas hold
tremendous weight in current Schubert scholarship, leading Su Yin Mak to argue that “Schubert’s
compositional language, in instrumental as well as vocal music, is as much shaped by a literary
imagination as by musical concerns.”4 Ilija Dürhammer similarly believes that “As for hardly any other
composer, an intensive preoccupation with the literature of his time was from the beginning the
fundamental element for all his work.”5
Johann Mayrhofer‐‐‐the man and the poet‐‐‐stands at the forefront of such investigations. In
response to the collection of poetry Mayrhofer published in 1824, Franz Grillparzer wrote that “His
friends might find much of interest in the manuscripts, but for strangers, whatever counsel they might
find is not worth the trouble.”6 This pronouncement foregrounds the difficulties that Mayrhofer’s poetry
presented his contemporaries and still presents to today’s readers. Until recently, most readers have
followed Grillparzer’s admonition, knowingly or not, consigning the poet to obscurity, considering
3

Youens, “Schubert and his Poets,” 109.

4

Su Yin Mak, “Schubert as Schiller's Sentimental Poet,” Eighteenth‐Century Music 4/2 (2007): 254.

5

Ilija Dürhammer and Gerrit Waidelich, “Einleitung,” Schubert: 200 Jahre (Schloss Achberg: Braus, 1997), 9.

6

Quoted in Susan Youens, Schubert’s Poets and the Making of Lieder, 174.
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Mayrhofer the author of trivial verse from which Schubert was able to fashion inspired music. But if a
negative valuation plagued Mayrhofer‐reception since the proclamations of Schubert’s first biographer
Ernst Kreissle von Hellborn, contemporary scrutiny has reversed this judgment, admiring the poet’s
sharp intellect and unique poetic voice.7 The difficulties of Mayrhofer’s poetry have become a source of
intrigue, not revulsion. Contemporary scholars who study Mayrhofer find great value in his poetry and
believe‐‐‐contrary to Grillparzer‐‐‐that there is something to be gained from wrestling with the arcane
symbolism that covers his poetry’s surface.
Although a study of Mayrhofer’s poetry is interesting in itself, it is arguably only as valuable to
musicology as the light it shines on Schubert and his music. As the highest esteemed of those comprising
the Linz circle (the group that surrounded Schubert in the 1810s), Mayrhofer’s value for understanding
the intellectual and artistic aims of that circle‐‐‐as well as those of Schubert‐‐‐is clear. As Mayrhofer’s
personal influence on Schubert is unquestionable, it stands to reason that Mayrhofer directed
Schubert’s artistic growth to no mean extent. David Gramit argues that “Mayrhofer and Schubert
enjoyed a close and productive association until the early 1820s,” and that the “artistic issues that
concerned Mayrhofer are thus of particular interest for Schubert's own work.”8 Considering the
composer’s poetic inclinations as well as the musical gifts of the poet, it is not difficult to imagine that
the two artists influenced each other’s creativity. On the contrary, it is difficult to imagine that this was
not the case. Mayrhofer’s poetry is therefore of great significance and an analysis of his poetry of great
consequence: understanding it enriches our understanding of Schubert’s music.

7

“…to Schubert was the task assigned of transfiguring many of the poetical effusions of his friend, and handing
down to posterity the more perishable words of the bard attached and linked to his own immortal song.” Heinrich
Kreissle von Hellborn, The Life of Schubert, trans. Arthur Coleridge (New York: Vienna House, 1972), 55.
8

David Gramit, “Schubert and the Biedermeier: The Aesthetics of Johann Mayrhofer's 'Heliopolis',” Music and
Letters 74/3 (1993): 358. See also David Gramit, The Intellectual and Aesthetic Tenets of Franz Schubert’s Circle
(PhD diss., Duke University, 1987).
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Embracing the literary imagination of Schubert’s time allows a fuller perspective for listening to
or reading Schubert’s music. The following chapters broaden the category of literary imagination to
include the religious, the philosophical, and the psychoanalytical. In his biographical portrait of
Mayrhofer, Ernst Freiherr von Feuchtersleben mentions Hermes Trismegistos twice. He first tells us that
he and Mayrhofer had many interesting conversations concerning the Hermetica, and later mentions
that Mayrhofer wrote excerpts from the Hermetica in his journal.”9 Hermes Trismegistos and Gnosticism
are a means of understanding Mayrhofer’s poems, a means of familiarizing the poet’s strange symbols
and narratives. These same symbols and narratives also present masochism. Mayrhofer’s poetry is
heavy with symbolism that occludes meaning. Gnosticism and masochism are such occluded meanings.
This says something about the ambiguity of Mayrhofer’s poetry, that it, on the one hand evades
meaning, and on the other means many things at once. For Carl Jung, myth, symbol, and Gnosticism are
means of understanding the self, what the self is, what the psyche, the conscious and unconscious, and
how these interact. Gnosticism, masochism, ambiguity, and Jungian psychoanalysis are means of
understanding Mayrhofer’s poems. They are also means toward understanding Schubert’s music, his
songs, and the interaction between poem, music, and song.
This dissertation is, on the one hand, an analysis that promises to clarify the poetic and musical
eccentricities of seven songs. At the same time, this dissertation is an argument for the music‐analytical
potential of Gnosticism, masochism, ambiguity, and Jungian psychoanalysis.

Chapter Summaries
The preliminary chapter is an exposition of the myths and themes of Mayrhofer’s poetry. Knowledge of
the myths that Mayrhofer appropriates is necessary, since meaning emerges in his poetry through its
interaction with myth, its deviations especially. I compare the ancient sources of the myths, the
9

Ernst Freiherr von Feuchtersleben, “Johann Mayrhofer,” in Mayrhofer, Neue Gedichte (Vienna: Brock 1843), 8‐9;
23.
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presence of those myths at the turn of the nineteenth century, and Mayrhofer’s treatments. The
mythological exposition also locates the central themes, narratives, and ideas of Mayrhofer’s poems.
The first main chapter is a detailed Gnostic analysis of three songs. The focus is on the
interaction of Mayrhofer’s poems and Schubert’s songs with the writings of Hermes Trismegistos. The
three Hermetic concepts that I apply to Schubert’s songs revolve around union, the coming together of
things that are separate. The dialogic structure of the Hermetic dialogues finds reflection in the dialogue
between man and god in Freiwilliges Versinken. This dialogue is manifest in musical motives, as well as
in the interaction between the poem’s form and the song’s form. The separation and desired union of
God and man‐‐‐central ideas of Gnosticism and Memnon‐‐‐‐reflects the separation and desired union of
lyric poetry and music, both in a broader aesthetic sense and for Mayrhofer’s poetry specifically. In song,
Schubert manipulates motive to realize this movement of separation and union. Memnon’s desire to
unite with God is a desire for transfiguration. Schubert’s Memnon enacts transfiguration by taking the
imaginings of Mayrhofer’s poetry and making them reality.
All of Mayrhofer’s heroes endure some form of pain, which coexists with the pleasure (or is
preliminary to the pleasure) of union with divinity. The second chapter explains the matrix of pain and
pleasure in Der zürnenden Diana as a three‐fold presentation of masochism. The lyrical “I” of the poem
and song expresses masochism through verbal and musical signs. Schubert composes pain into the vocal
line of the song, making the singer‐subject a masochist as well. The verbal and formal alterations that
Mayrhofer’s poem undergoes when Schubert makes it into a song are a willing submission to violence,
making the poem masochistic as well.
The third chapter addresses ambiguity, the excess of meaning resulting from multiplicity. In
Mayrhofer’s poetry, ambiguity allows a poem to be mythological on the surface, but also Gnostic, and
also masochistic. The working of ambiguity is most explicit in Mayrhofer’s and Schubert’s Atys. My
understanding of ambiguity comes from ideas about sexual ambivalence in ancient myth and culture, as
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represented in the character Atys, who is both male and female. The chapter is a motivic analysis of Atys
as well as an analysis of motive, considering ambiguity to be the source of a musical motive’s
malleability and power. Like the sexually ambiguous Atys, Schubert’s songs are also ambiguous with
regards to genre, key, and meter. Heidegger’s arguments about the dialectic of the disclosed and
undisclosed in truth help us understand Mayrhofer’s strategy of poetic silence, which surfaces most
clearly in the Atys’s unspoken self‐castration. I carry the dialectic of the disclosed and undisclosed to
Schubert’s songs, considering them as both sounding and silent (read) art, where each of these aspects
is a locus of meaning. Finally, I show that Atys merges subjects‐‐‐the poem and music, the narrator and
Atys, the singer and pianist‐‐‐and that the union of subjectivities results in another different subject.
The final chapter considers the songs as symbols of the self, as understood by Carl Jung. The
similarities between these songs and the musical fantasy, in addition to Schubert’s life circumstances,
the appropriation of myth, the thematic content of the poems, and the contemporaneous theories of
Erlebniskunst tell us that the 20‐year old Schubert was asserting his musical and personal autonomy in
the mythological songs. The musical analyses understand each song as a complex of contrasting parts
which nonetheless shows coherence‐‐‐Jungian individuation‐‐‐similar to the Jungian understanding that
the psyche is a collection of conscious and unconscious elements seeking integration. I then understand
Schubert’s mythological songs‐‐‐as symbols of union‐‐‐to express what Jung calls the renewal of the self.

Gadamer, the Hermeneutic Circle, Temporal Distance
These various ways of considering Schubert’s songs are all ways of considering the relationship between
parts and the whole. Gnosticism, Jungian psychoanalysis, and Gadamer’s hermeneutics are similarly
concerned with the relationships between the part and whole, and specifically the circularity inherent in
those relationships. Gadamer writes that
Fundamentally, understanding is always a movement in this kind of circle, which is why the
repeated return from the whole to the parts and vice versa, is essential. Moreover, this circle is

8
constantly expanding, since the concept of the whole is relative, and being integrated in ever
larger contexts always affects the understanding of the individual part.10
The paths of understanding are fluid and move from part to part, from part to whole and from whole to
part. In song, this concept applies to the interaction of the poetry and the music, with each having the
potential to affect the meaning of other. Most song analyses consider a linear understanding: since
poetry precedes music, the music is a reaction or interpretation of the poetry, and therefore
understanding the music demands first understanding the poetry. The circularity of meaning in song
means that the music provides access to meaning of the poetry as well, and therefore an interest in
understanding the poetry needs to be as important as understanding the music. I would draw attention
to another dimension of this circle. Instead of thinking about a song as poetry and music, I am trying to
think of poetry, music, and song, as three independent artforms, each of which impacts the other. This
means considering the words without the music, and the music without the words, and the song as
something with words and music, but words and music that potentially mean something else from what
the words or the music means when taken alone.
In addition to the hermeneutic circle’s insistence that meaning depends on the interrelation of
part and whole, Gadamer’s understanding of the importance of time also influences my understanding
of these songs. The relevance of time lies first in an acknowledgment of temporal distance separating us
from whatever historical artifact we consider, that understanding something born two hundred years
ago means understanding the two hundred years ago. But the second, and perhaps more significant,
idea is that historical objects do not solely survive in the past, but persist into the present, have a
relevance today that needs to be considered in addition to the relevance they once contained. For this
study, this on the one hand impacts the temporal distance separating Mayrhofer’s poems and

10

Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald Marshall (London: Continuum, 1989), 190.
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Schubert’s music from the ancient texts and ideas that inspired them, and on the other hand impacts
the temporal distance separating us from Mayrhofer’s poems and Schubert’s music, not to mention our
distance from those ancient texts, and our distance from the meaning of those texts two hundred years
ago.
The seven songs at the center of this dissertation are not the only mythological first‐person
songs, nor are they the only songs that demonstrate radical experimentation. These songs are
exemplars. The conclusions that I draw from these songs apply to a broader spectrum of Schubert’s
songs. My hope is that introducing these four concepts to Schubert analysis will reveal their appearance
throughout Schubert’s work.

10

CHAPTER 1: MYTHOLOGY IN MAYRHOFER’S POETRY
Myth and philhellenism at the turn of the nineteenth century
What Greek myth ‘meant’ at the turn of the nineteenth century is a tremendous topic, involving
literature, poetry, aesthetics, philosophy, education, and politics. The German‐speaking world’s
fascination with Greece began in the second half of the eighteenth century, and held strong into the
middle of the twentieth. As Suzanne Marchand writes, “The elective affinity Germans of the eighteenth
century discovered between themselves and the supposedly noble, naive Greeks became a constantly
recurring motif that resounded through the pages of German poetry, prose, and scholarly literature,
down (at least) to 1945.”11 The following brief outline of German philhellenism draws attention to the
important ideas and works that inspired the German consciousness, and which became context for
Mayrhofer’s poetry and Schubert’s music.
For Marchand, German philhellenism was a result of the varied works of three men: Friedrich
August Wolf, Wilhelm von Humboldt, and Johann Joachim Winckelmann. Wolf and Humboldt are
responsible for igniting scientific and pedagogical reforms. Through Wolf’s efforts classical philology
became the recognized foundation for professionalized humanistic scholarship. Humboldt reorganized
the state educational institutions and designed the Berlin University in the early nineteenth century,
requiring all students to have a strong command of Greek and Latin, as well as the ability to read and
interpret original classical texts. The educational reforms of Wolf and Humboldt universalized the values
of philhellenism and imposed them on generations of middle‐class Germans.12 Gramit tells us that the

11

Suzanne L. Marchand, Down from Olympos: Archaeology and Philhellenism in Germany, 1750‐1945 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1996), xviii.
12

For a broader discussion of Wolf and Humboldt, see Marchand, Down from Olympos, 16‐35.
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Austrian school system of the early nineteenth century, though more conservative than its German
counterparts, was also strongly oriented toward the classics.13
Winckelmann’s influence cannot be underestimated. In 1755 he published his Reflections on the
Imitation of Greek Works in Painting and Sculpture, and with it launched the philhellenistic movement
that was to captivate Germany for the next two hundred years. 14 His love and admiration for Greek art
stimulated an increased interest in classical scholarship and bewitched the important literary figures of
the day. David Ferris writes that the contemporary archeological discoveries in Herculaneum in 1738
and Pompeii in 1748 were not enough to trigger the avid love of Greek culture in Germany; rather, it
was Winckelmann’s works, the Reflections of 1755 and the History of Ancient Art of 1764, that were
solely responsible.15 Eliza Butler believed that “Winckelmann’s Greece was the essential factor in the
development of German poetry throughout the latter half of the eighteenth century and the whole of
the nineteenth century.”16 It was “Winckelmann’s miraculous discovery of an absolute standard of
beauty for his countrymen, the so‐called German perfection which has haunted the dreams of German
poets from that day to this.”17 Ironically, he had this massive effect “despite the paucity of authentic
examples of Greek art extant during Winckelmann’s lifetime as well as his own failure to travel beyond
Rome and the Vatican.”18 He published the Reflections, according to Butler the more influential of the
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two works, in June of 1755, before he made his first trip to Italy in September of the same year. 19
Although his vision of Greece was “partial and distorted…it was based on real knowledge, however
limited, and on love.”20 Winckelmann’s distaste for the baroque furthered his quest to discover a Greek
ideal. Butler believed that “the conclusions [that the Reflections] contains were probably arrived at
negatively, by a definition of those qualities which are in direct antithesis to the essential characteristics
of Baroque art.”21
The central argument in Winckelmann’s Reflections is centered on the Laocoön, which he
viewed in Dresden.22 Ferris tells us that although Winckelmann also saw the Niobe, the Apollo
Belvedere, and the Belvedere Antonious in Dresden, the Laocoön was the only sculpture that could be
textually verified as authentic.23 Observing the Laocoön, Winckelmann recognized that
The universal, dominant characteristic of Greek masterpieces . . . is noble simplicity and serene
greatness in the pose as well as expression. As the depths of the sea are always calm, however
wild and stormy the surface, so in all passions the expressions of the Greek figures reveals
greatness and composure of the soul.24
The “noble simplicity and serene greatness” he found in Greek art was in contrast to that of Baroque art,
whose sculptors “aim[ed] at picturesqueness and complexity of grouping, at the expression of
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movement in stone and marble, and of passion as the soul of movement.”25 “Noble simplicity and
serene greatness” became the quintessence of Winckelmann’s aesthetic, the inevitable quotation
ubiquitously accompanying his name.
Winckelmann’s love of Greek art influenced contemporary aesthetic and literary trends, eliciting
different responses from Lessing, Herder, Schiller, and Goethe, among others. Lessing’s Laocoön
demonstrates the difference between plastic art and dramatic art, and minimizes Winckelmann’s notion
of “noble simplicity and serene greatness” by stressing the importance of movement in poetry.26 In the
words of William Howard, Lessing argued that the “principal business of painting is to depict bodies, and
of poetry, to represent action, and illustrat[ed] his beliefs by reference to the practice of Homer.”27
Butler explains that Lessing “liberated Poetry from the stranglehold of Art, bringing back motion into
verse, and advocating the passionate expression of emotion in drama.”28 Herder, in contrast, “ranged
himself with Winckelmann and against Lessing on the subject of restraint in tragedy.”29 Herder
responded to Lessing’s Laokoon in his Erstes kritisches Wäldchen. For Howard, Herder’s “first impulse in
criticizing Laokoon was…to defend Winckelmann against the supposed or real attacks of Lessing.”30
Herder ultimately advocated the use of myths as symbols, the Greek gods representing “the highest
types of humanity at its most divine.”31 In his “On a newer use of Mythology,” Herder admonishes poets
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to use myths sparingly and with purpose, and to make of them something original, not merely to copy
what their predecessors have done.
Not as the Greeks and Romans use them (as religious and historical truths), not as the religious
reformers after the barbarians retained them (as a holy antique from a prepossession of
prestige), not as brainless heads use them (as empty shells), not as wretched blabberers use
them (who present a ninety‐ninth replica, instead of something new that would cause their
heads to burst), but rather with a new creative, fruitful, and artful hand – and especially when it
is necessary and can be used to demonstrate a great purpose.32
David Ferris explains that the binding together of the aesthetic value of art and the political
existence of a nation that has its roots in Winckelmann’s writings first found popular expression in
Schiller’s Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man.33 In Schiller’s Letters, Lesley Sharpe reads a double‐
meaning of Greece: “Winckelmann’s and Herder’s Greece is evoked, as it is in their work, not only as an
object of nostalgic longing but also as a reproach to the present day.”34 This draws close to Marjorie
Wing Hirsch’s thesis about the function of myth in Schubert’s songs, that it looks back to an idealized
past, as well as hopes for a return to that ideal, lost time.35 Sharpe also finds that although Schiller
“appeals to a lost perfection, he uses the myth of Greek wholeness to create an image of what the ideal
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state might in future guarantee its citizens, namely the opportunity to develop their full humanity.”36
Schiller endows art and human creativity with the power to achieve this end.
Volker Riedel argues that the strongest repercussions of Winckelmann’s philhellenistic
obsessions were their influence on Goethe, who for
over 60 years was the most impressive figure of German literature and its relationship to the
ancients. All essential tendencies of the epoch are reflected in his work. In retrospect, his value
of the ancient paradigm cannot be reduced to constancy and unity, but rather more often‐‐‐
both in the individual phases of his life as well as in the differing scopes of his work‐‐‐shows
significant signs of mutability and discord.37
The many sides of Goethe’s philhellenism, from the great hymns of the Sturm und Drang, including
“Wanderers Sturmlied” (1772), “Prometheus” (1774), and “Ganymed” (1774), to the classical drama
Iphigenie (1786), and finally Faust II (1826), provided a wealth of interpretive ideas and approaches to
classical subjects for the authors of subsequent generations.38

Myth in Mayrhofer’s poetry
Schubert’s friends, and Schubert as well, were absorbed in this tradition. In addition to their
classic education, the circle that surrounded the young Schubert‐‐‐led by Joseph von Spaun,
Anton Ottenwalt, and Joseph Kenner‐‐‐were additionally interested in a program of personal
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improvement (Bildung) that included the study of the great men and ideas of the past.39 As far
as Mayrhofer’s personal interest in and knowledge of the classics, Joseph von Spaun tells us
that as a boy, Mayrhofer was an exceptional student; his command of Latin, Greek, and the classics set
him apart from his fellow students at the Gymnasium in Linz.40 Mayrhofer’s interest in ancient literature
remained with him for the rest of his life. The poet’s friend and later biographer Ernst von
Feuchtersleben mentions Herodotus and Horace as particularly important influences.41 In addition to
translating Herodotus, Mayrhofer also undertook translations of Petrarch and Aeschylus; Schubert’s
Fragment aus dem Aeschylus (D450) attests to the latter.42
As we enter into Mayrhofer’s poetry and its varied meanings, we should consider another
important function of myth, that is, the double movement away from and back to the self that
mythology allowed. In Gadamer’s words, “Hegel declares the world and language of antiquity to
be…remote and alien enough to effect the necessary separation of ourselves from ourselves, ‘but it
contains at the same time all the exit points and threads of the return to oneself, for becoming
acquainted with it and for finding oneself again, but oneself according to the truly universal essence of
spirit.’”43 For Mayrhofer, in other words, mythology is a means to express the universal and the personal
simultaneously. This results in a poetry that is autobiographical, to an unknown extent. Hirsch
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emphasizes the autobiographical significance of Memnon for Mayrhofer, and quotes from one of
Mayrhofer’s poems, Letzte Mahnung eines Waldbruders, in which he admits that he is both Memnon
and Orestes.44 As significant as this poem‐‐‐or any of Mayrhofer’s poems‐‐‐is as autobiographical
expression, it is also important that it is also the opposite, a potentially universal expression. More
important still is that it is both simultaneously.
The double possibility of myth as universal and personal emerges in Mayrhofer’s mythological
poems as a movement between fidelity and divergence. In some poems Mayrhofer presents myths,
mythological characters, and their circumstances as they appear in ancient sources. In other poems, he
presents mythological characters in unprecedented ways. The following exposition discusses these
similarities and differences as they occur in individual poems, as well as the larger themes that
encompass the group of mythological poems.
Greek myth allows Mayrhofer to convey meaning through association. Through the
appropriation of myths associated with Greek tragedy, for example, Mayrhofer emphasizes sacrifice.
Through Orestes, Mayrhofer expresses guilt. In others of Mayrhofer’s non‐mythological poems, sacrifice
and guilt are explicit, whereas in the mythological poems they are implicit. Expressing through
implication means that Mayrhofer’s poems require fore‐knowledge of the myths that he appropriates.
This allows one to read between the lines. But knowledge of the myths also allows the reader to
recognize when Mayrhofer’s poems diverge from the myths they appropriate. This becomes another
source of meaning. In retelling myths, Mayrhofer does not give us the obvious, but something else.
Between the originary myths and Mayrhofer’s myths there is a difference. In the dialogue existing
between sources and poems, we discover what is said and what is not said.
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When we consider this group of mythological poems, we notice that each mythological retelling
diverges from its sources to a similar result. Each of the poems presents a man in distress, who prays to
a goddess for salvation from a miserable existence. Though Mayrhofer speaks through Orestes,
Iphigenia, Atys, Antigone, Oedipus, Memnon, Philoktet; and speaks to Atys, Melanion, Diana, Cybele,
Nemesis, and Aurora; these various characters and deities coalesce into one man and one goddess.
Mayrhofer gives us a hero with a thousand faces. Furthermore, each of these heroes in distress is
inactive, caught between the events that define who they are. Most of the subjects are located on a
desolate island. There is a connection between external and internal circumstance, the barren island
preventing physical progress, inner turmoil preventing internal progress. Internal and external stasis
emerges through temporal manipulation in Mayrhofer’s poems, through non‐linear ordering of past,
present, and future.
The following mythological exegesis presents each myth as it survives in classical sources,
followed by presentations of Mayrhofer’s corresponding poems. This double presentation shows how
Mayrhofer expresses though implication, omission, addition, and by repeating the same ideas in various
forms.

Antigone and Oedipus
Recognizing any of Mayrhofer’s poems as mythological most often means recognizing names in the title
or body of a poem. Since most characters are part of a myth‐‐‐have histories‐‐‐we also recognize actions
or situations. Knowledge of particular ancient texts‐‐‐either histories or dramatic works‐‐‐allows us to
recognize if Mayrhofer’s poems allude to specific sources. For example, we recognize the subjects of
Mayrhofer’s Antigone und Oedip by the poem’s title. We can also surmise from the title that Oedipus
has already realized his patricide, incest, exile, and self‐inflicted blindness, and is being guided by his
now grown daughter, Antigone.

19

Antigone und Oedip
Antigone
Ihr hohen Himmlischen erhöret
Der Tochter herzenströmtes Flehn:
Laßt einen kühlen Hauch des Trostes
In Oedips große Seele wehn.

You high heavenly ones, hear
a daughter’s heartfelt plea:
let a cool breath of comfort
waft into Oedipus’s great soul.

Genüget, euren Zorn zu sühnen,
Dies junge Leben – nehmt es hin;
Und eurer Rache Strahl vernichte
Die tief betrübte Dulderin.

Let this young life be enough to
appease your wrath – take it away;
and let your rays of vengeance annihilate
the deeply troubled penitent sufferer.

Demüthig falte ich die Hände –
Das Firmament bleibt glatt und rein,
Und stille ist's, nur laue Lüfte
Durchschauern noch den alten Hain.

I humbly fold my hands.
The firmament remains flat and pure.
It is still, and only a mild breeze
shudders through the old woods.

Was seufzt und stöhnt der bleiche Vater?
Ich ahn's – ein furchtbares Gesicht
Verscheucht von ihm den leichten Schlummer;
Er springt vom Rasen auf – er spricht:

Why does my pale father sigh and groan?
I foresee it – a frightful face
has chased away his light sleep;
he springs up from the turf – he speaks:

Oedip
Ich träumte einen schweren Traum.
Schwang nicht den Zepter diese Rechte?
Doch Hoheit lös'ten starke Mächte
Dir auf, o Greis, in nicht'gen Schaum.

I dreamed a weighty dream.
Did this right hand not swing the scepter?
But mighty powers dissolved your grandeur,
o gray one, in nullifying foam.

Trank ich in schönen Tagen nicht
In meiner großen Väter Halle,
Beym Heldensang und Hörnerschalle,
O Helios, dein golden Licht,

Did I not drink, in beautiful days,
in the hall of my great fathers,
to the sound of heroes’ songs and horn calls,
your golden light, o Helios,

Das ich nun nimmer schauen kann?
Zerstörung ruft van allen Seiten:
»Zum Tode sollst du dich bereiten;
»Dein irdisch Werk ist abgethan.«

which I can now never see?
Destruction calls from all sides:
“You should prepare yourself for death;
your earthly work is abolished.”

Oedipus’s history is told most extensively in Sophocles’s two tragedies Oedipus Rex and Oedipus at
Colonnus. But Mayrhofer’s poem does not recount any of the events of Oedipus at Colonnus.
Mayrhofer’s Antigone pleads to the gods to release her father from suffering and offers to take the
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suffering herself. Sophocles’s Antigone makes no such prayer. Mayrhofer’s Oedipus looks back to his
glorious past, and forward to his impending doom. Sophocles’s Oedipus makes no comparable
monologue. Even so, the sentiments and words Mayrhofer puts into the hearts and mouths of Antigone
and Oedipus are consistent with our understanding of these characters, so we have no reason to
question their identities. There are no deviations from mythology in this poem. But after considering
Mayrhofer’s other mythological poems, we realize that Mayrhofer’s use of Antigone and Oedipus is
similar to his use of his other mythological personae.

Orestes
Four of Mayrhofer’s poems revolve around the myth of Orestes. Two of these‐‐‐Der landende Orest and
Der entsühnte Orest‐‐‐take the voice of Orestes. The Fragment aus dem Aeschylus is a translation of the
Furies’ prosecutive argument against Orestes in The Eumenides. Iphigenia takes the voice of Orestes’s
sister, Iphigenia, in her quasi‐exile on Tauris. Since Mayrhofer’s poems do not depict the greatest or
most characteristic moments from Iphigenia’s and Orestes’s lives, it is worthwhile to relate their
histories, to clarify the significance of Mayrhofer’s poetic choices.
Orestes and Iphigenia, as well as their sister Electra, are the children of Agamemnon and
Clytemnestra. Clytemnestra is one of five children of Leda and Tyndareus of Sparta, although the actual
father of these five children‐‐‐among whom are the twins Castor and Pollux, and the dangerously
beautiful Helen‐‐‐is the almighty Zeus. Agamemnon's lineage is equally prestigious, and ill‐fated.
Cassandra describes it as
. . . a house that hates the gods,
one that knows by heart stories of kin
murdering kin, a slaughterhouse
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for men, a killing floor drenched in blood.
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Orestes’s oldest mortal ancestor is the infamous Tantalus, who served the flesh of his own son, Pelops,
at a banquet of the gods. Pelops’s sons were Atreus and Thyestes. Deceit, infidelity, and incest invade
the lives of these brothers, with consequences on the following generation. Atreus’s sons were
Agamemnon and Menelaus, the brothers who sailed to Troy for the sake of Helen. In Agamemnon’s
absence, Clytemnestra shared her bed with Agamemnon’s cousin, Aegisthus. As soon as Agamemnon
returns from his Trojan campaign he is murdered by his wife. Iphigenia, Electra, and Orestes are the
children of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra.
Soon after Agamemnon left for Troy, Orestes was sent into exile, to live with Strophius, a friend
of Agamemnon. Following many years of longing for his home, Orestes returned to Argos at Apollo’s
behest. Orestes was admonished to kill his mother and thereby to avenge his father. As Orestes says,
among the charms that brought me to this daring,
I put Apollo first, the seer of Delphi,
who told me I could do this guiltlessly,
and if I failed to – I can’t name the punishment.
No arrow could ever scale that height of pain.46
Although Apollo himself told Orestes he must commit this act, as soon as Orestes slays his mother, the
Furies‐‐‐ the goddesses of conscience and guilt‐‐‐begin to hound him. At the end of the Libation Bearers
Orestes exclaims:
Ah! Ah! these hideous women, they’re like, like
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Gorgons, black‐robed, snakes swarming over them,
braiding and unbraiding. I can’t stay here any longer!47
Electra presents Orestes’s post‐matricidal condition at the outset of Euripides’s Orestes:
…poor Orestes lies here sick, ravaged by a fierce disease, prostrate on his bed, his mother’s
blood goading him with fits of insanity. I shrink, as you see, from naming the divine Eumenides,
who are striving to encompass his downfall with this horror.48 This is now the sixth day since our
mother’s corpse was purified with fire, following her slaughter, and in all this time he has
neither taken food into his stomach or bathed his body. Hidden inside his robes, he weeps when
his body gains some respite from its disease and he is in his right mind; but sometimes he leaps
up from his bed and runs around like a colt freed from the yoke.49
When the chorus of Argive women asks Electra what will bring an end to Orestes’s troubles, she
responds, “Through death, only through death!”50 After much despair, deceit, and bloodshed, Apollo
returns to dispel conflict, and decrees that Orestes will rule Argos. Before becoming king, Orestes must
spend another year in exile, then travel to Athens to be judged by Athena, where Orestes is fated to
win.51
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But, at the outset of Iphigenia among the Taurians, the Furies still plague Orestes.52 In his
torment, Orestes doubts Apollo, who has commanded Orestes to steal the image of Artemis from her
temple at Tauris and return it to Athens.53 Orestes, believing that Iphigenia died on Aulis, does not know
that she is Artemis's priestess on Tauris. Iphigenia, as well, believes her brother dead, due to a vision she
had in a dream.54 After she offers libations to the dead Orestes in front of the temple, a herdsman
comes bringing news of foreigners at the shore, and telling Iphigenia to prepare for the sacrifices. The
herdsman recounts discovering Orestes and Pylades, as well as Orestes's agonized delusion:
[Orestes] left the rock cleft, and stood there jerking his head violently up and down. He groaned
aloud as his hands shook and as he rushed about in a frenzy of madness. And he shouted like a
hunter: 'Pylades, do you see this one? Can you not see how that one, a she‐dragon from Hell,
wants to kill me and turns her weapons, the fearful vipers of her hair, against me? This one
nearby wings her way breathing fire and murder, holding my mother in her arms, now a massive
stone, so that she can throw her on me. O horror! She will kill me. Where can I take refuge?'55
Orestes and Pylades are ultimately captured, and destined for sacrifice. When Orestes and Pylades are
brought before Iphigenia, the brother and sister do not recognize each other. After a lengthy recognition
scene, the three devise a plan to flee Tauris. Though King Thaos discovers Iphigenia’s plan to flee,
Athena, who appears above the temple of Artemis, dissuades him from doing so. She decrees that it is
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the gods' will that Orestes should escape with Iphigenia and the image of Artemis. With the conclusion
of Iphigenia among the Taurians, Orestes's history of guilt and sin is concluded.
The history of the house of Atreus is implicit in Mayrhofer’s Orestes poems. But when he
assumes the voices of Iphigenia and Orestes, Mayrhofer presents the unexpected. There are many
dramatic events and powerful emotions that Iphigenia and Orestes experience. But instead of drama
and high emotion, Mayrhofer’s Iphigenia and Orestes are reflective. The objects of their reflections are
also unexpected.

Iphigenia
Blüht denn hier an Tauris Strande
Keine Blum' aus Hellas Lande,
Weht kein milder Segenshauch
Aus den lieblichen Gefilden,
Wo Geschwister mit mir spielten?‐‐‐
Ach, mein Leben ist ein Rauch!

So here on the shores of Tauris
no flowers from Greece will blossom,
no gentle breath of blessing will waft
from the beloved fields,
where my siblings played with me?‐‐‐
Ah, my life is smoke.

Trauernd wank' ich durch die Haine,‐‐‐
Keine Hoffnung nähr' ich‐‐‐keine,
Meine Heimat zu erseh'n;‐‐‐
Und die See mit hohen Wellen,
Die an Klippen kalt zerschellen,
Übertäubt mein leises Fleh'n.

Grieving, I stagger through the groves,‐‐‐
I nourish no hope‐‐‐none,
once again to see my homeland;‐‐‐
And the sea with high waves
that shatter coldly upon the crags,
deafen my muted pleas.

Göttin, welche mich gerettet,
An die Wildniß mich gekettet,‐‐‐
Rette mich zum zweitenmal;‐‐‐
Gnädig lasse mich den Meinen,
Laß' o Göttin! mich erscheinen
In des großen Königs Saal!

Goddess, you who saved me,
chained me to this wilderness,‐‐‐
save me a second time;‐‐‐
Be merciful, leave me to my own,
allow me, o goddess! to appear
in the hall of the great king!

Mayrhofer’s Iphigenia stands alone on the Taurian coast. She recalls her past, laments her fatherland,
and finally prays to Diana for salvation (that is, this poem evokes the past, present, and future, as does
Antigone und Oedip). This Iphigenia is not so unexpected, especially in light of Goethe’s Iphigenia, whose
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monologue bears many similarities to Mayrhofer’s poem. 56 But the significance of Iphigenia also lies in
its similarities to Der landende Orest.

Der landende Orest

Orestes disembarked

Dieses Tauris? wo der Eumeniden
Wuth zu stillen, Pythia versprach‐‐‐
Weh, die Schwestern mit den Schlangenhaaren
Folgen mir vom Land der Griechen nach!
Rauhes Eyland, kündest keinen Segen:
Nirgends sproßt der Ceres goldne Frucht.
Keine Reben blühn, der Lüfte Sänger,
Wie die Schiffe, meiden diese Bucht.

This is Tauris? where Pythia promised
to silence the Eumenides’s wrath‐‐‐
Alas, the sisters with snaky hair
follow me here from the land of the Greeks!
Rough island, you know no blessing:
nowhere grows Ceres’s golden fruit.
No vine blooms; the singing breezes,
like the sailors, keep away from this bay.

Steine fügt die Kunst nicht zu Gebäuden,
Zelte spannt des Scythen Armuth sich;
Unter starren Felsen, rauhen Wäldern
Ist das Leben einsam, schauerlich!
»Allhier soll,« so ist ja doch ergangen
An den Flehenden der heil'ge Spruch:
»Soll die Bogenspannerin Diana
»Lösen deinen und der Väter Fluch.«

Art does not form the stones into buildings,
tents span the Scythian poverty;
below rigid cliffs and rough forests
life is solitary, horrifying!
"Here shall,” so the holy decree
was pronounced upon the plaintive one,
"shall Artemis of the showering arrows
"dissolve your and your fathers' curse."

In Der landende Orest, Orestes has just arrived on Tauris. At this point in the drama by Euripides, Orestes
goes mad and begins slaying cattle.57 Mayrhofer's Orestes does not lose his mind. On the contrary, he
remains lucid throughout. Although the Furies are mentioned, they do not entice Orestes into frenzy,
but are another detail of his trials on which he reflects. The focus of the poem, and thus of Mayrhofer's
interest, does not lie in the frenzy caused by the Furies in the wake of matricide. This Orestes is strikingly
similar to Iphigenia. Like her, he stands on the shore of Tauris and hopes for salvation from Diana.
Central to this poem is an extended exposition of Tauris as a barren island, which is also present in
Iphigenia (though not central). This Orestes does not do anything. Mayrhofer speaks as an Orestes who
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is caught between significant events, reflecting on what has happened and what is to happen. The
bringing together of the past, present, and future is also a commonality with Iphigenia. What is peculiar
to Mayrhofer’s Orestes is that he does not express much doubt. His opening line is a question, “Is this
Tauris?,” but this is far from the doubt in Apollo accompanied by severe melancholy and desire for
death felt by the Orestes of Euripides, Goethe, and Guillard/Gluck.58
The next poem, Der entsühnte Orest, is also a conflation of past, present, and future. As in
Iphigenia and Der landende Orest, in this poem Orestes stands on the shore, and concludes with a
prayer for salvation to Diana. But on a whole, Der entsühnte Orest is much more complicated than the
previous two poems.
Der entsühnte Orest

Orestes purified

Zu meinen Füßen wiegst du dich,
O heimatliches Meer!
Ich rufe dir: Triumph! Triumph!
Und schwinge Schild und Speer.

You sway about my feet,
oh native sea!
I call to you: Triumph! Triumph!
and brandish my shield and spear.

Mycene ehrt als König mich,
Beut meinem Wirken Raum,
Und über meinen Scheitel saus't
Des Lebens reicher Baum.

Mykene honors me as king,
bows to the breadth of my deeds,
and above my head rushes
life's opulent tree.

Mit morgendlichen Rosen schmückt
Der Frühling meine Bahn,
Und auf der Liebe Wellen schwebt
Dahin der leichte Kahn.

With matitudinal roses Springtime
decorates my path,
and upon the waves of ardor
my light skiff floats there.

Diana naht! o Retterin,
Erhöre du mein Fleh'n:
Laß mich‐‐‐das Höchste ward mir ja‐‐‐
Nun zu den Vätern geh'n!

Diana approaches! oh Savior,
answer my pleas:
allow me now‐‐‐to me it would be supreme‐‐‐
to go to my fathers!
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As in Der landende Orest, Orestes initially stands on the shore. His placement at the convergence of
land and sea is an external representation of his internal situation, in which he is on the verge of
significant events. But other details are obscure. What shore is this? In the second line, he addresses the
waves as those of his native sea. Has Orestes arrived back in Mycenae? The entire poem is set in the
present tense; however, this tense is also used in German to express the near future. The question is
whether he has reached his native shore and the Argives are honoring him as king, or if these are
optimistic projections of what he believes will soon occur. The title‐‐‐Orestes purified‐‐‐adds to the
uncertainty. It is easy to assume before reading the first line that Orestes has been redeemed. When he
addresses his native sea in the second line, the reader would presume that Orestes has finally arrived
home after his terrible exile. The second stanza makes clear that Orestes is at last able to assume the
Argive throne. But the matter is not so simple.
The "matitudinal roses" upon which Orestes treads in the third stanza are reminiscent of the
decorative floor‐covering Clytemnestra spread out for Agamemnon upon his return home.59 However,
the third line of the third stanza tells us that he is sea‐bound, traveling upon the waves of ardor. The key
word in the third stanza is dahin (to there), but to where is he traveling? The last stanza brings a
chronological certainty to the poem: in the final stanza, Orestes is approached by and prays directly to
Diana, asking that she allow his return to the land of his fathers. Orestes’s only contact with Diana is on
Tauris, when his salvation is in her hands. The poem therefore places Orestes on Tauris, as in Orest auf
Tauris. But even this is a stretch. Diana is not directly responsible for Orestes’s salvation. Rather,
Orestes’s salvation depends on his stealing the image of Diana on Tauris and returning it to Argos.
Orestes never prays to Diana in the classic texts.
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If this poem is to make chronological sense according with the sources, then Orestes prays to
Diana for salvation (stanza four), travels homeward (stanza three), returns victorious to Argos (stanza
one), and then is honored there as king (stanza two). But even this understanding cannot be wholly
convincing given the Diana‐problem that this poem presents, namely, the difference between Orestes’s
relationship to Diana in the classic sources and that relationship in Mayrhofer’s poem. Not only does
Mayrhofer’s Orestes pray to Diana for salvation (which also complicates Der landende Orest, where
Orestes also places salvation in Diana’s hands), but he travels to her on waves of love. The love for the
goddess and the wish for salvation from that goddess are Mayrhofer’s impositions on the Orestes myth,
themes that re absent from all mythological sources. This relationship between man and goddess recurs
(with variation) in all the remaining mythological poems.

Diana
The goddess to whom Iphigenia and Orestes pray for salvation is also the beloved object in Der
zürnenden Diana. She is the goddess of the moon, the twin sister of Apollo, god of the sun. Like the
moon itself, Diana is a goddess of contradictions and has a light and dark side. Her duplicitous nature is
revealed in her dealings with those who would seem to be most important to her, namely virgins and
hunters. Though she was protector of virgins, if any of Diana’s attendant nymphs broke her vow of
60

chastity, Diana became a scourge. Even though she was goddess of the hunt, the ill‐fated hunter
Acteon felt her wrath when her chanced upon her as she bathed.
But look! While she was bathing there, all naked,
Actaeon came, with no more thought of hunting
Till the next day, wandering, far from certain,
60
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Through unfamiliar woodland till he entered
Diana’s grove, as fate seemed bound to have it.
And when he entered the cool dripping grotto
The nymphs, all naked, saw him, saw a man,
And beat their breasts and screamed, and all together
Gathered around their goddess, tried to hide her
With their own bodies, but she stood above them,
Taller by head and shoulders. As the clouds
Grow red at sunset, as the daybreak reddens,
Diana blushed at being seen, and turned
Aside a little from her close companions,
Looked quickly for her arrows, found no weapon
Except the water, but scooped up a handful
And flung it in the young man’s face, and over
The young man’s hair. Those drops had vengeance in them.
She told him so: “Tell people you have seen me,
Diana, naked! Tell them if you can!”

61

The water transformed Actaeon into a stag, and his own hounds pursued and devoured him. Two
aspects of Acteon’s history vary from author to author, the means of his death and the chance that
brings Acteon to his vision. Under Pausanias’s pen, Diana does not transform the hunter, but only
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throws a deer‐skin around Acteon. In Nonnos’s version, Actaeon has searched for Diana and hoped to
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marry her. Diana ensured that Acteon’s death was a painful death. Not only would the dogs kill the
hunter, but
were to tear Actaion slowly to pieces with their jaws little by little, while breathing still and in his
right mind, that she might torment his mind even more with sharper pains. So he with a man's
feeling groaned for his own fate, while he cried aloud in a lamentable voice.
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In the three Orestes poems, Mayrhofer directs the histories of Iphigenia and Orestes to express specific
themes‐‐‐the barren landscapes, exile, prayer for salvation, the confluence of past‐present‐future‐‐‐but
only makes significant change in Der entsühnte Orest, and does this to reinforce themes otherwise
lacking. Mayrhofer also makes changes in Der zürnenden Diana, seizing on the two variables of the
myth‐‐‐manner of death and the events leading to Actaeon’s vision‐‐‐to create his own variation. Der
zürnenden Diana also introduces obscurity as a poetic technique, and leads us to consider ambiguity as
another important theme.

Der zürnenden Diana

To an angry Artemis

Ja, spanne nur den Bogen mich zu tödten,
Du himmlisch Weib! im zornigen Erröthen
Noch reizender. Ich werd' es nie bereuen:

Yes, stretch your bow, to kill me,
you heavenly woman! in an impassioned blush
even more alluring. I will never rue it:

Daß ich dich sah am buschigen Gestade
Die Nymphen überragen in dem Bade;
Der Schönheit Funken in die Wildniß streuen.

that I saw you on the bushy bank,
rising above your nymphs in the bath;
scattering the spark of beauty in the wild.

Den Sterbenden wird noch dein Bild erfreuen.
Er athmet reiner, athmet freyer,
Wem du gestrahlest ohne Schleyer.

Your image will still delight the dying one.
He breathes more clear, more free,
He whom you shone upon without veil.

Dein Pfeil, er traf – doch linde rinnen
Die warmen Wellen aus der Wunde:

Your arrow, it strikes – yet gently runs
the warm waves out from my wounds:
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Noch zittert vor den matten Sinnen
Des Schauens süße letzte Stunde.

still trembling before my weakening senses
is my vision's sweet, last moment.

While this poem approximates the Acteon myth, the subject of the poem is obscure. Unlike the
bulk of Mayrhofer’s first‐person mythological poems, this one does not bear the name of the “I” as title.
In this poem, the subject sees the goddess bathing. This is the sole connection to the Acteon myth. But
other details of the myth‐‐‐Acteon as hunter, the hunter’s own dogs as instruments of death‐‐‐are
absent. The poem begins with the goddess poised to strike the subject with her arrow, and we suppose
she is going to do so in anger, in retribution. She is, after all zürnend, angry. But, we suppose this
because we suppose the subject is Acteon. The ambiguities of the poem allow such an assumption.
There is nothing wrong with this reading. But let’s consider an alternative. Zürnend, while it does mean
angry, can also mean annoyed, excited, aroused. The zürnendes Erröten that envelopes the goddess is
no longer the red of wrath, but the blush of arousal. In this poem, viewing the goddess is a moment of
ecstasy, the moment that both Iphigenia and Orestes await. This desired moment‐‐‐the sinking into
death‐‐‐is man’s salvation, man’s union with the divine.
The benefit of this reading is that it makes Der zürnenden Diana consistent with the three
Orestes poems. Important to this reading is that it is implicit. Mayrhofer uses ambiguities to invite an
alternative reading, to give the poem two narratives. Another similarity Der zürnenden Diana shares
with the other poems is a chronology that encompasses past, present, and future. This poem also
introduces chronological confusion, something similar to what Mayrhofer does in Der entsühnte Orest.
Der zürnenden Diana begins in the present, then shifts to the past, projects into the future, and ends in
the present. The result of this temporal manipulation is a lengthening of the present. In particular, it
leaves the goddess suspended in a position that shows her ready to strike, her bow tensed and her
arrow portending imminent death. This is a heightening of suspense, and a heightening of the pleasure
resulting from the arrow’s strike.
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Philoctetes
The physical location of Der zürnenden Diana is unspecified. But in Philoktet, we return to a barren
island. When the Greeks set sail for Troy, Philoctetes was one of the captains leading the assault. On
Lemnos, on the way to Troy, Philoctetes was bitten by a snake, and was left with a reeking and agonizing
wound. He was abandoned on Lemnos. 65 After a long and unsuccessful campaign, the prophet Helenus,
son of Priam, revealed that Troy would not fall without the help of Philoctetes and the bow of
Heracles.66 So, Odysseus returned to Lemnos to regain Hercules’s bow, which history is recounted in
Sophocles’s Philoctetes.67 As Philoctetes opens, Odysseus and Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles, have
just landed on Lemnos. Odysseus convinces Neoptolemus to use deceit to obtain the bow and arrows
from Philoctetes, arguing that Philoctetes is too embittered to resume his journey to Troy. Neoptolemus
gains Philoctetes’s trust and gets Hercules’s bow. But, since he has come to regard Philoctetes as a
friend, Neoptolemus admits the truth of Odysseus’s plan. Philoctetes curses Neoptolemus, but admits
that the bulk of the blame belongs to the cunning Odysseus. Before Neoptolemus can give the bow back
to Philoctetes, Odysseus appears and takes Neoptolemus and the bow back to the ships. After a scene in
which Philoctetes curses Odysseus and hopes for death, Neoptolemus returns and restores the bow to
Philoctetes. Though Neoptolemus tries to convince Philoctetes to sail on to Troy, Philoctetes refuses
until he is persuaded by Hercules.
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Philoktet
Da sitz’ ich ohne Bogen,
Und starre in den Sand.
Was that ich dir, Ulysses?
Daß du sie mir entwandt

I sit there without bow
and stare into the sand.
What did I do to you, Ulysses?
that you stole it from me,

Die Waffe, die dem Feinde
Des Todes Bote war;
Die auf der wüsten Insel
Mir Unterhalt gebar.

the weapon, which to the enemy
was a messenger of death;
which on this barren island
gave me sustenance.

Es rauschen Vögelschwärme
Mir übers greise Haupt;
Ich greife nach dem Bogen‐‐‐
Umsonst‐‐‐er ist geraubt.

A swarm of birds rushes
above my gray head;
I reach for my bow‐‐‐
in vain‐‐‐it has been stolen.

Aus dichtem Busche raschelt
Der braune Hirsch hervor:
Ich strecke leere Arme
Zur Nemesis empor.

Out from the near bushes
a brown deer rustles:
I stretch empty arms
to nemesis above.

Du schlauer König scheue
Der Göttin Rächerblick!
Erbarme dich‐‐und stelle
Den Bogen mir zurück.

You clever King, look
at the goddess’s vengeful glance!
Have pity‐‐‐and give
the bow back to me.

Mayrhofer’s poem does not diverge too far from the classical sources, maybe because
Philoctetes is in a situation agreeable to Mayrhofer’s poetic interests, exiled on a barren island.
Odysseus’s description of Lemnos recalls the Tauris of Iphigenia and Orest auf Tauris.
Finally, Lemnos island, see how dreary
this place, no people, no houses,
nothing and no one
except Philoctetes, Poeas’ son.68
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Mayrhofer’s poem evokes Sophocles, and seems to be taken from Philoctetes’s two tirades against
Neoptolemus and Odysseus following the revelation of their deception. The first is against
Neoptolemus,
And can you look me in the face, fire,
monster, you’ve really done me in, haven’t you?
Champ, champion, oh how I hate you, master
of treachery. And me the suppliant, me
you rob of my bow, my life.
Oh, give it back, I beg of you, my son.
If you feel for me at all, give it back.
Don’t take my life away.
…
I’m crying out to you rivers, headlands, lairs
of wild beasts, sharp cliffs, only you‐‐‐
lasting witnesses of my pain‐‐‐will listen to me.
…
Please give my bow back to me,
…
Cave with a double entrance, I’m back
to you once more, but without arms and so
without food. I’ll wither and die here. The quarry
of bird and beast I pursued will now pursue me,
those who served as food will feed on the hunter,
blood for blood.
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…
I curse your life‐‐‐no I’ll wait
until I know if you’ll go the other way.
If not, may my curse wither you.69
His second invective is against Odysseus:
O my hands, how weak you are, imprisoned
by that man, all because my bow’s gone.
…I’ve spent
many years cursing you. But the gods
embitter my life, and you dance on
as my endless misery defines my life.
…My curse on your life
for what you’ve done to me. If the gods are just
you will be cursed.
…O my own country,
and you watchful gods, avenge me, however
long it takes, if you pity me as I deserve.70
Whereas Sophocles’s Philoctetes prays to the gods for justice, Mayrhofer address a particular deity,
Nemesis, the goddess of justice and retribution.71 Nemesis was important for Herder, as well. Wulf
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Koepke explains that for Herder “the concept of nemesis or Adrastea [is] the personification of the
principle of measure, balance, and justice in all things. The existence and inner truth of things are based
on an inner necessity that is expressed by order, harmony, and beauty.”72 The Nemesis that Mayrhofer’s
Philoctetes invokes is this same instrument of justice. For Philoctetes, justice means regaining the bow
from Ulysses. Philoctetes’s prayer is also a plea for salvation, since the bow is Philoctetes’s means of
survival, and its absence a source of suffering. But, in this poem, the concept of Nemesis is less
significant than the gender of Nemesis. Again, Mayrhofer presents a man, a desire, and a goddess with
the means to fulfill that desire.

Atys
The myth of man and goddess returns in Mayrhofer’s Atys. While Philoktet does not confront us with
any of the ambiguities we encounter in Der zürnenden Diana, ambiguity‐‐‐of myth, character, gender,
events, and time‐‐‐abounds in Atys. To begin with, there are two different myths about Atys. The first is
told in Herodotus’s History, where Atys appears as the son of Croesus, the wealthy King of Sardis in
Lydia.73 Croesus had two sons, one was deaf and mute, the other “distinguished far above all his co‐
mates in every pursuit.” Atys was the latter. After dreaming that Atys would die by the blow of an iron
weapon, Croesus made Atys take a wife and prevented his son from commanding the Lydian armies. A
Phrygian named Adrastus, who had slain his brother and was expelled by his father, came to Croesus for
purification and was accepted into the King’s house. At the same time, there was a boar devastating the
corn‐fields of the Mysians. A group of Mysian ambassadors appealed to Croesus for help in killing the
himself on four feet, to go unbidden before the flying goddess and show that she herself traverses the four
separate quarters of the world: highcrested men she bridles with her bit which none can shake off, such is the
meaning of the image, and she rolls a haughty fellow about as it were with the whip of misery, like a self‐rolling
wheel” (Nonnos, Dionysiaca, 48.375).
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boar, which the king consented to do; however, he would not allow Atys to partake in the hunt, for fear
of his dream. Atys protested, saying,
Formerly, my father, it was deemed the noblest and most suitable thing for me to frequent the
wars and hunting‐parties, and win myself glory in them; but now thou keepest me away from
both, although thou hast never beheld in me either cowardice or lack of spirit. What face
meanwhile must I wear as I walk to the forum or return from it? What must the citizens, what
must my young bride think of me? What sort of man will she suppose her husband to be? Either,
therefore, let me go to the chase of this boar, or give me a reason why it is best for me to do
according to thy wishes.
After Croesus told Atys his dream, Atys retorted that since the boar had no hands with which to wield
an iron weapon, there was no danger in the hunt. The King agreed with this reasoning and consented,
but asked Adrastus to accompany and protect Atys from any danger. Adrastus agreed. At the hunt,
Adrastus threw his spear at the boar, missing it but hitting Atys, striking him dead. Adrastus delivered
himself to the judgment of Croesus, who said, “It is not thou who has injured me . . . Some god is the
author of my misfortune, and I was forewarned of it a long time ago.” Adrastus then slew himself upon
Atys’s tomb.74
Herodotus’s History dates to the fifth century B.C.E. Various other accounts of the Atys myth
were written around the beginning of the Christian Era. In the Description of Greece from the second
century C.E., Pausanias offers two accounts of the myth. He attributes the first to the elegiac poet
Hermesianax:
[Attis] was the son of Calaüs the Phrygian, and . . . was a eunuch from birth . . . on growing up,
Attis migrated to Lydia and celebrated for the Lydians the orgies of the Mother; that he rose to
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such honor with her that Zeus, being wroth at it, sent a boar to destroy the tillage of the Lydians.
Then certain Lydians, with Attis himself, were killed by the boar, and it is consistent with this
that the Gauls who inhabit Pessinus abstain from pork.75
The most obvious difference from Herodotus is the spelling of the name. I will refer to Atys by this
spelling only, since this is the spelling Mayrhofer and Schubert use, though Mayrhofer’s Atys actually
corresponds to the Attis myth. Pausanias’s first version, as different as it is from Herodotus, nonetheless
has similarities with Herodotus. Pausanias’s second version of the myth diverges farther from
Herodotus.
. . . the current view about Attis different, the local legend about him being this. Zeus, it is said,
let fall in his sleep seed upon the ground, which in course of time sent up a demon, with two
sexual organs, male and female. They call the demon Agdistis. But the gods, fearing Agdistis, cut
off the male organ. There grew up from it an almond‐tree with its fruit ripe, and a daughter of
the river Sangarius, they say, took of the fruit and laid it on her bosom, when at once it
disappeared, but she was with child. A boy was born, and exposed, but was tended by a he‐goat.
As he grew up his beauty was more than human, and Agdistis fell in love with him. When he had
grown up, Attis was sent by his relatives to Pessinus, that he might wed the King’s daughter. The
marriage‐song was being sung, when Agdistis appeared, and Attis went mad and cut off his
genitals, as also did he who was giving him his daughter in marriage. But Agdistis repented of
what he had done to Attis, and persuaded Zeus to grant that the body of Attis should neither rot
at all or decay. These are the most popular forms of the legend of Attis.76
A significant divergence from Herodotus is that here Atys appears as a priest of the Mother‐goddess.
Pausanias’s second tale tells of Ayts’s madness and self‐castration, events retold as well by Ovid and
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Catullus. Ovid recounts the Atys myth in the Fasti, a calendar of religious festivals written early in the
first century C.E. He tells of Atys in the context of the Festival of Cybele, celebrated on 4 April.
. . . “Where,” I asked, “does the impulse for self‐castration
come from?” When I was silent, she [Erato] began to speak:
“In the woods, a remarkably handsome Phrygian boy, Attis,
held the tower‐bearing goddess [Cybele] in chains of pure love.
She wanted to keep him for herself, to safeguard her temple, and said,
‘Make sure that you want to be a boy forever.’
He gave his word at her behest, and said, ‘If I am untrue,
let the love I cheat you with be my last.’
He cheated her with the nymph Sagaritis, and ceased to be what he’d been.
The goddess’ wrath exacted a price from the girl:
she cut down the Naiad with blows inflicted on a tree, and that one
was done for; the tree was the Naiad’s talisman.
Attis went mad, and believing his bedroom ceiling was collapsing,
he took off and headed for the heights of Dindymus.
Now he shouted, ‘Take away the torches,’ now, ‘Take away
the whips,’ often swearing the Furies were after him.
He even hacked at his body with a sharp rock,
and dragged his long hair in the filthy dust.
He cried, ‘I deserved it, I’ll pay the deserved price in blood.
I wish that these parts which harmed me were done for.
I wish they were done for,’ he repeated: he removed the burden of his groin,
and suddenly there wasn’t a trace of his manhood left.
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This madness set an example and the soft acolytes toss
their hair and cut off their worthless organs.”
Such was the eloquent response of the Muse from Boetia
to my question about the reason for the madness.77
A fourth source of the myth comes from the poet Catullus in the first century B.C.E.78 As the poem
opens, Atys has already crossed the deep seas and come to the grove of the Mother‐goddess in Phrygia,
There, by raving madness goaded, his wits astray,
He tore off with a sharp flint the burden of his groin.
There, conscious that the members left him were now unmanned,
Still with fresh blood spotting the surface of the ground,
In snow‐white hand she swiftly seized the light tambourine…79
After the castration, Catullus refers to Atys with feminine articles and pronouns, further emphasizing the
metamorphosis Atys has undergone. Atys, along with her companions, then performs an ecstatic ritual
in worship of Cybele. Atys addresses her comrades who have followed him:
Together come, like stray cattle of the Mistress of Dindymus,
Who like a band of exiles making for foreign lands,
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And following my guidance, my comrades, led by me,
Have borne the raging salt sea and the ocean’s savagery,
And through excessive hatred of Venus unmanned yourselves[.]80
Crazed, the group rushes to the shrine of the goddess, howling and making a racket with tambourines
and cymbals. Upon reaching the shrine, they all sink into sleep from exhaustion. The next morning, Atys
awakens in shock.
Then sleep from wakened Attis departed, flying fast,
To be welcomed by the Goddess Pasithea with trembling breast.
So, after gentle rest‐time, from frenzied madness free,
When Attis’ self went over in thought what she had done
And in her mind saw clearly where, without what, she was,
She dared with spirit seething return again to the shore.
There, gazing the lonely sea with tearful eyes,
She thus addressed with sad voice her country piteously:
‘O country that gave me being, O country that gave me birth,
Whom I wretchedly leaving as runaway servants do
Their masters, to the forests of Ida brought my feet,
That I might be among snow and wild beasts’ frosty byres,
And draw near in my madness their every lurking‐place,
Where or in what quarter, my country, do I think you lie?
My pupils of themselves long to turn their gaze on you,
While my spirit for a short time is free of fierce mania.
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Shall I rush to these forests far distant from my home?
Be absent from my country, possessions, parents, friends?
Absent from forum, palaestra, stadium and gymnasia?
Ah wretched, wretched spirit, you must forever grieve.
What kind of human figure have I not undergone?
A woman I, a young man, an ephebe I, a child.
I’ve been flower of the gymnasium; I was glory of the oil.
For me the doors were crowded, for me the threshold warm.
For me with flowery posies the house was garlanded
When it was time at sunrise for me to leave my bed.
Shall I now be called God’s handmaid and Cybele’s serving‐girl?
Am I to be a Maenad, half me, a male unmanned?
Am I to haunt green Ida’s cold, snow‐mantled bounds?
Shall I spend life beneath the high columns of Phrygia,
With the deer woodland‐haunting and forest‐ranging boar?
Now what I’ve done appals me; I’m sorry for it now.’81
In response to this rueful confession and desire to return home, the Goddess sends one of her lions to
Atys, telling it to
. . . make frenzy drive him on,
Make him retrace his footsteps to the forest frenzy‐struck,
Who desires too freely to escape from my commands.
...
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When [the lion] approached the moist part of the whitening sea‐shore,
And saw there tender Attis beside the marbled deep,
He charges. She, demented, runs off to the wild woods;
There she remained at all times, life‐long a female slave.82
Common to these four versions of the myth is that Atys was loved by the Mother‐goddess and that he
castrated himself in a rage. In Pausanias and Ovid the goddess drove Atys to self‐castration, but in
Catullus, it is done out of love for the mother, in the midst of (frenzied) worship. Although this scenario
differs greatly from Herodotus’s myth, some similarities remain. Common to Herodotus and Ovid is the
importance of the wedding ceremony. Herodotus’s Atys is newly married when he is killed; Ovid’s Atys is
driven mad by the jealous goddess on his wedding night. Although Herodotus’s Atys does not castrate
himself, he is emasculated by his father nonetheless. In trying to protect his son from death, the King
forbade his son to engage in manly pursuits, destroying his ego and reputation at the same time.
Mayrhofer’s Atys is closest to the poem by Catullus, but there are differences.83 Most
importantly, perhaps, is that Catullus’s Atys does not die, but lives on to serve the goddess. While
Herodotus, Pausanias, and Ovid present Atys’s death, Mayrhofer’s death‐‐‐where Atys casts himself
from a cliff into the forest‐‐‐is unique.84 The manner of death, suicide, is important in Mayrhofer’s poem,
as well as its relation to the source myths. In the final stanza of Mayrhofer’s poem, the cymbals sound,
signaling the approaching goddess, then Atys throws himself from the cliff. Filling in the blanks with the
aid of Ovid and Pausanias, the approach of the goddess drives Atys mad, and he kills himself in frenzy.
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He is a victim of the goddess, in a way. If in the penultimate stanza, Mayrhofer’s Atys says “no god will
come to your aid,” and in the next stanza hears the goddess approaching, we can assume Atys thinks the
goddess intends to do him harm. Suicide is then an escape from this potential harm.
By choosing which details of the myth to relate, which to omit, and which to change, Mayrhofer
makes Atys into another narrative of a mortal’s union with the divine. In the poem, Atys sees the
goddess, prays to her to take him, is taken by her to Thrace, becomes her priest, castrates himself,
suffers regret, then throws himself from the cliff and dies. Man’s union with god, this poem suggests, is
a process of renouncing earthly existence. The first step is to leave the väterlich Tal, to abandon one’s
life in order to serve the goddess. Castration is a renunciation of the body and sensuality. Atys’s despair
allows him to take the final step, death. The final union of man and goddess results in a being that is at
once both and neither. This is similar to the gender‐ambiguity of Atys, who is both man and woman, and
similarly neither. It is not clear where one begins and the other ends. There is an ambiguity resulting
from Atys’s acts of renunciation as well, which presages the eventual union of man and goddess. While
Atys carries out each act by his own hand‐‐‐he willingly leaves his home and becomes priest, he
castrates himself, he kills himself‐‐‐each of these acts is motivated by the presence of the goddess.
When the narrator begins speaking in Atys’s voice in the third stanza, the first thing we hear is that Atys
loved, crazed, and saw the goddess. Atys was serving the goddess when he castrated himself. Her
approach led him to suicide. Under these circumstances, it is not entirely clear if Atys acted of his own
will, the goddess’s will, or if the will of the two were not one from the beginning, the precondition for
the union.
Ambiguity envelops Mayrhofer’s Atys. The diverging strands of the Atys/Attis myth show the
ambiguity of character germane to all mythology. The idea of the union of man and god presents an
ambiguity of being, and Mayrhofer’s Atys also emphasizes the ambiguity of will. The Atys myth also
revolves around gender ambiguity, which results from the castrations suffered by Atys’s parent Agdistis,
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Atys’s to‐be‐father‐in‐law (in Pausanias’s, second version of the myth), and Atys himself. In the myths,
castration is the cause of ambiguity. In Mayrhofer’s poem, castration is the greatest ambiguity. Atys’s
castration is not explicit in Mayrhofer’s poem. It is not even mentioned. But that does not mean that
Mayrhofer erased it from the myth. He does not save Atys from castration. In Atys, the castration occurs
in the middle of the fourth stanza, between the fourth and fifth lines.

Atys
Der Knabe seufzt übers grüne Meer,
Am dämmernden Ufer kam er her.
Er wünscht sich mächtige Schwingen:
Die sollten ihn zum heimischen Land,
Woran ihn ewige Sehnsucht mahnt,
Im rauschenden Fluge bringen.

The boy sighs over the green sea,
here to the gloaming banks he came.
he wished himself mighty wings:
they would bring him to his native land,
to where his eternal yearning admonishes him,
in rushing flight.

»O Heimweh! unergründlicher Schmerz,
»Was folterst du das junge Herz;
»Kann Liebe dich nicht verdrängen?
»Du willst die Frucht, die herrlich reift,
»Die Gold und flüssiger Purpur streift,
»Mit tödtlichem Feuer versengen?

“Oh, homesickness! unfathomable sorrow,
why do you torture my young heart;
can love not drive you out?
Do you want the fruit, that splendidly ripens,
that is striped with gold and flowing purple,
to be scorched by a deadly fire?

»Ich liebe und rase‐‐‐ich hab' sie gesehen.
»Die Lüfte durchschnitt sie im Sturmeswehn
»Auf Löwen gezogenem Wagen.
»Ich mußte flehen: o nimm mich mit!
»Mein Leben ist düster und abgeblüht;
»Wirst du meine Bitte versagen?

“I love and rage‐‐‐I have seen her.
She cut through the air on storming winds
upon a lion‐drawn chariot.
I had to plea: oh take me with you!
My life is gloomy and withered;
will you refuse my request?

»Sie schaute mit gütigem Lächeln mich an;
»Nach Thracien trug uns das Löwengespann,
»Da dien' ich als Priester, ihr eigen.
»Den Rasenden kranzet ein seliges Glück:
»Der Aufgewachte schaudert zurück‐‐‐
»Kein Gott will sich hülfreich erzeigen.

She looked upon me with a gracious smile;
the lion‐chariot carried us to Thrace,
there I serve her as priest, her own.
The raving priest is crowned by blessed fortune:
the awakened one recoils in horror‐‐‐
no god shall appear to give succor.

»Dort hinter Gebirgen, im scheidenden Strahl
»Des Abends, entschlummert mein väterlich Thal;
»O wär’ ich jenseits der Wellen!«
So seufzet der Knabe, doch Cymbelgetön
Verkündet die Göttin; er stürtzt von den Höh'n
Zu Gründen und waldigen Stellen.

“There, behind the mountains, in the parting rays
of evening, my fatherly valley falls into sleep;
oh, were I on the other side of the waves!”
So sighs the boy, but the noise of cymbals
announces the Goddess; he plunges from the
heights to the earth and wooded lands.
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The castration is only apparent if one is familiar with the mythological sources. Pausanias, Ovid, and
Catullus all describe Atys’s ‘raving’ madness before his self‐castration. The ecstatic madness leads
Catullus’s Atys to unconsciousness, the castration only recognized by his Atys upon awakening. The
narrator describes the castration in Catullus’s poem. Mayrhofer’s Atys similarly raves, then sleeps, then
awakens in shock. Mayrhofer does not allow his narrator to tell us what happened when Atys falls into
unconsciousness, but there is no other explanation for Atys’s horror upon awakening than that which
Catullus has already prepared.
So, in Mayrhofer’s poem, castration is a central theme, and is strengthened by the manner in
which Mayrhofer treats it. By keeping the castration implicit, by enveloping it in silence, Mayrhofer
makes the castration so important that it cannot be uttered aloud.
The importance of castration stretches beyond this poem. We can, after all, consider
Philoctetes’s plight a metaphorical castration. The theft of his bow and arrow has left him powerless,
emasculated. Castration and ambiguity are also central to Mayrhofer’s Uraniens Flucht. In this poem,
the goddess Urania returns to Olympus as the gods feast. The gods do not immediately recognize her,
since she is unkempt and worn from abuse at the hands of mortals. Zeus, convinced of the
wretchedness of man, is decided to destroy mankind, when he spies a single loving couple, a sign that
Urania is respected by a few humans. The first ambiguity of the poem is which Urania Mayrhofer is
depicting. Urania refers to three different beings. The first is Uranos, the primordial being associated
with the sky. His couplings with earth produced many offspring, some of which Urania imprisoned within
earth. Pseudo‐Apollodorus tells his history.
But Earth, grieved at the destruction of her children, who had been cast into Tartarus,
persuaded the Titans to attack their father and gave Cronus an adamantine sickle. And they, all
but Ocean, attacked him, and Cronus cut off his father's genitals and threw them into the sea;
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and from the drops of the flowing blood were born Furies, to wit, Alecto, Tisiphone, and
Megaera.
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Hesiod’s Theogony tells of another consequence of the bloody drops that fell from Urania’s wound.
And so soon as he had cut off the members with flint and cast them from the land into the
surging sea, they were swept away over the main a long time: and a white foam spread around
them from the immortal flesh, and in it there grew a maiden…an awful and lovely goddess, and
grass grew up about her beneath her shapely feet.
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This is one of the myths recounting the birth of Aphrodite. Urania is also one of Aphrodite’s epithets, as
Pausanias explains.
Harmonia gave to Aphrodite the surname of Ourania (Urania) to signify a love pure and free
from bodily lust; that of Pandemos, to denote sexual intercourse; the third, that of Apostrophia,
that mankind may reject unlawful passion and sinful acts.
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In addition, Urania is the name of the muse of astronomy.
To each of the Muses men assign her special aptitude for one of the branches of the liberal arts,
such as poetry, song, pantomimic dancing, the round dance with music, the study of the stars,
and the other liberal arts… Urania, because men who have been instructed by her she raises
aloft to heaven (ouranos), for it is a fact that imagination and the power of thought lift men's
souls to heavenly heights.
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But these three beings, taken together, all represent something collectively, an idealized (the muse
directing men’s gaze aloft to heavenly heights) non‐sensual (castration) love (Aphrodite). In Mayrhofer’s
poem, Urania wears a star of crowns that suggest the muse of astrology; she is ultimately heartened by
an example of a loving couple which suggests her to be Aphrodite; and though castration is not
mentioned in the poem, the reference to the scissors in the first line of the ninth stanza remind the
reader of Uranos’s fate. Mayrhofer’s Urania is a collection of these three Uranias, a collective goddess
representing idealized non‐sensual love.

Memnon
Like Atys and Urania, Memnon is a character with multiple histories. All sources agree on Memnon’s
parentage. As Hesiod writes, “To Tithonus Dawn bore Memnon, bronze‐armoured king of the
Ethiopians.”89 Following his divine birth, however, the myths of Memnon splinter. By some accounts, he
was a valiant warrior who fought for the Trojans against the Greeks.90 At a time when the Trojans
despaired of their impending doom, Memnon arrived to bring them new hope. Memnon is ultimately
slain by Achilles. Both Quintus Smyrnaeus and Ovid describe warring birds that accompany Memnon’s
death and transfiguration.
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But no long time thereafter came to them
Memnon the warrior‐king, and brought with him
A countless host of swarthy Aethiops. […]
So giantlike their king was, and themselves
So huge a host, and so athirst for fight.
Therefore with all observance welcomed he
The strong son of the Lady of the Dawn
With goodly gifts and with abundant cheer.
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Philostratus tells a different tale about Memnon, in which, unlike the other myths, he does not
participate in the Trojan War. Philostratus does not say much about Memnon the man, but instead
focuses his attentions on a statue of Memnon.
The image faces the rising sun; it represents a beardless youth, in black marble, the feet joined
in one according to the old Daedalian style, the arms straight and the hands resting firmly on the
chair‐‐‐for he is sitting, but just on the point to rise. The posture, the expression of the eyes, and
all the traits of the mouth, which suggest that it is just about to utter a sound‐‐‐these particulars
did not excite their curiosity most of the time, being not yet in action; but no sooner had the
sun’s rays struck the image (about sunrise this happens) than they could not restrain their
astonishment; for the instant the ray touched it, the mouth gave a sound, the eyes were raised
sunwards with a cheerful brightness, like a man sunning himself with delight. They then
understood why the figure is said to rise up in deference to the sun, as men do who stand to
receive a superior with respect.92
Though it is unclear to which statue Philostratus refers, his description recalls the two colossi at Thebes
in front of the great mortuary temple built in the fourteenth Century B.C.E. by Amenhotep III. This is the
Memnon to which Marjorie Wing Hirsh refers in her discussion of Schubert’s Memnon.93 Vivant Denon
described the colossi in his Travels in Upper and Lower Egypt. Hirsch quotes the following passage.
I then went to the two colossi, supposed to be those of Memnon . . . These two pieces of art,
which are without grace, expression, or action, have nothing which seduces the judgment; but
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their proportions are faultless, and this simplicity of attitude, and want of decided expression,
has something of majesty and seriousness, which cannot fail to strike the beholder.
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In another passage, Denon describes the importance of the colossus as a tourist’s attraction, the extent
to which the statue was known at the time.
. . . I am still more convinced that it is the ruins of the famous colossal statue of Osymandias . . . I
am likewise persuaded, that in a much later period, travelers have chosen to suppose one of the
latter figures to be that of Memnon, that they might not be supposed to have come away from
Egypt without seeing it, and, according to the usual progress of enthusiasm, that they have
fancied they heard the sound which it was famed for uttering at the rising of the sun.95
Denon’s description is at odds with that of Philostratus, whose description of an image made of black
marble is dissimilar to Denon’s seventy‐five‐feet tall, thousand‐ton quartzite statues. Philostratus’s
account of the image resembling a youth on the point of rising also counters Denon’s colossus, seated
and so damaged that it cannot resemble a “beardless youth.” An engraving by Bernard Picart, published
in The Temple of the Muses, seems a closer realization of Philostratus’s Memnon, one which accords
with the expectant, yearning character of Mayrhofer’s poem.96

Memnon
Den Tag hindurch nur einmal mag ich sprechen,
Gewohnt zu schweigen immer, und zu trauern:
Wann durch die nachtgebornen Nebelmauern
Aurorens Purpurstrahlen liebend brechen.

Throughout the day, only once may I speak,
accostomed to be silent always, and to grieve:
when through the night‐born walls of mist
Aurora's purple beams lovingly break.
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Für Menschenohren sind es Harmonien.
Weil ich die Klage selbst melodisch künde,
Und durch der Dichtung Gluth das Rauhe ründe,
Vermuthen sie in mir ein selig Blühen.

For men’s ears it is harmonious,
while I myself recognize the lament as melodious,
through poetry’s glow surrounding the acerbidity
they imagine in me a blessed blossoming.

In mir‐‐‐nach dem des Todes Arme langen,
In dessen tiefstem Herzen Schlangen wühlen;
Genährt von meinen schmerzlichen Gefühlen‐‐‐
Fast wüthend durch ein ungestillt Verlangen:

In me‐‐‐to whom death’s arms yearn,
in whose deepest heart serpents are rooted;
nourished by my suffering emotions‐‐‐
nearly crazed by a relentless longing:

Mit dir, des Morgens Göttin, mich zu einen,
Und weit von diesem nichtigen Getriebe,
Aus Sphären edler Freyheit, reiner Liebe,
Ein bleicher stiller Stern herab zu scheinen.

with you, morning’s goddess, to be united,
and far from this futile commotion,
down from spheres of noble freedm, pure love,
to shine as a pale, tranquil star.

The connection between the colossus that speaks once a day at dawn and Mayrhofer’s Memnon who
does the same cannot be argued. But this is the only detail connecting Mayrhofer’s hero to myth. What
this poem demonstrates is how tenuous the connection between myth and poem can be, and how
Mayrhofer will take a mythological pre‐text and construct a new character based on that pre‐text. The
personality, pains, pleasures, and desires of Mayrhofer’s Memnon‐‐‐all that makes Memnon human‐‐‐
have no basis in myth.
Memnon strays farthest from mythological sources, but holds fast to the ideas that Mayrhofer
expresses in his other mythological poems. The approach of death that we encounter in Atys, Antigone
und Oedip, and Der zürnenden Diana recurs here, as Memnon refers to himself as ‘he after whom
death’s arms yearn’ in the third stanza. While Memnon is not on a barren island, he does disparage the
futile endeavors of this existence in the fourth stanza. The salvific goddess in Memnon is Aurora, with
whom Memnon desires to unite. This union is a means to Memnon’s desire for transcendence, to
become a star far from here, in a distant, noble, ideal place.

Gnosticism
In the case of these mythological poems, Mayrhofer has taken a number of preexisting mythological
narratives and manipulated these narratives for the purpose of presenting one, different narrative. That
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narrative presents a man in distress, in need of salvation, for which he prays to a goddess. That salvation
brings transcendence, removal to an ideal space and time. This is a Gnostic narrative. Gnosticism has its
own mythology as well, an individual cosmogonic and anthropogenic vision. Each of the many veins of
what we today call Gnosticism have their own variations on this cosmogony and anthropogony. For
simplicity‐‐‐and since Feuchtersleben directs us to this source‐‐‐I will focus on the Gnostic myth as
revealed to Hermes Trismegistos.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, interest in Hermes Trismegistos was waning, though by
no means had it disappeared.97 The Hermetica were composed in Greek in the first centuries of the
Christian Era. In 1463 Cosimo de Medici commissioned Marsilio Ficino to make a Latin translation of the
Hermetica, which, Anne Charlott‐Trepp tells us, was the starting point for an assimilation of Christian,
Platonic, and Hermetic teachings.98 This translation enjoyed a long reception and appropriation history
that lasted until the beginning of the nineteenth century. Trepp also emphasizes the Hermetica’s
contribution to the pluralization of forms of religiosity and science in the early modern period.99 Peter
Reill adds that “with the rise and splintering of the Masonic movement during the late eighteenth‐
century and especially with the emergence of the Rosicrucians, an increasing fascination with
hermeticism and alchemy became a part of the German and European intellectual landscape.”100 When
considering the Hermetica’s audience‐‐‐who had access to and was reading these works‐‐‐Robert
Lehmann writes that hermeticism was a way of thinking for people with an elaborate education (mit
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einer elaborierten Bildung).101 Lehmann is considering a lengthy period‐‐‐between the Renaissance and
Enlightenment‐‐‐that is admittedly earlier than that of Schubert and Mayrhofer. Nonetheless, it is safe
to assume that his conclusions hold into the beginning of the nineteenth century. The elaborate
education he suggests suits Mayrhofer perfectly, as well as the circle of friends around Schubert. The
first German translation of Hermes Trismegistos was made by Dietrich Tiedemann in 1781.102 Whether
Mayrhofer read Tiedemann’s translation, or from the Greek, or both, is unknown.
The first discourse of the Hermetica is the Poimandres. It is a cosmogonic and anthropogenic
revelation, given to Hermes by Poimandres. G.R.S. Mead translates the name Poimandres as Shepherd
of Men.
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Each translator presents the epithet of Poimandres differently. Mead also calls Poimandres

the Mind‐of‐all‐masterhood; for Jonas it is the Nous of the Absolute Power, and for Copenhaver it is the
mind of sovereignty.

104

I will use Nous to denote the highest divine principle that Poimandres

represents. The translations that follow are mostly from Copenhaver, with alterations in square brackets
coming from Jonas’s or Mead’s translations for the sake of clarity.
What Hermes first experienced in the revelation was light. From the light came darkness. From
the darkness came a fluid‐solid nature. From this dark nature came a roar, while from the light came the
Word (logos), which mingled with the solid‐fluid nature. After Nous and logos came a second Nous.
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The mind who is god [Nous], being androgyn and existing as life and light, by speaking gave birth
to a second mind, a craftsman [Nous‐Demiurgos], who, as god of fire and spirit, crafted seven
governors [archons]; these encompass the sensible world in circles, and their government is
called fate [heimarmene].
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The Nous‐Demiurgos created the cosmos. After this, Nous created the First Man, the image of Nous.
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Nous, enamored of himself, gave First Man authority over all his works. First Man’s curiosity led him to
understand the cosmos. First Man first beheld the Nous‐Demiurgos and entered his sphere. First Man
then entered the spheres of the seven governors, each of whom gave First Man some of their essence.
First Man then desired to look deeper.
Having all authority over the cosmos of mortals and unreasoning animals, [First Man] broke
through the vault and stooped to look through the cosmic framework, thus displaying to lower
nature the fair form of god. Nature smiled for love when she saw him whose fairness brings no
surfeit and who holds in himself all the energy of the governors and the form of [Nous], for in
the water she saw the shape of [First Man’s] fairest form and upon the earth its shadow. When
the man saw in the water the form like himself as it was in nature, he loved it and wished to
inhabit it; wish and action came in the same moment, and he inhabited the unreasoning form.
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Copenhaver, Hermetica, 2.

Copenhaver translates this as “man” and Jonas as “Man,” neither of which convey the idea that this is not man,
but an originary man that precedes mankind. Mead uses “Primal Man,” as does Jonas in commentary, which I think
is better, but too savage for my taste. “First Man” is my solution. Jonas clarifies the importance of the First Man in
this mythological system. Unlike the Word and Nous‐Demiurgos, each of which had a cosmogonic task to fulfill,
“[First] Man was begotten by the first God [Nous] after the establishment of the cosmic system, though outside it,
and with no apparent purpose except for God’s enjoying his own perfection in a perfect image of himself untainted
by the admixture of the lower world” (Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 154). Jonas also explains the importance of the
means of First Man’s conception. “God does not “make” Man, but as an androgynous generative principle begets
him and brings him forth, so that he really is an emanation of His own substance; he is not formed of clay, but is
Life and Light purely; the “likeness” is not one of symbolic similitude but of a full sameness of form, so that in him
God contemplates and loves His own adequate representation; he is extra‐mundane, while even the [Nous‐]
Demiurge has his seat within the cosmic system…[First Man’s] dimensions are commensurate with those of the
physical creation, as his later union with the whole of Nature shows” (Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 155).
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Nature took hold of her beloved, hugged him all about and embraced him, for they were
107

lovers.

Jonas sees three ideas emerging from this narrative, “that of the Darkness' becoming enamored of the
Light and getting possession of a part of it; that of the Light's becoming enamored of the Darkness and
voluntarily sinking into it; that of a radiation, reflection, or image of the Light projected into the
Darkness below and there held fast.”
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He considers the third idea to be strangest to us, “as it implies

the mythical idea of the substantiality of an image, reflection, or shadow as representing a real part of
the original entity from which it has become detached.”

109

His explanation of this idea concerns the

relationship between god and the lower nature, as well as the relationship between god and those parts
of god that are trapped in the lower nature.
By its nature the light shines into the darkness below. This partial illumination of the Darkness
either is comparable to the action of a simple ray, i.e, spreading brightness as such, or, if it
issued from an individual divine figure such as the [First Man], is in the nature of a form
projected into the dark medium and appearing there as an image or reflection of the divine. In
both cases, though no real descent or fall of the divine original has taken place, something of
itself had become immersed in the lower world, and just as the Darkness treats it as a precious
spoil, so the unfallen deity has become involved in the further destiny of this effluence. The
Darkness is seized with greed for the brightness that has appeared in its midst or on the surface
of the primordial waters and, trying to mingle with it thoroughly and permanently to retain it,
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drags it downward, engulfs it, and breaks it up into innumerable parts. From then on the higher
powers are concerned with recovering these raped particles of Light.
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Mankind is born of the union between the First Man‐‐‐the image of god in Jonas’s explanation‐‐‐and the
lower nature. Within every man is one of the “raped particles of Light.” Acquiring gnosis is one step on
the journey back to god. After death, the journey continues.
First, in releasing the material body you give the body itself over to alteration, and the form that
you used to have vanishes. To the demon you give over your temperament [sensuality], now
inactive. The body’s senses rise up and flow back to their particular sources, becoming separate
parts and mingling again with the energies. And [sic] feeling and longing go on toward irrational
nature. Thence the human being rushes up through the cosmic framework [returning the
essences to their governors in each ascending sphere]. And then, stripped of the cosmic
framework, the human enters the ogdoad; he has his own proper power and, along with the
blessed, hymns the father…They rise up to the father in order and surrender themselves to the
powers, and, having become powers, they enter into god. This is the final good for those who
have received knowledge [gnosis]: to be made god.
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This Gnostic narrative presents a double‐loss and a double‐desire for return. God, or Nous, desires the
return of itself‐as‐image, the return of the “raped particles of light.” Those particles, trapped in every
man, desire a return to God.
The union of God and man begins before death, with the knowledge that God is within, and
moreover, that the Gnostic is, in part, God. As Hermes explains,
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…unless you make yourself equal to god, you cannot understand god; like is understood by like.
Make yourself grow to immeasurable immensity, outleap all body, outstrip all time, become
eternity and you will understand god. Having conceived that nothing is impossible to you,
consider yourself immortal and able to understand everything, all art, all learning, the temper of
every living thing…And when you have understood all these at once‐‐‐times, places, things,
qualities, quantities‐‐‐then you can understand god. 112
Hegel also taught the similitude of God and man. As Hanratty explains, “The way to reconcile the
creature with the Creator‐‐‐or to overcome the dichotomy between the finite particular beings and the
universal or infinite Being‐‐‐is through the exercise of what Hegel calls 'the magic power' of rational
speculation which culminates in the attainment of absolute knowledge.”113 Hanratty also draws our
attention to the gnostic foundation of Hegel’s thought, and particularly the idea of man’s uniting with
god, at the culmination of the Phenomonology of Spirit.
In the more rarified and conceptual linguistic atmosphere of the concluding section of the
Phenomenology, when the recalcitrant 'pictoral' forms of the revealed religion have been
cancelled and transcended, 'self‐consciousness, which knows this pure knowledge of pure
inwardness to be spirit, is not merely intuition of the divine, but the self‐intuition of God
himself.'114
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The Gnostic spirit of Hegel’s philosophy was recognized already in the early nineteenth century. The
fourth and final part of Ferdinand Bauer’s Die christliche Gnosis is an exposition of “Die Hegel’sche
Religions‐Philosophie.”115
This Gnostic narrative works in Mayrhofer’s mythological poems to varying degrees. It is most
explicit in Memnon, Der zürnenden Diana, and Atys. In the latter two, man’s desire to be with the
goddess comes through death. While Memnon does not die, he speaks of the desire to unite with the
goddess of the dawn. Concomitant with this union is to leave the contemptible here (earth) I favor of an
ideal there (cosmos). Atys also concerns the refusal of the worldly. The deplorable here central to
Memnon and implicit in Atys is localized in the Orestes poems as Tauris and in Philoktet as Lemnos. The
subjects of the Orestes poems pray to Diana for salvation and return, where we can read their yearning
for their homeland as a yearning to return to god.
The approach to song analysis in the following chapters begins with the premise that poem and
song are in dialogue, both are part of a larger whole, and each impacts the meaning of the other.
Mayrhofer’s poems show a similar dialogic interaction with their mythological predecessors. The poems
do not change the meaning of the myths or rewrite the myths, but add to the already complex meanings
of the ancient texts. Mayrhofer’s Erlafsee, Susan Youens writes, “is filled with an anguished symbolism
that seems private and hence beyond absolute decoding.”116 Mayrhofer’s language of implicit and
explicit expression ensures that his poetry will always be beyond absolute decoding to some extent. But
this is a meaning in itself. His poetry continuously eludes us, continuously encourages us to search for
truths.
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CHAPTER 2: GNOSTICISM
This chapter is a gnostic analysis of three songs, Freiwilliges Versinken, Memnon, and Philoktet. In the
broadest sense, Gnosticism is about the relationship between God and man. Both God and man, in the
Gnostic understanding, are incomplete and need the other to regain lost wholeness. The mediation for
the regaining of completion, for union, is gnosis, knowledge. Gnosticism is evident in Mayrhofer’s poetry
through themes and symbols, which are easy enough to uncover. Mayrhofer’s pomes present a man,
and a God, and a desire for union. But if this chapter would be a gnostic analysis of Schubert’s songs,
then we need another approach, since gnostic themes and symbols as they appear in poetry cannot
appear in music.
The gnostic musical analysis relies on three thematic aspects of Gnosticism. The first is dialogue,
the second is time, and the third is union. The dialogic is the interaction of voices, is the coming together
of what is separate. Implicit in the dialogic movement is union, that most important of gnostic ideas.
Time is also about the relationship between two things, particularly their (temporal) separation. The
gnostic approach to time is also a coming together, a closing of temporal distance. This is another kind
of union. Dialogue and time both imply things that are held apart, as are God and man. The dialogic in
Schubert’s songs works toward uniting distinct voices. Regarding time as well, Schubert’s songs unite
temporally distinct events. Union, of voices and temporal events, occurs in these three songs through
formal design and motivic manipulation.
I begin with the dialogic as a structural principle. After a brief explanation of the dialogic, in
Platonic and gnostic texts, I consider the formal dialogue resulting in the creation of a song, between the
poem that Mayrhofer writes and the poem that Schubert sets. In Schubert’s Freiwilliges Versinken,
motive creates a dialogic interaction between the various subjects of the poem, both man and God, and
voice and piano. In Memnon, dialogue emerges between contrasting concepts, pain/pleasure,
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Aurora/serpent, and Truth/un‐Truth. In these two songs‐‐‐and in Philoktet as well‐‐‐motive extends to
form, inasmuch as motives are the locus of a dialogic interaction of a song’s various sections.
The analysis of the dialogic in these three songs emphasizes union, either formal union or the
union of distinct voices. The analysis of time works toward similar ends. The analysis of time in these
songs begins with the understanding of time residing in the Hermetica, the body of writings attributed
to Hermes Trismegistos. I join this to time in contemporary musicology, to Taylor’s and Frisch’s concepts
of circularity and memory. Time, as it exists in Schubert’s Freiwilliges Versinken and Memnon, is cyclical,
infinitely so. In Freiwilliges Versinken and Philoktet, motive serves to unite temporally distant musical
events, and in so doing collapses time, brings the here and now together.
The final section considers the implications of the dialogic for Schubert’s songs more generally.
Just as the dialogic is the interaction of distinct voices, so a song is the interaction of three distinct
artworks: poem, music, and song. I appeal to Gadamer’s hermeneutics, “that we must understand the
whole in terms of the detail and the detail in terms of the whole.”117 These songs, to the extent that they
are gnostic, demand a circular process of understanding. Gnosticism holds that both God and man mean
something alone, and become something else when joined to the other. Mayrhofer’s poems express
wishes. Schubert’s songs bring these wishes to fulfillment. The music is the means of fulfilling these
wishes, though can only do so with the aid of the poetry. This result is a transformation through union.
This transformation is only apparent, however, if we realize that something‐‐‐the poem, the music‐‐‐has
been transformed.

Gnosticism in Mayrhofer’s Freiwilliges Versinken
The Hermetica is a series of dialogues. Its dialogic structure points to Platonism and reminds the reader
of the syncretic nature of Gnosticism, which is, Hans Jonas argues, an outcome of the East/West divide
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of late Hellenic culture.118 Frederic Cossutta suggests that the dialogic structure of the Platonic dialogues
represents a searching for truth, which is attained through the interaction of multiple individuals.119 The
dialogic is the meeting and interacting of ideas; each influences and changes the other without any
gaining superiority. Pheme Perkins considers the structure of the Hermetic dialogues in another light.
These dialogues were written when a literary tradition was replacing an oral one. The dialogic structure
is a casting of what was spoken into writing. He tells us that at this time
Written compositions were often conceived of as spoken performances... Those who heard a
text related to it by repeating it and thus ‘hearing the word’ even while reading alone. For the
ancient, unlike the modern, reading was a participatory experience.120
The proximity of the Hermetic dialogues to orality means that they were still in part oral, even if fixed in
writing.
Mayrhofer’s Freiwilliges Versinken is in the form of a dialogue. In this way its form reflects the
structure of the Hermetica. But the content of the poem reflects the Hermetica as well. The deity whom
man addresses in the poem is Helios, the sun. Perkins tells us that in the Gnostic texts the revealer’s
appearance can comprise three elements: cosmic signs, polymorphous shape, and luminosity. “The third
element in the description of the revealer's appearance is so ubiquitous as to be the mark of Gnostic
resurrection stories.”121 Further, in revelation Hermes heard a sound from the depths that he likened to
a “voice of fire.”122 The fire of the sun is associated with Mind in the Hermetica. As Hermes explains,
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Mind, which is the most penetrating of all the divine thoughts, has for its body fire, the most
penetrating of all the elements. And since mind is the craftsman of all beings, it uses fire as an
instrument in its craftwork. The mind of all is the craftsman of all beings; the human mind is the
craftsman only of the things that exist on earth. Since it is stripped of fire, the mind in humans is
powerless to craft divine things because it is human in its habitation.123
Gnosticism teaches that Everything‐‐‐God and everything created by God‐‐‐is ordered in a hierarchy,
which Hermes reveals as God, eternity, cosmos, the sun, and man. Each element makes what is below it,
and each element is an image of what is above it. Eternity “is an image of God; the cosmos is an image
of eternity; and the Sun is an image of the cosmos. The human is an image of the Sun.”124 Carl Jung
considers the Gnostics to be the first psychologists, believing that their seeking for truth is a search
inward as much as outward. In Freiwilliges Versinken, Mayrhofer shows us what Jung sees. The man
questioning Helios, who is the image of man, is questioning himself, searching inward for the answers he
seeks. Cossutta shows dialogue itself in a similar vein when he quotes Monique Dixsaut’s definition that
“dialogue is the primary means of understanding the dialectical nature of the ONE…dialogue is the
dialogue of the logos with itself, dialogue interior to the logos that is interior to the soul.”125
The imagery throughout Freiwilliges Versinken is gnostic, and suggests particular passages in the
Hermetica. In the first strophe of the poem we have the question and answer typical of a revelatory
gnostic dialogue, as well as the presentation of the three elements: water, fire, and earth.
Wohin, o Helios? in Fluthen
Will ich den Flammenleib versenken,
Gewiß im Innern, neue Gluthen
Der Erde nach Bedarf zu schenken.
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In the Hermetic sermon The Definitions of Asclepius to King Ammon, Asclepius describes the coexistence
and common origin of earth, water, and fire. “See then in Earth a host of founts of Water and of Fire
forth‐spirting in its midmost parts; in one and the same [space all] the three natures visible‐‐‐of Fire, and
Water, and of Earth, depending from one Root.”126 The Sun, Asclepius later tells the King, “eternally doth
order Heaven and Earth, pouring down Essence, and taking matter up, drawing both round Himself and
to Himself all things, and from Himself giving all things to all.”127 At the end of the first strophe of
Mayrhofer’s poem, Helios says that he gives to the earth that which it needs. The second strophe
continues this thought.
Ich nehme nichts, gewohnt zu geben;

I take nothing, accostomed to giving.

The poem as Schubert set it to music is different at this line, reading instead
Ich nehme nichts, ich pflege nur zu geben;

I take nothing, my care is only to give.

This reflects Asclepius’s description of the Sun elsewhere as “the preserver and the nurse of every
class,” as well as Hermes’s teaching in another dialogue that “The Good is He who gives all things and
naught receives. God, then, doth give all things and receive naught.”128 In the poem’s final line
Mayrhofer’s Helios bestows courage and radiance upon the stars. In the poem as Schubert set it Helios
gives the stars and moon courage and strength, just as, Asclepius writes, the Sun “distendeth all in
Cosmos, affording births to all, and strengtheneth them.129 Mayrhofer’s Helios, like the gnostic Sun, is a
creator, making brilliance in descending, and also making brilliant the moon and stars once descended.
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Particular to Mayrhofer’s aesthetic‐‐‐where it diverges from Gnosticism‐‐‐is the connection between the
creative act and renunciation, Helios’s daily death. While Gnosticism teaches the renunciation of all
things material, it does not connect the renunciation with creativity, as Mayrhofer does.
Freiwilliges Versinken is therefore a dialogue is many respects. Not only is it a dialogue in form,
but is in dialogue with the Hermetic dialogues, through both formal and linguistic similarities. Similar to
dialogue‐‐‐as Cossutta explains it‐‐‐is the searching for truth. The working of Gnosticism together with
Mayrhofer’s ideal of renunciation is a dialogue of philosophy.
Formal Dialogue between Two Poems
Mayrhofer’s poem is a dialogue in form, and so is Schubert’s song. But the form of the dialogue diverges
between poem and song. This is the first dialogue emanating from a Lied, the formal dialogue between
originary poem and the song that sets that poem. Mayrhofer’s poem is in three stanzas, each a
quatrain, each line in iambic tetrameter, but each with a different rhyme scheme. The form of the song
is also in three sections, but these sections do not coincide with the strophic divisions of Mayrhofer’s
poem, nor do the phrases of the song coincide with the lines of Mayrhofer’s poem. The following
diagram demonstrates the formal differences. The shading shows musical repetition.
Mayrhofer’s poem

Schubert’s poem

Wohin, o Helios? in Fluthen
Will ich den Flammenleib versenken,
Gewiß im Innern, neue Gluthen
Der Erde nach Bedarf zu schenken.

Wohin,
O Helios, wohin?

A
A‘

In kühlen Fluthen will ich den Flammenleib versenken,
Gewiß im Innern, neue Gluthen
Der Erde Feuerreich zu schenken.

B
B‘

Ich nehme nichts, ich pflege nur zu geben;
Und wie verschwenderisch mein Leben,
Umhüllt mein Scheiden goldne Pracht,
Ich scheide herrlich, naht die Nacht.

C

Wie bleich der Mond, wie matt die Sterne!
So lang ich kräftig mich bewege,
Erst wenn ich auf die Berge meine Krone lege,

C‘

Ich nehme nichts, gewohnt zu geben;
Und wie verschwenderisch mein Leben,
Umhüllt mein Scheiden goldne Pracht,
Ich scheide herrlich, naht die Nacht.
Wie bleich der Mond, wie matt die Sterne!
So lang ich kräftig mich bewege,
Erst wenn ich ab die Krone lege,
Wird ihnen Muth und Glanz in ihrer Ferne.
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Gewinnen sie an Muth und Kraft
In weiter Ferne.

The contrasts in form and content between Mayrhofer’s poem and Schubert’s poem are apparent.
Jürgen Thym notices that in setting free verse Schubert tends to shape his poetic material into regular
rhythmic units.130 This song is an example of Schubert’s rendering metered verse into metered verse,
though a different meter than the poet’s. I should specify here what I mean by Mayrhofer’s poem and
Schubert’s poem. On the one hand, by ‘Schubert’s poem’ I simply mean the words of Schubert’s song,
arranged to reflect the form of that song. But, this is also to emphasize the extent to which Schubert
made the poem his. If a poem is not just the words, but also the formal disposition of those words, then
the differences between Mayrhofer’s originary poem and the words of Schubert’s song are enough to
say that the poem is more Schubert’s than Mayrhofer’s.
In Schubert’s Freiwilliges Versinken, musical repetition determines the musical form, though the
dissimilarities between the formal exemplars and their repetitions initially obscure the formal
repetitions, as does the through‐composed printing of the first (Book 11 of the Nachlass, published
1831), and subsequent (Gesamtausgabe, 1894‐5; Neue Schubert Ausgabe, 1996; Edition Peters),
editions of the song.131 The score in Appendix 3, p. 219, redraws the music to make the formal structure
evident.
This layout draws our attention to details of the song that the abstract formal description (AA'
BB' CC') does not. Each formal repetition diverges significantly from the statement it follows: in the A
sections the underlying harmony repeats verbatim while the vocal line is completely different. The vocal
lines of the B sections are more similar, though the B' section is a whole step lower than the B section.
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The two C sections are mostly the same, except that the final vocal phrase of the C' section is an
expanded version of the final vocal phrase of the C section. Additionally, the piano music that closes the
C’ section has two iterations, the second iteration an octave higher than the first, another kind of
repetition with difference. The greater similarities between the C and C' sections are more apparent in
Schubert's manuscript, which he wrote strophically, with a repeat sign after m. 28. The manuscript
emphasizes the strophic conception of the C section, and demonstrates the similarities and differences
between C and C’.132
Dialogue, as question and answer, directs the formal structure of the song, as each of the three
musical sections is stated and then answered, making a triple antecedent and consequent, a triple
question and answer. While repetition is commonplace in music, Perkins’s words about the working of
repetition in orality give the repetition in Freiwilliges Versinken added meaning.
Those who heard a text related to it by repeating it and thus "hearing the word" even while
reading alone. For the ancient, unlike the modern, reading was a participatory experience. This
observation has important consequences for composition. Minimally, the tight linear
organization of argument or of modern narrative plot is out of the question. Pursuit of novelty
also falls by the wayside. The repetitious and familiar are appreciated in such a
context…Variation on a theme and repetition are formal requirements of oral composition.133
The repetitions in Freiwilliges Versinken allow ideas to be experienced through sounding. These
repetitions are a means of reinforcing ideas presented, and of embedding ideas into the memory. In this
regard, Freiwilliges Versinken is a dialogue between the written and the sounding.
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The formal dialogue between poem and song reveals different attitudes toward the relationship
between man and God. The poem is a dialogue in form, a question and answer between a man and
Helios. Mayrhofer’s poem does not separate the two characters in form, but joins the two voices, subtly
uniting the questioner and answerer. The poem does not present a primary section coinciding with the
question, followed by a consequential section devoted to the answer. Mayrhofer’s poem gives only half
a line to its questioning, devoting the remainder of the poem to the answering. The musical form also
presents a questioning and answering, though different from that which Mayrhofer’s poem presents.
Schubert’s song gives the questioning an entire, albeit brief, musical section, and two additional sections
to the answering. Schubert, in form, separates man and God, where Mayrhofer unites them.
Union through Motive in the Vocal Line
The dialogic refers directly to the interaction of man and Helios in this song, but also refers to the
interaction between Mayrhofer’s poems and Gnostic literature, as well as to the interaction between
Mayrhofer’s poem and Schubert’s song, and, more specifically, the form of the poem Mayrhofer wrote
against the form of the poem as verbal text of Schubert’s song. In all these things, the dialogic means
the interaction of discrete entities. But, following the gnostic spirit, it also means the bringing together
of these discrete entities. The dialogic, in other words, is a means toward union. In the music, motive is
also means toward union.
Though Schubert does hold man and God apart at the formal level, he unites them at a smaller,
motivic level by composing dialogue into the vocal line of Freiwilliges Versinken. In the song, man does
not say much. His musical material is sparse, reducible to three motives: a rising semitone (u), an octave
descent (v), and a diatonic four‐note ascent (w).
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Each of th
hese motives expands whe
en spoken thrrough the “vooice of fire,” b
becoming thee foundation ffor
the remaiinder of the song. When Helios
H
speaks, he immediattely takes up all three mottives.

The octavve‐descent mo
otive (v) has its
i own transfformational ddevelopment when Helios takes it from
m
man, firstt narrowed to
o a minor seve
enth, next appearing as ann octave, and in the third ssection expan
nded
to a minor ninth.

Motive (w
w), the rising diatonic
d
fourtth returns at the
t cadencess of C and C’.

The caden
nce ending th
he C’ section is an extended version of tthe cadence aas it first appeears at the en
nd of
the C secttion. The cade
ence ending C’
C is also emb
bellished withh two appoggiaturas, on th
he downbeatss of
mm. 40 and 41. Througghout the son
ng, beginningg with “versennken” in m. 10, Helios onlyy sings the mo
otive
(u) in inve
ersion, as a de
escending sem
mitone. The last sounding of (u) in inveersion is on th
he downbeat of m.
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40. The on
nly time Helio
os sings motivve (u) as a rising semitone is on the dow
wnbeat of m.. 41, at the en
nd of
the final vocal
v
cadence
e. God’s last sound
s
is a refflection of maan’s first, an aascending half‐step from tthe
leading‐to
one C‐sharp to tonic D, a conspicuous appoggiatura
a
over the toniic chord. The final vocal
cadence, then, brings together
t
the two forms off motive (u).

Another difference
d
bettween the cadence endingg C and that eending C’ is th
he low A that begins the final
vocal cade
ence. With th
his emendatio
on, the octave
e span also reeturns. The fin
nal vocal cadence, then,
reflects alll three motivves through which
w
man spo
oke.

Motives
M
in the
e vocal part arre a means off uniting the ffundamentallly divergent ccharacters of the
poem. The manner in which
w
Helios appropriatess the motives—
—not citing tthem but puttting them into
exts or transfforming them
m in some wayy—also bringss the dialogicc principle bacck to the
new conte
foregroun
nd. Helios spe
eaks to man in
n man’s langu
uage, though the languagee is transform
med. “It is as iff
Helios we
ere using mortal speech,” Susan
S
Youenss writes, rega rding the harrmonic languaage of the son
ng,
“mortal music,
m
to addrress a human questioner, but
b mortal soounds from an
n immortal sp
peaker emergge
transmogrified.”134
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hrough Motiv
ve in the Accompanime
ent
Union th
Motive works to the saame dialogic and
a unifying ends in the ppiano part of FFreiwilliges Ve
Versinken. Theere is
ubert weavess throughout the song, creeating a motivvic complex leess
a four‐notte chromatic line that Schu
obvious th
han the motivvic complex we
w find in the
e vocal line. B ut as Walter Frisch suggessts, motivic
reference
es need not be
e instantly recognizable.135 J.P.E. Harpeer Scott arguees further, thaat musical‐‐‐aand
motivic‐‐‐‐perception iss not only a re
esult of listening, but of annalysis as well.136 Music is for the eyes aas
well as the ears. In the
e A section of Freiwilliges Versinken
V
the four‐note ch
hromatic line appears as D, C‐
natural, B‐nattural in the piano's upper voice
v
(n). In m
mm. 4‐5 it is in retrograde,, in the lowerrmost
sharp, C‐n
voice, spaanning A‐C (o)). More obscu
ure, the motivve spans C‐A,, split betweeen the top‐mo
ost and botto
om‐
most voicces, in mm. 1‐‐2 and 3‐4 (p).

In the B section
s
it appears in mm. 12‐14,
1
a half‐sstep higher thhan previously—E‐flat, D, C‐sharp, C‐
natural—and in the piaano's lowest voice
v
(q).
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In the C se
ections, it app
pears first in mm. 19‐22 an
nd 32‐35, a chhromatic linee rising in the bottom voicee of
the piano, extending a perfect fourtth from A to D (r).

It next occcurs as a desccending line buried
b
in the middle of thee piano texture in mm. 39‐‐41: A, G‐sharp, G‐
natural, F‐sharp (s).
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Its final ap
ppearances are at the conclusions of th
he C sections, between C aand C’, mm. 2
27‐28 and sim
milarly
at the anaalogous place
e at the song’ss conclusion, mm. 40‐44, aan ascending line in the rigght hand: G, G
G‐
sharp, A, B‐flat (t).

on and intercconnection is present in th
hese seven forms of this fo
our‐
A narrative of transformatio
ound throughout the song. The motivess are not onlyy connected to one anotheer,
note motiive as they so
but unify the song’s vaarious section
ns. The highesst transpositioon of the mottive is (q), desscending from
m E‐
flat. The lo
owest transposition of the
e motive is (s)), descendingg to F‐sharp. TThe transposition (p) lies
between these,
t
bridgin
ng the chromatic span of (q) and (s). Eaach of these three transpositions‐‐‐(q), (p),
(s)‐‐‐occurs in a differe
ent section of the song.
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These three motives, then,
t
combine
e the cumulattive span of aall the motivicc iterations, aand also comb
bine
the three sections of th
he song.
Th
he first appeaarance of the motive in the
e C section, (rr), is anomalo
ous because o
of its length,
spanning a perfect fourth instead of the minor third that all oother occurreences of the m
motive span. TThis
d six‐note mottive is a joinin
ng of two pre
evious iteratioons of the mo
otive, (n) and (p), presenteed in
expanded
retrograde.

Motive (r)) is in dialogue with the co
onventional meanings
m
thatt music assum
mes by tradition. The span of (r)
speaks as concretely as music can, as
a the passuss duriusculus. If the tragedy that the passus
onally speaks fits well enou
ugh in the con
ntext of the ssun’s voluntarry death, its sshape as (r), aan
conventio
ascendingg rather than descending line, suggests an inversion of the traditiional meaningg of the passu
us.
There is victory,
v
as well as loss, in th
his death. Thiis form of thee motive, a ch
hromatic fourrth from A to D,
also connects this motive with motiive (w), the diatonic fourthh spanning A to D that sou
unds in the fin
nal
vocal cade
w) unite the motivic comp
ences of sections C and C’. In other wo
ords, (r) and (w
plex of the vo
ocal
line with the
t motivic co
omplex of the
e accompanim
ment.

Gnosticcism in the
e Mayrhoffer’s Memn
non
Memnon, like Freiwillig
ges Versinken
n, is a poem in
n dialogue wiith the Hermeetica. This poem presents
man’s dessire to unite with
w God, and
d again the Go
od is represe nted as the sun, specifically Aurora,
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goddess of the dawn. In this poem, the subject is not generic man, but Memnon. The Memnon in
Schubert’s song and Mayrhofer’s poem is a poet and musician. Like Helios, Memnon creates, but
Memnon’s creations are specifically musical, while Helios’s are celestial. In a sermon called The Key,
Hermes teaches that
God's rays, to use a figure, are his energies; the Cosmos's are natures; the art and sciences are
man's. The energies act through the Cosmos, thence through the nature‐rays of Cosmos upon
man; the nature‐rays [act] through the elements; man [acteth] through the sciences and the
arts.137
This is the direct relevance of the arts for Gnosticism. God creates and man, as God’s image, must also
create. In The Secret Sermon on the Mountain, Hermes tells his disciple that Mind
left to me the making of psalms and praise‐giving; wherefore the powers within me, e'en as they
are in all prophets, break into song…Be still, my son; hear the Praise‐giving now that keeps the
soul in tune, Hymn of Re‐Birth…Thus then, my son, stand in a place uncovered to the sky, facing
the southern wind, about the sinking of the setting son, and make thy worship; so in like manner
too when he doth rise, with face to the east wind.
Hermes, like Memnon, knows the value of the arts, and song in particular. Like Memnon, Hermes also
knows to face the sun at dawn when singing the praise‐giving Hymn of Rebirth.
The image of the serpent, an important Gnostic symbol, appears in the third strophe of
Mayrhofer’s poem, as Memnon laments the serpents that are rooted in his deepest heart. This image, of
a serpent in the abyss, is reminiscent of Hermes’s revelation. Of the moment of revelation, Hermes
writes that
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in
n the twinkling of an eye, all
a things were opened to m
me, and I seee a Vision limitless, all thinggs
tu
urned into Ligght‐‐‐sweet, jo
oyous Light. And
A I becamee transported as I gazed. B
But in a little w
while
Darkness came
e settling dow
wn on a part of
o it, awesom
me and gloomy, coiling in sinuous folds, so
th
hat methough
ht it like unto a snake.138
The snake
e is here an im
mage of the primordial
p
Darrkness that e manates from
m originary Light. It is a vasst
image, larrger than the cosmos. The winding serp
pent in the deepths of creattion becomess the winding
serpent in
n the depths of
o Memnon. An
A external im
mage is madee inward. Memnon, like Frreiwilliges
Versinken
n, simultaneously searchess inward and outward
o
for ttruth.
Union th
hrough Motiv
ve
The searching for truth
h is a desire to
o unite with God.
G
Motive iis the means of enacting u
union in Mem
mnon,
ere the motivve is rhythmicc, not melodicc. The soundi ng of triplets is the motivee, what I will
though he
simply calll the Triplet Motive.
M
It firsst sounds in th
he introductioon, on the weeak, second aand third, beaats of
each measure.

In mm. 10
0‐11, as Memnon speaks of
o the goddess’ arrival, thee Triplet Motivve returns, no
ow on the strrong,
first and third,
t
beats off each measu
ure.
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et Motive drivves the song to
t a cadence in A‐flat majoor in m. 14. H
Here, the intro
oductory mussic
The Triple
repeats, the Triplet Mo
otive included
d, now transp
posed to A‐flaat major. The triplets appeear only on th
he
second be
eats of every other measure during the
e sequences inn mm. 16 – 199, then sound
d on the seco
ond
and fourth beats in mm
m. 20‐23, whe
en Memnon sings
s
of beingg misundersto
ood.

M
describes the serrpent rooted in the depthss of his heart the Triplet M
Motive returns,
Later, as Memnon
again on the
t strong be
eats of the me
easure.
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At the downbe
eat of m. 41, the
t song com
mes to its first vocal cadencce in D‐flat major, as Mem
mnon
speaks hiss wish to unitte with the go
oddess. Beginning in m. 422, the Triplet M
Motive return
ns, now sounding
on both th
he strong and
d weak beats,, that is, soun
nding continu ously throughout the meaasure.

The Triple
et Motive app
pears in two opposite
o
shap
pes for most oof the song. TThese first tw
wo forms of th
he
motive prresent two op
pposing affectts. When it occcurs in its prrimary form, o
on the weak beats, the mu
usic is
relaxed, mostly
m
in the major. When it appears in
n its second foorm, on the sttrong beats, tthere is moree
tension, more
m
dissonan
nce. At the so
ong’s conclusion, the moti ve appears in
n a third shap
pe, which is a
union of the
t first two. Memnon’s wish
w is to unite
e with the go ddess, which the accompaaniment, thro
ough
the Triplet Motive, enaacts. But the first
f
two form
ms of the Trip let Motive arre not necessaarily God and
d
man, and the final form
m of the motiive a literal un
nion of the tw
wo. Instead, tthe first two fforms of the
e, each lackingg the other. The
T final sectiion of the son
ng effects theeir completion
n.
motive arre incomplete
Motives
M
also unify
u
conceptss in Memnon. Though mussical motives have no conccrete meanings in
themselve
es, within son
ngs they acqu
uire verbal me
eaning througgh coincidencce with the po
oetry. In this way
a relationship is create
ed between th
he goddess Aurora and thee serpent, thee one suppossedly benevollent,
the other malevolent. From the F minor
m
vocal en
ntrance in m. 6, the music begins modu
ulating toward
d A‐
flat majorr in m. 10, reaaching a cadence in that ke
ey in m. 14.
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4‐35 this same vocal caden
nce‐‐‐a linear descent from
m C to A‐flat‐‐‐‐recurs at thee words "in
In mm. 34
dessen tie
efstem Herzen schlangen wühlen"
w
and again at "unggestillt Verlan
ngen" in mm. 38‐39.

For Lawre
ence Kramer, Schubert herre shows how
w “Desire stannds revealed aas the idealized form of th
he
serpents’ writhing, whose impress it
i bears.”139 In
n other wordss, in its ideal form the pain
n is desired, o
or,
e. This motivicc connection draws togethher pain and p
pleasure, the idea that thee two
idealized pain is desire
d, that one co
omes from the
e other. This is part of ourr mortal condition. As Herm
mes teaches,
are joined
“every soul, when it be
ecomes embo
odied, is instaantly depraveed by pleasuree and pain.”1440 This is true even
h, then, presiide,” Hermes
for those who have atttained gnosis. “O'er whatssoever souls tthe Mind doth
continuess,
139
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to those it showeth its own light, by acting counter to their prepossessions, just as a good
physician doth upon the body prepossessed by sickness, pain inflict, burning or lancing it for the
sake of health. In just the selfsame way the Mind inflicteth pain upon the soul, to rescue it from
pleasure, whence comes every ill.141
Pain is not only a necessary condition, as is pleasure, but the two are joined. The pleasures of the mortal
body are the roots of impiety, Hermes teaches, so for a gnostic pain is required to keep the Gnostic from
impiety.
The serpent, then, is joined to Aurora, and is joined to pain and pleasure. While in Mayrhofer’s
Memnon the serpent is seemingly malevolent, as is the serpent of the Garden of Eden, Carl Jung
reminds us that for Gnostics the serpent was a benevolent symbol as well, a symbol of eternity and a
symbol of the unified self.142 While this association is obscured in Mayrhofer’s poem, Schubert’s music
makes it clearer, though still obscure.
Lyricism also works motivically in Memnon, and also connects concepts as different as pain and
pleasure. There are two lyrical sections in Memnon, two ‘songs’ within this song. In the second strophe
of the poem, Memnon laments that he is misunderstood. “My speech is harmonious to men’s ears,”
Memnon says, “since I make my complaints melodious.” Memnon’s first song begins after these lines,
and encompasses the second half of the strophe. “And through the glow of poetry that encircles what is
raw, they imagine in me a blessed blossoming.” The second lyrical section is in the final section of the
song, where Memnon reveals his desire, “to unite with you, goddess of the morning.” He then states his
second desire, that far from these futile drives‐‐‐here beginning to sing‐‐‐“from spheres of noble
freedom and pure love to shine down as a pale, still star.”
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Th
he ideas behiind these two
o lyrical sectio
ons are oppossed. In his firsst song Memn
non sings abo
out
what he iss not, what he is erroneou
usly supposed
d to be. In thee second he sings about his ideal, what he
wants to be.
b Just as me
elodic motive
es unite pain and
a pleasure,, motivic lyriccism unites th
he real and th
he
ideal. In a broader sense, lyricism in
n Memnon is also a union oof Truth‐‐‐as gnostic Truth
h is the union of
man with the divine‐‐‐and un‐Truth
h, the false conceptions of the self.

Motivicc and Form
mal Union in Philokttet
Both motive and form work to create union in Ph
hiloktet. Firstt impression iis that Philokttet has a ternary
form, ABA
A.’ The A section begins in B minor, movves through E minor, and ends in D maajor. The B
section’s first
f
half is in E‐flat minor and likewise modulates too its relative m
major, G‐flat major, for its
second haalf. The third section is sole
ely in B minor.

But the fo
orm is a little more compliccated. The A’ section is noot a recapitulaation of A. Raather, the thirrd
section co
omprises the first three ph
hrases of the A section foll owed by the last two phraases of the B
section. The
T following table shows the
t formal disposition of M
Mayrhofer’s p
poem and Sch
hubert’s poem
m.
Mayrhofe
er’s poem

Schub
bert’s poem

Da sitz’ ich ohne Bogen
n,
Und starre in den Sand
d.
Was that ich dir, Ulysse
es?
Daß du sie
e mir entwan
ndt

Da sittz’ ich ohne B ogen, und staarre in den Saand.
Was that
t
ich dir, U
Ulysses , daß d
du sie mir enttwandt?
Die Waffe,
W
die den
n Trojern des Todes Bote w
war;
Die au
uf der wüstenn Insel mir Un
nterhalt gebar.

Die Waffe
e, die dem Feinde
Des Todess Bote war;
Die auf de
er wüsten Insel
Mir Unterrhalt gebar.

Es rau
uschen Vögelsschwärme mir überm greiisen Haupt;
Ich grreife nach dem
m Bogen‐‐‐
Umso
onst, umsonstt‐‐‐er ist geraaubt.

Es rausche
en Vögelschw
wärme
Mir überss greise Hauptt;

Aus dichtem Buschhe raschelt deer braune Hirrsch hervor:
Ich strecke leere A
Arme zur Nem
mesis empor.
Zur Nemesis empoor.
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Ich greife nach dem Bogen‐‐‐
Umsonst‐‐‐er ist geraubt.
Aus dichtem Busche raschelt
Der braune Hirsch hervor:
Ich strecke leere Arme
Zur Nemesis empor.

Du schlauer König scheue der Göttin Rächerblick!
Erbarme dich‐‐und stelle den Bogen mir zurück.
Den Bogen mir zurück.

Du schlauer König scheue
Der Göttin Rächerblick!
Erbarme dich‐‐und stelle
Den Bogen mir zurück.

Mayrhofer’s strophes and Schubert’s musical sections correspond, excluding Schubert changing
Mayrhofer’s first two strophes into one section. There is less correspondence between Mayrhofer’s lines
and Schubert’s phrases. Considering the modulations and musical repetitions alters our idea about the
song’s form.

Da sitz’ ich ohne Bogen, und starre in den Sand.
Was that ich dir, Ulysses , daß du sie mir entwandt?
Die Waffe, die den Trojern des Todes Bote war;
Die auf der wüsten Insel mir Unterhalt gebar.

Es rauschen Vögelschwärme mir überm greisen Haupt;
Ich greife nach dem Bogen‐‐‐
Umsonst, umsonst‐‐‐er ist geraubt.
Aus dichtem Busche raschelt der braune Hirsch hervor:
Ich strecke leere Arme zur Nemesis empor.
Zur Nemesis empor.

Du schlauer König scheue der Göttin Rächerblick!
Erbarme dich‐‐und stelle
den Bogen mir zurück.
Den Bogen mir zurück.

phrase
Motive I
a
b
c
d
Coda A

key

section

B minor
to E minor
E minor
D major

A

e
f
g
Coda B
h
f’
i
Coda B’

E‐flat minor

B1

G‐flat major

B2

B minor

A

Motive I
a
b f”
i’
Coda C

B
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First, the music suggessts that Schub
bert’s second and third staanzas are two
o parts of a larrger section, not
individuall sections. The
e musical rep
petitions in the final stanzaa show it to b
begin as a recaapitulation off the
A section,, but to split in the middle and conclude
e with the finnal phrases off the B section
n, transposed
d to B
minor. Co
onsidering this formal operration, it mayy be better to consider thiss a two‐part, rather than a
three‐part form. The in
ntroductory music‐‐‐what
m
appears in thhe above table as Motive I‐‐‐preceding the
first vocall entrance sup
pports this interpretation. Motive I is a formal markker. It does no
ot return as
postlude, as introductiions sometim
mes do, but as introductionn to the recap
pitulation of the A section. In
he two section
ns of a two‐ppart song.
other worrds, Motive I introduces th

Motive
M
also creates union. The first vocaal phrase end s with an asccending five‐n
note scale in tthe
tonic B minor, immediately repeate
ed in the piano (Motive 5)..

ng’s final cadence, we reco
ognize that Motive
M
5 is a f ragment, misssing three pitches that wo
ould
By the son
complete the B minor scale: G‐sharp, A‐sharp, B. These threee pitches comprise Motive 3, which firstt
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appears in
n the B sectio
on. In both B1
1 and B2, it leaads to cadencces in A‐flat m
minor, as subd
dominant in EE‐flat
minor, the
en as superto
onic in G‐flat major.
m

Motive I directs
d
us to the
t importancce of Motive 3. The peculi arity of Motivve I, as introd
ductory musicc, is
that it neiither presentss B minor norr prepares B minor.
m
Motivee I oscillates b
between two
o harmonies, D‐
sharp majjor and F‐dou
uble‐sharp fully‐diminished
d. These harm
monies do nott lead to B miinor, but rath
her to
G‐sharp minor,
m
or the A‐flat
A
minor intermediary
i
cadences of the B section
n. By extensio
on, Motive I leeads
to Motive
e 3.
In
n the B section, Motive 3 iss spelled as A‐flat,
A
B‐flat, CC‐flat, obscuriing it from itss reference to
o the
tonic B minor. Motive 3 does not re
eturn in the vo
oice in the reecapitulation o
of the A sectiion, but does
v
cadence
e.
appear in the piano, affter the final vocal

ure accomplisshes much. It not only brin
ngs Motive 3 iinto the conteext of the A ssection and B
This gestu
minor, bu
ut it also bringgs Motive I clo
oser to the A section and B minor, from
m which its haarmonies are
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otherwise so foreign, to the extent that Motive I points to Motive 3. The statement of Motive 3 at the
song’s conclusion also draws the voice and piano together by giving the piano material previously
reserved for the voice. It joins the A and B sections together. And, respelled to accord with B minor, it is
a closing gesture that completes the first, and incomplete, vocal phrase, sounding as the previously
missing notes of an octave ascent in B minor. At the song’s end, the incomplete is complete.

Temporal Union
In the preceding examples, motive is a means of union, of voices in Freiwilliges Versinken, of opposing
concepts in Memnon, and of form in Philoktet. But, motive, as a means of union in music as a sounding
art, also implicates temporal union. Time in Gnosticism is an obstacle, like space, that needs to be
overcome if man is to reunite with God. Time is also an obstacle separating us from historical texts.
Gadamer draws attention to the relationship of time to understanding, and the necessity of overcoming
it for understanding. “It seems to be generally characteristic of the ‘hermeneutical’ problem,” he writes,
that something distant has to be brought close, a certain strangeness overcome, a bridge built
between the once and the now. Thus hermeneutics, as a general attitude over and against the
world, came into its own in modern times, which had become aware of the temporal distance
separating us from antiquity and of the relativity of the life‐worlds of different cultural
traditions.143
The overcoming of time is central to the musicological enterprise, and returns Gnosticism to the
meaning of Mayrhofer’s poems and Schubert’s music, otherwise estranged from contemporary readers
and listeners by time. What Gadamer emphasizes is that the overcoming of time is not just a going
backwards in time, but is a bringing of the present and the past together, bringing the here and there
together.
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Temporal significance in Gnosticism relates to the constraints that time places on man,
constraints that divinity does not suffer. Time is represented in Gnostic literature as Aeons, quasi‐
anthropomorphic powers. “Its quality, like that of the world’s space,” Jonas writes,
reflects the basic experience of alienness and exile. Here too [in the temporal aspect] we meet
the plurality we observed there [in the spatial]: whole series of ages stretch between the soul
and its goal, and their mere number expresses the hold which the cosmos as a principle has over
its captives. Here again, escape is achieved only by passing through them all. Thus the way of
salvation leads through the temporal order of the ‘generations:’ through chains of unnumbered
generations the transcendent life enters the world, sojourns in it, and endures its seemingly
endless duration, and only through this long and laborious way, with memory lost an regained,
can it fulfill its destiny,144
The alienating aspect of temporal distance recalls that which Gadamer reminds us we must overcome.
The losing and regaining of memory recalls the circularity Gadamer argues is necessary to
understanding, while also recalling the circularity inherent in time.
Circularity in music works on the listener’s perception and memory, as Benedict Taylor and
Walter Frisch demonstrate. In an analysis of Mendelssohn's A minor String Quartet (Op.13, 1827),
Benedict Taylor discusses the means by which the recurrence and transformation of motives throughout
the work creates a narrative on the one hand, but also the way these recurrences effect our perception
and understanding as listeners.145 Taylor takes ubiquitous recurrences of particular motives throughout
a work to be criteria for cyclicism, a term which, as he points out, otherwise suffers from much obscurity
in musicological literature. The use of motives leads to recall, engaging listeners' memories, making the
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experience of time integral to the perception of the music, moreso than that perceived by music
generally as an art that moves through time. Frisch expounds on the engagement of memory in
Schubert's last string quartet (1826), the way that topical references to musical genres or specific works,
as well as the use of motives throughout the four movements of the G major String Quartet engage the
listener’s memory and rely on the active engagement of the listener’s memory‐‐‐remembrance of other
genres, other musical works, music syntax, the motives themselves‐‐‐for a thorough comprehension of
the work.146
In this light, the workings of motive in Freiwilliges Versinken, Memnon, and Philoktet are another
means by which Schubert affects time, namely the listener's perception of time. Frisch’s comments on
the G major String Quartet are relevant here. “The moment of recollection,” he writes, “profoundly
transforms the original material.”147 Frisch goes on to remark that “Schubert is thus one of the first
composers to recognize‐‐‐and, indeed, to make music from the recognition‐‐‐that memory is suggestible
and creative; it is always responsive to the moment at which the remembering is taking place.”148
The formal structure of Freiwilliges Versinken, where each musical section is followed by an
expanded repetition, engages the listener's recollective memory in the way that Frisch describes. The
play and interplay of motives in Freiwilliges Versinken, while also engaging the recollective
memory, creates the kind of cyclicism that Taylor describes. The fully‐diminished chord and descending
half‐step in the voice of m. 31 will undoubtedly recall the same chord and vocal gesture in the analogous
moment of the previous strophe in m. 18,
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But Mayrhofer’s poems‐‐‐not just the mythological‐‐‐speak of a desire for union in another way.
Memnon, as subject, desires union with Aurora, to become that pale star. Memnon, the poem, also has
a desire, to unite with music, to become song. This desire is not particular to Mayrhofer’s poetry. Su Yin
Mak, in “Schubert as Schiller’s sentimental poet,” draws attention to the shift in poetry that occurred in
the Renaissance. Since antiquity music and lyric poetry were inseparable, conceived and performed
together. But with the advent of printing and publishing came a shift in poetry’s audience from a
listening public to a reading individual. Poetry and music split.149 Lyric poetry has been yearning to
reunite with music ever since.
Mayrhofer’s poetry and prose both disclose this yearning for music. In his reminiscences of
Schubert, Mayrhofer wrote that his poems only became clear once set to music.150 Joseph von Spaun
also tells us that “Mayrhofer often maintained that he only liked and valued his poems after Schubert
had set them to music.”151 The ubiquity of music in Mayrhofer’s poetry tells the same story. Mayrhofer
begins his 1824 collection of poetry by evoking music.
Viel milder spricht die Zither
Durch blätterreiches Gitter;
Und selbst die Klage schallt
Melodischer im Wald

Much milder speaks the zither
through leafy trellace,
and the plaint resounds
even more melodic in the woods.152

The final poems of the collection also speak of music and of sounding. In the penultimate poem, Das
Unvergängliche, an Aeolian harp eases idealized pain; the harp, however, soon vanishes, leaving only
the Word to resound.153 With the end of the collection music ends too.
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Joseph von Spaun recollects that Mayrhofer learned to play the guitar so he could sing his own
songs. This furthers the idea that Mayrhofer was only creating half the form when setting down verse.154
This exemplifies on one hand poetry’s yearning for union with music that Su Yin Mak mentions.155 It also
calls to mind Gadamer’s reflections on the similarities between hermeneutics and rhetoric, both of
which are concerned with convincing an audience:
Rhetoric is tied to the immediacy of its effect. Now the arousing of emotions‐‐‐which is clearly
the orator’s task‐‐‐is effectual to a vastly diminished degree in written expression…And this is
precisely the difference that matters: the orator carries his listeners away with him; the
convincing power of his arguments overwhelms the listener.156
A reader is not so overwhelmed; the effective power of the artistic statement is largely lost in silence.
We have an affirmation of this from Joseph von Spaun, who recollected that once, “in Linz, the concert
[of Schubert’s songs] had to be brought to an end because, after the performance of some melancholy
songs, all the women and girls in the audience were in floods of tears and even the men could hardly
restrain theirs.”157 Mayrhofer’s Memnon also affirms the power of sounding. After all, the poem
presents Memnon’s speaking, his making music, the effect of his music on the listener. Memnon relies
on a sounding performance, a performance guaranteed (as far as possible) by Schubert’s musical setting
and the resulting transformation from poem to song.
The importance of a sounding, and of the gap between sound and meaning, appears in the
Hermetica as well.
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Hermes…used to say that those reading my books would find their organization very simple and
clear, when, on the contrary, it is unclear and keeps the meaning of its words concealed;
furthermore, it will be entirely clear…when the Greeks eventually desire to translate our
language to their own and thus produce in writing the greatest distortion and unclarity. But this
discourse, expressed in our paternal language, keeps clear the meaning of its words. The very
quality of the speech and the sound of Egyptian words have in themselves the energy of the
objects they speak of.158
This passage is intended to be read aloud. “This discourse” is not what is written, is not the appearance
of their “paternal language,” but is the “speech and sound of Egyptian words.” This is not only a
difference in the efficacy of the sounding over the written, as is Gadamer’s argument, but a difference
between understanding and misunderstanding. Sounding language is not only more persuasive, but
allows the only possibility of understanding. The reason for this is that the meaning is in the sound, not
the appearance. “We…use not speeches but sounds that are full of action.”159 Meaning does not reside
in the words as visual objects, and one does not understand by reading. Meaning is not inherent in the
sight of words. Their meaning resides in sound, in their musical quality.
Mayrhofer’s poetry, like most lyric poetry, wants to reunite with music. But the gnostic subtext
of Mayrhofer’s poems tells us something more about the desired union. Union implies poetry’s
returning to the sounding sphere from the silent. Implicit in sounding‐‐‐as we learn from Hermes,
Memnon, and Mayrhofer‐‐‐is understanding, since silence allows for obscurity and misunderstanding. If
all lyric poetry presents an “I” and a “you,” the one desiring the other, Mayrhofer’s lyric poetry specifies
this desire as union, and the gnostic subtext makes this union metaphysical: union means becoming
something else. The words of Schubert’s Mayrhofer‐settings carry this same desire of the “I” for the
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“you.” But while the words speak of the desire to unite and change, the music enacts union and change.
Between the words and the music there is a dialogue about desire and fulfillment. Words and music
taken together, as songs, are the fulfillment of desire.
This model for understanding song cannot be universal. It works for these songs because they
are gnostic. They are about the union and transfiguration of things that are ontologically different. This
applies not only to the subject of the poems, but the poems as subject. Not only is the poetic subject
transfigured through the music, but the poetry is also transfigured through the music.
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CHAPTER 3: MASOCHISM
Der zürnenden Diana has not attracted much critical attention. Among the few remarks about this song
are two that consider it a failure. John Reed believes that “like many of the numbers in Schubert’s
mature operas, Der zürnenden Diana is open to the criticism that it ‘protests too much’—that the lyrical
extension exceeds the permissive limits of the drama.”160 For Reed, the lyrical extension renders the
song insincere and undramatic. Leo Black calls Der zürnenden Diana Schubert’s “least successful sensual
song,” comparing it with Versunken, which he believes Schubert’s most successful.161 Schubert, he
suggests, “struggled to find an erotic, masochistic vein matching the poem’s central image.” Black
recognizes that the song is masochistic, but his suggestion that the song does not match the poem’s
masochism betrays a lack of understanding of masochism. Reed’s criticism betrays a similar lack. Der
zürnenden Diana is a failure for Reed since it exceeds the permissive limits of drama. As drama, the song
fails. But judging the song by dramatic standards is the problem here. Masochism is un‐dramatic.
Reed’s and Black’s negative assessments of the song result from a misunderstanding of
masochism, which is more than a simple equation of pain and pleasure. The masochist desires pain for a
reason. There is a purpose for the pain, which is not simply physical pleasure. It matters who provides
the pain and how it is delivered. Masochism is an aggregate of these various conditions.
In Franz Schubert: Sexuality, Subjectivity, Song, Lawrence Kramer introduced the concept of
masochism to Schubert analysis.162 He understands Die schöne Müllerin to present a masochistic
subjectivity, an understanding he grounds on Deleuze’s Masochism, which is that author’s analysis of
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masochism in the writings of Leopold von Sacher‐Masoch.163 The signs of masochism that Kramer sees
in Die schöne Müllerin are also present in Mayrhofer’s mythological poems. The first part of the chapter
shows how Der zürnenden Diana presents a sadomasochistic subject. Along the lines of Kramer’s
analysis of Die schöne Müllerin, this analysis is initially grounded in Deleuze’s exegesis of Sacher‐
Masoch’s novels, but broadens to encompass the masochistic expression of early Christian mystics as
well as masochism in Kierkegaard. The masochistic subject emerges variously through signs in the
poetry, music, and song, and so this first part of the chapter is also about the interaction of these three
parts of song, and how each carries specific meaning.
The second part of the chapter moves to the enactment of sadomasochism, extending the
analysis to the performance of song. I draw on the coincidence of masochistic poems and vocal writing
that causes pain, as acknowledged in contemporaneous criticisms of Schubert’s music. This analysis
includes three other songs, Nachthymne, Sonett III, and an insertion tenor‐aria for the opera Die
Zauberharfe. While the signs in poem, music, and song make the lyrical “I” of Der zürnenden Diana a
masochistic subject, the difficulty Schubert writes into this song, and others, also makes the performer a
masochistic subject.
The concluding part of the chapter extends the ideas of masochism to the creation of song.
Mayrhofer’s poems, like his poetic subjects, are masochistic. I consider the alterations to poetic form
that Schubert makes when he creates a song as a kind of violence, an application of the pain that the
masochistic poem‐as‐subject requires as part of its desire to become song. This final analysis shows that
Mayrhofer’s poems are the third in a triple‐presentation of masochistic subjectivity that also includes
the poetic‐subject and the performing singer‐subject.
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Presentation of the Masochistic Subject in Mayrhofer’s Poems
At the outset of Masochism, Deleuze writes of the importance of clinicians. “When a doctor gives his
name to an illness this is a major linguistic and semiological step, inasmuch as a proper name is given to
a group of signs, that is, a proper name is made to connote signs.”164 Masochism is Deleuze’s
presentation and analysis of the signs of masochism as they occur in Sacher‐Masoch’s novels, a group of
signs that is also present in Mayrhofer’s mythological poems.
As Deleuze explains it, masochism begins with masochist’s acceptance the sins of the father:
these sins are the source of the masochist’s guilt, as well as his contempt for the world and his body.
The masochist seeks freedom from the father’s sins by a twofold elimination of the father. First, the
mother replaces the father. For a partner, then, the masochist requires an idealized mother‐figure,
who, in the absence of the father, dispenses the law. The goddess that recurs in Mayrhofer’s
mythological verse, from whom Mayrhofer’s subjects seek judgment, is this idealized mother figure.
Mayrhofer’s poems exclude the father not only through the idealization of the mother, but also by not
mentioning them; Mayrhofer also retells myths that contain non‐threatening or absent fathers. Atys’s
father was a hermaphrodite, Memnon’s father is a withered old man, and Iphigenia’s and Orestes’s
father has been killed by their mother, Clytemnestra.
The idealized mother beats the image of the father residing in the masochist. This effects the
second elimination of the father. Masochistic pain is punishment, a physical process with a moral or
psychological result, freedom from guilt and the sins of the father. Each of Mayrhofer’s mythological
poems presents a subject in pain, be it physical pain (Philoktetes, Memnon, Actaeon), misunderstanding
(Memnon), homesickness (Iphigenia, Atys, Orestes), or guilt specifically (Atys, Orestes). In Memnon,
Atys, and Der zürnenden Diana the goddess is the source of the each subject’s pain; although it is not
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clear in Philoktet, Iphigenia, and the two Orestes poems that Nemesis and Artemis are inflicting pain at
each subject’s instigation, there is nonetheless a connection between the pain felt by these subjects and
the goddess’s refusal to assuage that pain.
Aside from Atys and Der zürnenden Diana, the outcome of each of these poems is
undetermined, left in suspense. Memnon, Philoktetes, Iphigenia, and Orestes pray for divine
intervention, which does not come by poem’s end. This is most apparent in “Iphigenia” and the two
Orestes poems, which culminate in a prayer to Artemis, who never answers. In Atys, Der zürnenden
Diana, and Der entsühnte Orest, Mayrhofer also creates suspense by subverting the direction of the
narratives through temporal disorder. In these poems, the present‐tense narrative is interrupted by
episodes in the past tense. These poems present two linearities. The first is time, the ordering of events
as they unfold chronologically. The second is poetic, the ordering of events as they unfold in
Mayrhofer’s poem. The following diagrams show this double‐linearity. Reading the poems horizonatally
arranges the events chronologically, reading them vertically presents Mayrhofer’s order.
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The disruption of temporal linearity in Atys is not as complicated as in these two poems. Atys has five
stanzas, the third and fourth of which are in the past tense, the first, second, and fourth are in the
present (so its order is 3‐4‐1‐2‐5).
The temporal disjunction in Der zürnenden Diana makes the entire poem the elongation of a
moment. The poem’s first line tells Diana to tense her bow, and shows her arrow poised to strike. Diana
remains in this position, and the subject is held staring at the deadly potential of the arrow‐‐‐during
which time the subject recalls the image of the goddess in the water, her nymphs surrounding her to
protect her modesty, and imagines the relief that will come after the arrow strikes, that is, he looks both
backward and forward‐‐‐until the beginning of the fourth stanza, when the arrow finally strikes. The
temporal manipulation in tandem with the frozen figures creates extreme suspension.
Repetition is necessary if the pain the masochist endures is to be effective. “Masochistic pain
depends entirely on the phenomenon of waiting and on the functions of repetition and reiteration
which characterize waiting,” Deleuze writes, adding that “This is the essential point: pain only acquires
significance in relation to the forms of repetition which condition its use.”165 Repetition is explicit in
Memnon, in which the subject only finds relief with each dawn. Memnon’s plight is an eternal ritual of
pain, punctuated by expectation and temporary release, followed by renewed pain. Freiwilliges
Versinken depicts the ritual sinking and rising of the sun. Though pain is not mentioned in this poem,
pain cannot be too distant from Helios’s dying, even if that dying is voluntary (and brings him pleasure).
Though the other poems do not tie pain to the condition of repetition, repetition is present in the group
of poems as a whole. In each poem Mayrhofer repeats the same story, changing only the surface details:
a hero who is in distress and therefore stuck, inactive, asking for salvation from a goddess.
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The ultimate goal of masochism is not pain, and not the pleasure in that pain. Pain is a means to
eliminate the father. The father, as upholder of the law, forbids the incestuous impulse toward the
mother. The masochistic punishment that removes the father also removes the obstacle to incest. Incest
here is a desire for rebirth. But, since this is a birth from which the father has been excluded, this rebirth
is a parthenogenesis. Deleuze explains this as the masochist’s triple disavowal. “The first [disavowal]
magnifies the mother, by attributing to her the phallus instrumental to rebirth; the second excludes the
father, since he has no part in this rebirth; the third relates to sexual pleasure, which is interrupted,
deprived of its genitality and transformed into the pleasure of being reborn.”166 The recurring call for
salvation in Mayrhofer’s poems implies the desire for union. Atys seeks salvation from Cybele; Memnon
from Aurora; Philoktetes from Nemesis; and Actaeon, Iphigenia, and Orestes from Artemis. In Memnon
the incestuous impulse is explicit, since Aurora is Memnon’s mother. The union between the subject
and the mother‐figure that the absence of the father allows is fulfilled in Atys and Der zürnenden Diana
through Atys’s and Actaeon’s death. Atys’s and Actaeon’s transfigurations are easily interpreted as a
rebirth, the parthenogenesis Deleuze mentions.167 Memnon’s death‐wish is his desire to be reborn as a
pale star shining from worlds of noble freedom.
The metaphysical goal of masochism draws together the sensual and spiritual. The mingling of
pleasure and pain is also found in spiritual texts. David Morris emphasizes St Teresa’s rejection of this
world and her willing acceptance of physical pain as payment for her sins in a way that recalls both
masochism and Gnosticism.168 "Visionary pain," he writes, "sometimes contains a powerful element of
sensuality, and an eroticism latent in the paintings of Saint Sebastian finds more open expression in the
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spiritual experience of female mystics."169 One of St Teresa’s visions presents a narrative similar to
Mayrhofer’s Der zürnenden Diana.
I saw in his hands a large golden dart and at the end of the iron tip there appeared to be a little
fire. It seemed to me this angel plunged the dart several times into my heart and that it reached
deep within me. When he drew it out, I thought he was carrying off with him the deepest part of
me; and he left me all on fire with great love of God. The pain was so great that it made me
moan, and the sweetness this greatest pain caused me was so superabundant that there is no
desire capable of taking it away.170
The pleasurable pain of revelation, both spiritual and erotic, connects Mayrhofer’s Gnostic and
masochistic poem to this tradition of Christian writing.
Kierkegaard presents another model of spiritual experience, from which Patrick Sheil derives the
concept of transcendent masochism, which he also calls will‐to‐abasement.171 Sheil’s concept highlights
an important aspect of the masochistic experience‐‐‐as found in Sacher‐Masoch and St Teresa‐‐‐namely,
that fulfillment of the transcendent wish requires surrendering the self. Sheil explains that Kierkegaard’s
transcendent masochism “aims at a change, an infiltration of myself by the claim of the Other, a
willingness actually to be wholly in the wrong against the Other, and, as a result, no longer to be against
the other at all.”172 The “transition of will‐to‐abasement is decisive; its telos is to become nothing once
and for all.”173 This concept helps our reading of Mayrhofer, whose poems continually address
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annihilation. Among the poems Schubert set, we hear it in the “Geh unter, Welt” of Auflösung, the
“Untergang” of Auf der Donau, the “Vergänglichkeit und Grab” of Liedesend, the “tausendfachen Tod” of
Am See, and the “und die Welt erbleicht und sinkt” of Nachtviolen.
Presentation of the Masochistic Subject in the Music of Der zürnenden Diana
Music’s ability to present masochism is limited. It cannot depict particular signs: an idealized mother, a
banished father, contempt for the world. But it is capable of depicting the temporal aspects of
masochism. Through repetition and lyricism Schubert creates the repetition necessary to masochism, as
well as the suspense. Motivic manipulation and transformation are a means for music to create change,
or parthenogenesis.
Kramer admits that his masochistic interpretation of the repetitions in Die schöne Müllerin’s
strophic songs is troubled by the ubiquity of the strophic form.174 Der zürnenden Diana presents no such
obstacle. Schubert’s use of repetition is nowhere as extensive as it is in Der zürnenden Diana, making it
an anomaly not only among the mythological Lieder, but among his Lieder as a whole. The thematic
significance of repetition is evident from the beginning of the song. The ten measures of the
introduction show five harmonic changes to a constant figurative pattern. Each measure sounds, then
repeats.

174

Kramer, Sexuality, Subjectivity, Song, 141.
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Not only does
d
this introduction set up the imporrtance of repeetition for thee song, but allso establishees the
song’s narrative pace, which is leisu
urely and longg.
Although repetition—of wo
ords and of music—is
m
a com
mmonplace in Lieder, uncommon to Deer
zürnenden
n Diana is the
e repetition of
o the larger musical
m
sectioons in a through‐composed
d setting. Uniique
to this son
ng is that eve
ery section rep
peats, and so
ome phrases rrepeat more tthan once. The following
diagram shows
s
the son
ng’s form. Eacch of the larger boxes reprresents one o
of the song’s ssix sections. TThe
light grey boxes show the
t repetition
n of a section
n; the darker ggrey boxes sh
how the repettition of single
phrases.

Th
he contrast between
b
declaamatory and lyrical vocal w
writing appeaars consistenttly in Schuberrt’s
mythological songs. Th
hough contrassting vocal styyles has long been recognized as a hallmark of
ow the lyrical functions in SSchubert’s Lieeder, either
Schubert’s songs, few investigations consider ho
n itself, or the
e contrasting of the lyrical and non‐lyriccal within individual songss. Neither, unttil
lyricism in
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recently, has there been an attempt to clarify what “lyrical” means. In considering the lyrical in
Schubert’s instrumental music, Su Yin Mak draws on the definitions of Koch, Herder, and especially
Schiller.175 Mak draws our attention to two conceptions of the lyrical:
The notion of lyrical form draws upon two related sets of compositional features conventionally
associated with song. The first, roughly synonymous with “cantabile,” refers to style: the words
“lyric” or “lyrical” describe melodies in moderate tempo with relatively even note values,
regular phrasing, and simple chordal accompaniment. The second refers to the closed binary or
ternary designs often designated as “song form,” a term that originated in A. B. Marx’s
Formenlehre.176
Mak uses both concepts of lyricism (stylistic lyricism and formal lyricism) to support her interpretations.
Formal lyricism effects how we understand the form of Der zürnenden Diana. The music of the song
comprises six sections, and so, on this level, does not possess a lyrical form. But, each of these six
musical sections is in binary song form: A A’, B B’, C C’, etc. As a series of smaller forms, the music
hinders narrative progress: In addition to presenting one single through‐composed arc, Der zürnenden
Diana also presents a series of smaller, and closed, arcs. In addition to presenting one narrative, that is,
Der zürnenden Diana presents a series of independent pictures, or frozen images, in Deleuze’s language.
Repetition, then, serves two functions in the music of Der zürnenden Diana. Formal repetition
frustrates narrative progress and postpones final closure. This formal repetition in turn results in formal
lyricism, which creates of a series of independent and static moments. Both create masochistic
suspense.

175

Su Yin Mak, “Schubert as Schiller's sentimental poet,” Eighteenth‐Century Music 4/2 (2007): 251‐63; Su Yin Mak,
“Schubert's sonata forms and the poetics of the lyric,” The Journal of Musicology 23/2 (2006): 263‐306.
176

Mak, “Schubert's sonata forms,” 264.
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Presentation of the Masochistic Subject in Schubert’s Song
The song is the working together of the poem and the music, and so, since it is something different than
either poem or music, it creates the signs of masochism differently than do poem or music alone. The
formal interaction between poem and song shows how repetition is a means of expansion.
Mayrhofer’s poem

Schubert’s poem

Ja, spanne nur den Bogen mich zu tödten,
Du himmlisch Weib! im zornigen Erröthen
Noch reizender. Ich werd' es nie bereuen:

Ja, spanne nur den Bogen mich zu tödten,
Du himmlisch Weib!
Im zürnenden Erröthen noch reizender.
Ja, spanne nur den Bogen mich zu tödten,
Du himmlisch Weib!
Im zürnenden Erröthen noch reizender.
Im zürnenden Erröthen noch reizender.

1

Ich werd' es nie bereuen,
Ich werd' es nie bereuen,
Daß ich dich sah am buschigen Gestade
Die Nymphen überragen in dem Bade;
Der Schönheit Funken in die Wildniß streuen.
Der Schönheit Funken in die Wildniß streuen.
Nie werd' ich es bereuen,
Nie werd' ich es bereuen,
Daß ich dich sah am buschigen Gestade
Die Nymphen überragen in dem Bade;
Der Schönheit Funken in die Wildniß streuen.
Der Schönheit Funken in die Wildniß streuen.

2

Den Sterbenden wird noch dein Bild erfreuen.
Er athmet reiner, athmet freyer,
Wem du gestrahlest ohne Schleyer.
Wem du gestrahlest ohne Schleyer.
Den Sterbenden wird noch dein Bild erfreuen.
Er athmet reiner, athmet freyer,
Wem du gestrahlest ohne Schleyer.
Wem du gestrahlest ohne Schleyer.

3

Dein Pfeil, er traf
Doch linde rinnen
Die warmen Wellen aus der Wunde:
Doch linde rinnen
Die warmen Wellen aus der Wunde:
Noch zittert vor den matten Sinnen

4

Daß ich dich sah am buschigen Gestade
Die Nymphen überragen in dem Bade;
Der Schönheit Funken in die Wildniß streuen.
Den Sterbenden wird noch dein Bild erfreuen.
Er athmet reiner, athmet freyer,
Wem du gestrahlest ohne Schleyer.
Dein Pfeil, er traf – doch linde rinnen
Die warmen Wellen aus der Wunde:
Noch zittert vor den matten Sinnen
Des Schauens süße letzte Stunde.

1’

coda

coda
2’

coda

coda
3’

coda

4’
5
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Des Schauuens süße letzte Stunde.
Noch zitteert vor den m
matten Sinnen
n
Des Schauuens süße letzte Stunde.
Dein Pfeil , er traf
Doch lindee rinnen
Die warm en Wellen au
us der Wundee:
Noch zitteert vor
Den matteen Sinnen
Des Schauuens süße
Letzte Stuunde.

5’

6

6’

The first three
t
of the poem’s
p
four stanzas
s
corresspond to the first three, different, mussical sections.
Schubert repeats each musical section with variaation, additioonally append
ding a repetitiion of a smalller
unit—a single phrase—
—as a coda to each section
n. The music ttakes Mayrho
ofer’s relativeely short poem
m and
makes it into a lengthyy song. The tim
me required of
o a reading oof the poem aand the time required of a
performance of the mu
usic is grosslyy disproportio
onate. The folllowing show
ws the poem’ss form. Its fou
ur
stanzas arre labeled A, B, C, D, and each
e
of its ind
dividual lines iis labeled witth lowercase letters. Thesee
lowercase
e letters do no
ot, contrary to
t poem‐analytic conventi on, show rhyyme, but only show that eaach
poetic line
e is different,, which will be
e important for
f the repressentation of tthe song’s forrm that follow
ws.

The three
e important details that thiis diagram shows are the ooverall length
h of the poem
m, the lack of
repetition
n of lines, and
d the transforrmation of the
e tercets (thee three‐line sttanzas, A, B, aand C) into a
quatrain for
f the last stanza (D). An analogous
a
diaagram of the song’s form sshows what tthe song doess to
these thre
ee aspects of the poem. In
n the following diagram, thhe letters represent the stanzas and lines of
the poem
m, as above. Th
he numbers correspond
c
to
o the musical sections. Thee shading sho
ows musical
repetition
n‐‐‐of a sectio
on or phrase, as above‐‐‐an
nd the lowerccase letters sh
how textual rrepetition.
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In
n addition to the
t many mu
usical repetitio
ons (shown inn the shadingg), there are aalso many verrbal
repetition
ns (shown in the
t lowercase
e letters), which augment the effects off the strictly m
musical
repetition
ns. But the verbal repetitio
ons also make
e the subject redundant. EEvery verbal u
utterance repeats,
either oncce, twice, thre
ee times (utte
erances j, k, l, and m in secctions 4, 5, an
nd 6), or fourr times (utteraance
d that beggins the sectio
on 2). This cre
eates a greater frustrationn of narrative progress, a ggreater
unwillingn
ness to go forrward, since the
t repetition
n of words shoows the subjeect lingering on specific
thoughts or memories. This would not
n be so if, for instance, tthere were neew words forr the musical
ns.
repetition
Th
he music tran
nsfigures the poem’s first three
t
stanzass through repetition and exxpansion. Thee
song augm
ments the efffects of the music’s
m
repetittion by addingg verbal repeetition. The transfiguration
n‐in‐
more repetitiion and moree
song incre
eases further in the settingg of the poem
m’s fourth sta nza through m
expansion
n. The poem’ss fourth stanzza brings the arrow’s strikee, the longed‐for death off the subject. To
emphasize this momen
nt, Mayrhofer alters the sttructure of thhe poem: the tercets of thee first three
f the final stanza, the traansfiguration of the subjecct reflected in
n the
stanzas arre replaced by a quatrain for
transfigurration of poettic form. In se
etting the finaal poetic stan za, Schubert deviates from
m the text‐settting
strategy he
h established
d in the first three
t
musical sections. Froom Mayrhofeer’s fourth staanza Schubertt
creates tw
wo sub‐stanzaas, transforming Mayrhofe
er’s quatrain iinto two coup
plets. Furtherrmore, Schub
bert
sets each of these couplets to its ow
wn (repeatingg) musical secction (4, 5). Th
hough section
n 5 sets the
m, Schubert denies
d
closure
e, and extendds the Lied farrther by repeating (again)
conclusion of the poem
er’s final stanzza, set as a ne
ew musical se
ection (6). Schhubert extend
ds Mayrhoferr’s poem not only
Mayrhofe
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by poetic‐musical repetition, but by exceeding Mayrhofer’s formal design: Schubert stretches the four
poetic stanzas to accommodate six musical sections.
This change in text‐setting also affects the music’s formal pattern. Each of the first three musical
sections in is a binary form: musical material is stated, repeated, and followed by a coda. But the effect
of the textual repetition in the final three musical sections makes these three sections (4, 5, 6) into a
binary form. Instead of a binary form comprising Statement, Variation, Coda, as is the case for the first
three musical sections, the binary form of the final three sections is Statement, Contrasting Statement,
Coda, where sections 4 and 5 are contrasting sections, and section 6‐‐‐because it repeats the words of
sections 4 and 5‐‐‐is a coda to 4 and 5. This makes a correspondence between poetic and song form,
where each of the poem’s stanzas becomes one binary‐song‐form‐as‐musical‐section.
As in the poem, the formal transformation in the song underscores the transformation resulting
from the death of the subject. The excessive musical and textual repetition in the setting of Mayrhofer’s
fourth stanza—compared to the use of repetition in the first three musical sections—endows this stanza
with particular weight. Schubert locates the most significant aspect of the poem—the death of the
subject—through increased repetition.
Masochism mingles stasis and telos. Although it is an aesthetic of lyrical suspense and
repetition, there is a direction underlying the frozen images of masochism. The masochist desires
decisive change, to be reborn. Parthenogenesis emerges in Der zürnenden Diana through motivic
transformation. The raised fifth scale‐degree is the first chromatic pitch of the song, as part of a
secondary dominant to the submediant, in mm. 3‐4 (and, given the pattern of repetition and harmonic
rhythm in the introduction, this secondary dominant is the second harmony that sounds).
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d
this seco
ondary domin
nant not reso
olve to the subbmediant, bu
ut the E‐naturral (the local
Not only does
leading to
one) does nott resolve up to
o the F. E‐nattural, in the laarger contextt of A‐flat majjor, carries th
he
potential for upward resolution, wh
hich desire is continually ddenied througghout the son
ng. This pitch next
appears in
n the voice an
nd piano in m.
m 16. Again, itt appears as tthe local lead
ding‐tone of a secondary
dominantt, and again, it does not resolve upward
d to F.
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The next “du
“ himmlisch Weib” declamation (m. 25) brings B m
major. The E‐‐natural returrns in the voicce,
now as se
eventh of the local dominaant seventh. In this contextt, the potentiial of the E‐naatural reversees.
Here, it re
equires‐‐‐and gets‐‐downw
ward resolutio
on.

The E‐natural maintain
ns this functio
on and contexxt throughoutt the next secction. The rep
petition of mu
usical
section 2 begins with a modulation to E, first maajor, then minnor. In this section the E‐naatural loses aall
potential,, and become
es instead the
e place of restt.
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Th
he next sectio
on, in which the
t subject lin
ngers over th e image of th
he denuded goddess, is thee only
place whe
ere the E‐natu
ural is able to
o resolve upw
ward in the vo ice. It does so
o in the conteext of a secon
ndary
dominantt to the superrtonic, not as a local leadin
ng‐tone, but aas (local) seco
ond scale‐deggree to third.

The final section
s
of the
e song lacks the E‐natural until the finall vocal cadence. The E‐nattural here app
pears
as F‐flat, as
a the minor ninth above the
t dominantt. This contexxt brings the EE‐natural’s strrongest desire for
downward resolution, which it gains at measure
e’s end.

The piano
o anticipates this
t movement, with an F‐‐flat in m. 1622 resolving to
o E‐flat in the following
measure. But, directly after the voicce’s final cade
ence, the E‐n atural returns in the piano
o’s left hand.
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Here‐‐‐aftter the ‘death
h’ of the voice
e‐‐‐the augme
ented triad thhat the voice creates linearly in mm. 16
63‐4
appears vertically
v
in th
he piano. The E‐natural here resolves uppward for thee first time in the piano, th
he
beginningg of a melodicc ascent to the tonic pitch A‐flat. If, on a local level, EE‐natural in the context off A‐
flat majorr desires resolution to F, on a broader le
evel E‐naturaal wants to prroceed from F through thee
leading‐to
one and to the tonic A‐flatt. This immanent potentiall of the raised
d sixth‐scale d
degree is realized
as the ultiimate melodiic utterance of
o the song. Der
D zürnendenn Diana’s mottivic narrativee of ascension
n
desired, denied,
d
and finally fulfilled realizes the masochist’s
m
pparthenogeneesis.

Enactm
ment of Masochism
Mayrhofe
er's poem doe
es not idealize
e or aggrandize pain. Schuubert's music is the locus o
of pain, both tthe
descriptio
on of pain and
d the enactment of pain. This
T is where music superssedes the posssibilities of
poetry: while
w
a poem can
c only desccribe pain (particularly poeetry as a silent art), music, as a perform
mance,
can cause
e the performer to feel pain. Such pain is felt by the singer of thiss song. Der zü
ürnenden Dian
na is
difficult to
o sing. The tessitura is high
h and the voccal phrases arre long; the so
ong as a whole is long,
requiring substantial sttamina from the singer. Th
hough it seem
ms a minor altteration, the half‐step
n of the song—
—from A majjor to A‐flat m
major—makess a
transposittion Schubertt made for the first edition
consideraable difference, especially in the final se
ection of the ssong. After 1445 measures,, the singer
finishes with
w the follow
wing.
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r
is a son
ng that makess heavy demaands and impooses vocal strrain on the singer.
The sum result
Th
he experience
e of pain is no
ot limited to singing
s
Der züünenden Dianna. The first tenor parts off
Schubert's part‐songs are
a conspicuo
ously high, eliciting incred ulous and anxious laughs from tenors. "The
exertion to
t which the first
f
tenor has to submit" in
i the male ppart‐song Geisst der Liebe "d
diminishes th
he
effect," a contemporarry commente
ed.177 This did not prevent the frequentt performancee of this part‐‐song
during Sch
hubert's lifetiime, which was performed
d five times inn a nine montth span, even
n at the cost o
of the
perceived
d strain of the
e first tenor.1778 Schubert re
eceived compplimentary ticckets to a perfformance of h
his
Nachhellee at the Geselllschaft der Musikfreunde
M
on
o 25 Januaryy 1827, left att his regular ccoffee house,, with
a note by Ferdinand Walcher.
W
In a post‐script
p
lon
nger than thee script, Walch
her writes thaat “Nachthellle,
s
sm, nor clairvoyance, nor sslept‐off hanggover, &c., bu
ut a poem by Seidl
here sugggests neither somnambulis
with musiic by Schuberrt for a princip
pal and damn
nably high tennor, with chorrus, for the w
which I am
engaged as
a second ten
nor and have, to that end, already ordeered a superb F from the baker of Baden,

177
178

Otto Eriich Deutsch, Th
he Schubert Reeader, trans. Erric Blom (New York: Norton, 1947), doc. 28
82.

Schubert composed th
he part‐song in
n January 1822
2; it was publis hed as Op11/33 in June of thee same year. Itt was
d 3 March 1822
2, 18 April 1822
2, 26 May 1822
2, 3 June 18222, 9 January 1823. See Till Gerrit Weidelich ed.,
performed
Franz Schu
ubert: Dokumen
nte (Tutzing: Hans
H
Schneiderr, 1993), docs. 145, 150, 159,, 161, 187.
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who is saiid to make the best buns.””179 For one performance oof Der zürnennden Diana, th
he singer,
Schoberle
echner, had to
o transpose the song two steps lower, presumably tto discharge tthe difficulty of
the song in
i its publishe
ed key.180
Paain as requisite of perform
mance becomes a locus of meaning wheen a song is a setting of a p
poem
that prese
ents a masoch
histic subject. A review of a tenor aria SSchubert wro
ote as an insertion for Héro
old’s
Die Zaubeerharfe statess the same diffficulties as th
hose the tenoor faces in Deer zürnenden D
Diana.
Th
he aria in E, for Prince Azo
olin, is also of Herr Schube rt's invention
n. However, w
we are compeelled
to
o speak quite otherwise off this piece th
han of the preetty duet men
ntioned abovee [which was
praised thorou
ughly]. For on
ne thing, the voice
v
part conntinually lies high, even in forte, and what is
maging is the frequent rep
petition of on e and the sam
me note. It is clear that Heerr
evven more dam
Rosner is incap
pable of singing it properlyy to the end.1181
Azolin beggins his aria with
w the follow
wing.

After anotther 200 meaasures in the same
s
vein, Azzolin conclud es his aria wiith the follow
wing.
179

Deutsch
h, Schubert Rea
ader, doc. 785.

180

Deutsch
h, Schubert Rea
ader, doc. 791. The performaance was on 1 February 18277 at the Gesellsschaft der
Musikfreun
nde.
181

Deutsch
h, Schubert Rea
ader, doc. 240.
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It is doubttful that any tenor
t
could sing this aria properly
p
to itss end.182 Prinzz Azolin is in llove with Palm
mira,
who has been
b
captured. Palmira’s father
f
allows Azolin to resccue Palmira, b
but takes Azo
olin’s mother as
bond. Wh
hile Azolin is not
n characteristically maso
ochistic, theree is an idealizaation of his m
mother in his
words, an
nd a courting of death thatt accompanies his wish to save his moth
her.183 The m
masochist emeerges
more thro
ough Schuberrt’s music, thrrough expanssions and repeetitions, but m
mostly througgh the imposssibly
high tessittura of the vo
ocal line.
Th
hough lackingg in the previous example,, there is a cooncrete conneection betweeen pleasure aand
pain in So
onett III and Nachthymne.
N
At
A the end off 1818, Schubbert set three sonnets, tran
nslations from
m
Petrarch. The first two are brief. The third is expansive. Sonettt III shows a subject animated by
w and love, pain and pleaasure.184 “Wa r is my condittion,” he criees, “until I thin
nk of
conflictingg impulses, war
her.” The thought of th
he beloved sttimulates the rushing of a nourishing flo
ood, a flood b
both sweet an
nd
d Prince Azolin
n’s aria the soonnet is difficcult to sing, due to its lenggth,
sour. Like Der zürnenden Diana and
lyricism, and
a tessitura. Also like Derr zürnenden Diana
D
and Prinnz Azolin’s arria, Sonett III iis heavy with

182

The com
mplete vocal paart is in Appendix 4, p. 230.

183

The poe
em and translaation are in App
pendix 3, p. 22
25.

184

The poe
em and translaation are in App
pendix 3, p. 22
26.
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verbal rep
petition. Repe
etition increases at the me
ention of painn and pleasurre. Schubert’ss setting of the line
“the same
e hand heals and wounds”” sits high, circling about E . This line occcurs at the en
nd of the songg’s
fifth section,

and at the
e end of the seventh,
s
final, section.

Schubert underscores this—“the saame hand heaals and woundds”—as the ccrux of the song, through
n. In Petrarch’’s poem, this is an interiorr line, his sonnnet ending with “I am so far from beingg
repetition
healed.” After
A
setting those
t
lines, Schubert returrns to the texxt of the previous musical section.
So strömtt, was mich errnährt, das Sü
üß' und Herbe
e,
Aus eines einz'gen Que
ell's lebend'ge
em Strahle,
Dieselbe Hand
H
gibt Heilung mir und
d Wunden.

So flow
ws, what nourishes me, thee sweet and aacidic,
from a single sourcee’s animated sstream,
the sam
me hand healss and woundss.

By makingg these the laast words sung, Schubert not
n only makees the concurrrence of pain
n and pleasure the
most important idea of the song, bu
ut also emphaasizes the im portance of tthis concurren
nce in singingg this
song.
Th
here are not many of Schu
ubert’s songs in which verbbal and formaal repetition iis as extensivve as
in Der zürrnenden Diana
a, where every word and every
e
sectionn repeats at leeast once. Thee only other LLied
that appro
oaches it in th
his regard is Nachthymne,
N
a setting of N
Novalis (D6877, January 182
20). Novalis’ss
poem beggins with the mingling of pain
p and pleassure.
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Hinüber wall ich
Und jede Pein
Wird einst ein Stachel
Der Wollust seyn.185

I wander into the beyond
and each pain
will become
a stab of bliss.

Novalis’ poem, like Mayrhofer’s Der zünenden Diana, presents a mystical erotic union that will bring the
subject’s transfiguration. Schubert’s vocal line provides the pain that the “I” mentions in the poem’s
second line though an uncomfortably high vocal line. As in Der zürnenden Diana, Schubert sets the
poem’s first four lines as a closed binary form. The following table shows the form of this first section,
and how it diverges from the form of the poem.186
Novalis’ poem

Schubert poem

Musical form

Hinüber wall ich
Und jede Pain
Wird einst ein Stachel
Der Wolust sein.
Noch wenig Zeiten,
So bin ich los,
Und liege trunken
Der Lieb im Schoß.

Hinüber wall ich und jede Pein
Wird einst ein Stachel der Wohllust sein.
Hinüber wall ich und jede Pein
Wird einst ein Stachel der Wohllust sein.
Noch wenig Zeiten, so bin ich los,
Und liege trunken der Lieb im Schoβ
Der Lieb im Schoβ.
Hinüber wall ich und jede Pein
Wird einst ein Stachel der Wohllust sein.

A
A’
B

A

The final section of this through‐composed song is a twice‐repeated binary form. From Novalis’

185
186

From “Hymnen an die Nacht,” in Novalis, Werke in einem Band (Darmstadt: Carl Hanser Verlag, 1981), p. 159.

Continuing the idea that Schubert will recast metered verse into a verse other than that of the original poem,
which came up in the first chapter, in Nachthymne we notice that Schubert makes one phrase of two poetic lines.
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Ich fühle des Todes
Verjüngende Flut,
Zu Balsam und Aether
Verwandelt mein Blut‐‐‐
Ich lebe bey Tage
Voll Glauben und Mut,
Und sterbe die Nächte
In heiliger Glut.

I feel death’s
rejuvenating flood,
into balsam and aether
changes my blood‐‐‐
I live my days
full of belief and hope,
and die my nights
in holy radiance.

Schubert’s last section becomes

Ich fühle des Todes verjüngende Flut,
Zu Balsam und Aether verwandelt mein Blut,
Zu Balsam und Aether verwandelt mein Blut,
Ich fühle des Todes verjüngende Flut,
Ich lebe bei Tage voll Glauben unt Mut,
Und sterbe die Nächte in heiliger Glut,
Und sterbe die Nächte in heiliger Glut,
Ich fühle des Todes verjüngende Flut,
Ich fühle, ich fühle des Todes verjüngende Flut,

Musical form
A

Repetition number

1
1
A’

coda

1
2
3

Both the successively darker shading and the column at far right mark the number of times a line
repeats. In the first half of this section, each line repeats, but Schubert reverses the order in repetition,
making the repetition a verbal reflection of the first statement. The second half of the section begins
similarly, but instead of repeating the first line of A’ (“Ich lebe bei Tage voll Glauben und Mut”), Schubert
repeats, again, the first line of the A section, emphasizing death’s rejuvenating powers above belief and
courage. The song finishes with another repetition of this first line. If this extensive repetition does not
create enough suspense, the final vocal phrase does not cadence on tonic, but on the third scale degree,
where similarly the uppermost voice of the piano finally cadences. The placement and shape of the
vocal line in this final section is similar to that of Der zürnenden Diana, with long, even notes in the
upper register.
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Th
he closed secctions of Schu
ubert’s settingg lead Gramitt to argue thaat it “gives a far more ordeered
187
impressio
on than Novalis's effusive poem.”
p
The
e song’s “form
mal balance aand textual altterations,” hee

suggests, “reveal a singgle, unified co
onception on Schubert's ppart: to transfform the mysttical
expansive
eness of Novaalis's Romantiic vision into a more cautioous, reassurin
ng and orderlly‐‐‐that is,
characteristically Biede
ermeier‐‐‐form.”188 We can
n add to Gram
mit’s Biederm
meier reading: By transform
ming
Novalis’s effusion of sh
hort breathlesss lines into lo
onger phrasees that separaate into largerr units, which
h in
turn creatte repetition and suspense
e, Schubert presents the m
masochistic su
ubject that No
ovalis’s poem
m
implies.
Th
hese last two
o songs, Sonettt III and Nach
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Gedichten aus seinem liteerarischen Freu
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These songs also show the extent to which myth in the mythological songs is just a surface, which we, as
readers, need to see through, if we are to uncover the content that Mayrhofer, and Schubert, would
express. The relationship between pleasure and pain is such an expression.
Music that is difficult or painful to perform is not unique to Schubert, nor is it limited to these
songs among Schubert’s works. What is noteworthy in these songs is the coincidence of words that
depict a masochistic subject, and music that causes the singer pain. This is a simultaneous presentation
and enactment of masochism, presented in the words and enacted by the singer. This is also a double‐
presentation of masochism, since both poetic‐subject and singer‐subject endure pain.

Masochism in Becoming Song
Transcendent masochism, as a willful annihilation of the self into the other brings our attention to the
relationship between poem and music, and the creation of song. In the previous chapter, I argue that
the songs enact a narrative of Gnostic transcendence: Lyric poetry desires union with music, and to
become something else‐‐‐song‐‐‐in the process. This narrative is inherently masochistic, to the extent
that it involves the extinguishing of the subject. Poetry’s desire to become song implies its willful
annihilation and a voluntary subjection to pain, which Schubert provides.
Roman Jakobson described literature as violence done to language. Song, we could say, is
violence done to poetry. In making a song, Schubert does not just set a poem to music. First, he does
violence. The verbal replacements, repetitions, truncations, deletions, metric alterations, and formal
reworkings are violent. This violence is evident in the comparisons between the poems as Mayrhofer
wrote them and as they became in Schubert’s settings. While there is abundant interest in this aspect of
Schubert’s creative process, it is never discussed in terms of violence. Kristina Muxfeldt analyzes the
fundamental difference between Mayrhofer’s Nachtviolen and Schubert’s Nachtviolen resulting from
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Schubert’s excision of three lines of poetry.190 Whereas Mayrhofer’s poem is about the inexpressible,
incomprehensible relationship between subject and object and the world’s inability to respond,
“Schubert was interested purely in a representation of the experience itself.”191 Muxfeldt tells us what
the songs means as a result of the excisions. But she does not mention what the excisions mean. The
excisions are mutilations that the poem, as masochistic subject, desires as part of its transformation to
song.
Muxfeldt’s treatment of Schubert’s verbal repetitions also deserves attention. She begins her
consideration of the differences between Mayrhofer’s Nachtviolen and Schubert’s Nachtviolen by
emphasizing the similarities, that “with one minor exception (“versinken” instead of [Mayrhofer’s]
“vertiefen” in the third line), [Schubert’s poem] is true to Mayrhofer’s manuscript text in every
detail.”192 She then sets Mayrhofer’s poem next to the poem as Schubert set it, emphasizing verbal
difference with boldface.
Nachtviolen, Nachtviolen!
Dunkle Augen, seelenvolle,
Selig ist es, sich vertiefen
In dem sammtnen Blau.

Nachtviolen, Nachtviolen!
Dunkle Augen, seelenvolle,
Selig ist es, sich versenken
In dem sammtnen Blau.

Grüne Blätter streben freudig
Euch zu hellen, euch zu schmücken;
Doch ihr blicket ernst und schweigend
In die laue Frühlingsluft.

Grüne Blätter streben freudig
Euch zu hellen, euch zu schmücken;
Doch ihr blicket ernst und schweigend
In die laue Frühlingsluft.

Ja, so fesselt ihr den Dichter
Mit erhabnem Wehmutsstrahle
Trafet ihr sein treues Herz.

Mit erhabnem Wehmutsstrahle
Trafet ihr mein treues Herz,

Und nun blüht in stummen Nächten
Fort die heilige Verbindung:

Und nun blüht in stummen Nächten
Fort die heilige Verbindung.
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Unaussprechlich, unbegriffen‐‐‐
Und die Welt erbleicht und sinkt.

Muxfeldt makes wonderful observations about differences in meaning resulting from Schubert’s verbal
changes and excisions. But her approach is typical of Lieder analysis in its refusal to consider repetition
when comparing a song against its originary poem. The decision to repeat words is no less important
than the decision to change or delete words, especially since repetition is itself latent with meaning.
Mayrhofer’s Nachtviolen, though not mythological, and not seemingly masochistic, is a
reflection of Der zürnenden Diana. Where the idealized woman appears as a goddess in Der zürnenden
Diana she appears only as a set of eyes in Nachtviolen. The bliss of death that the subject suffers in Der
zürnenden Diana is present in the first stanza of Nachtviolen, “blessed it is, to be submerged in that
velvety blue.” The death‐wish that this line implies returns explicitly in what Muxfeldt considers the
“apocalyptic, not entirely coherent, image” that closes Mayrhofer’s poem, “and the world pales and
sinks.” 193 If this final line would make the death‐wish more explicit, Schubert’s deletion of Mayrhofer’s
final line has the effect of keeping it implied. Gazing into the death‐promising depth of velvety darkness
in Nachtviolen is as erotic as beholding the bathing Diana blushing with excitement. Schubert does not
repeat words in Nachtviolen with the same obsession as he does in Der zürnenden Diana, but his
repetitions are noteworthy. The following shows Mayrhofer’s poem at left and Schubert’s poem at right.
Nachtviolen, Nachtviolen!
Dunkle Augen, seelenvolle,
Selig ist es, sich vertiefen
In dem sammtnen Blau.
Grüne Blätter streben freudig
Euch zu hellen, euch zu schmücken;
Doch ihr blicket ernst und schweigend
In die laue Frühlingsluft.
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Nachtviolen, Nachtviolen!
Dunkle Augen, seelenvolle,
Selig ist es, sich versenken
In dem sammtnen Blau,
In dem sammtnen Blau.
Grüne Blätter streben freudig
Euch zu hellen, euch zu schmücken;
Doch ihr blicket ernst und schweigend
In die laue Frühlingsluft.
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Mit erhabnem Wehmutsstrahle
Trafet ihr mein treues Herz,
Und nun blüht in stummen Nächten
Fort die heilige Verbindung.

Mit erhabnem Wehmutsstrahle
Trafet ihr mein treues Herz,
Und nun blüht in stummen Nächten
Fort die heilige Verbindung,
Nun blüht in stummen Nächten
Fort die heilige Verbindung.

The velvety darkness, the velvety darkness, the blessed union, the blessed union: these are the verbal
repetitions that Muxfeldt’s verbal comparisons diminish. Focusing on which words repeat draws our
attention to emphasis. But more important for the present argument is that repetition‐‐‐regardless of
which words repeat‐‐‐also means something. On the one hand, repetition makes the “I” repetitive,
frozen in a way that is fundamental to masochism. It is also a sign of formal manipulation and
transformation, of the violence that is also fundamental to masochism.
A poem’s desire to unite with music to become song does not require it to be cut, beaten,
tortured. Marjorie Wing Hirsh’s analysis of Wolf’s Anakreons Grab emphasizes the formal similarities
between Goethe’s Anakreons Grab and Wolf’s setting of the poem.194 Her analysis shows that the
transformation of that poem into song required little pain. Wolf does not change words, does not repeat
lines, does not alter line lengths; Goethe’s lines become Wolf’s phrases, Gothe’s couplets Wolf’s
sections. The only formal difference is that Goethe’s poem is a single six‐line stanza, while Wolf splits
the form in three.
Goethe’s poem
Wo die Rose hier blüht, wo Reben um Lorbeer sich schlingen,
Wo das Turtelchen lockt, wo sich das Grillchen ergötzt,
Welch ein Grab ist hier, das alle Götter mit Leben
Schön bepflanzt und geziert? Es ist Anakreons Ruh.
Frühling, Sommer, und Herbst genoß der glückliche Dichter;
Vor dem Winter hat ihn endlich der Hügel geschützt.
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Wolf’s poem
Musical form
Wo die Rose hier blüht, wo Reben um Lorbeer sich schlingen, A
Wo das Turtelchen lockt, wo sich das Grillchen ergötzt,
Welch ein Grab ist hier, das alle Götter mit Leben
Schön bepflanzt und geziert? Es ist Anakreons Ruh.

B

Frühling, Sommer, und Herbst genoß der glückliche Dichter;
Vor dem Winter hat ihn endlich der Hügel geschützt.

A’

This comparison between Goethe’s and Wolf’s poems is also a comparison between the text‐setting
strategies of Wolf and Schubert, a comparison that highlights the extent to which Schubert would
transform a poem when making it into a song.
If any lyrical poem’s desire is to unite with music and become song, Wolf’s Anakreons Grab
shows that this becoming can occur without any change to the poem’s form. Schubert's model, on the
other hand, shows that the becoming‐song requires that the poem undergo various levels of formal
transformation, various levels of violence. The poetic‐subject of Der zürnenden Diana is masochistic, and
most of Mayrhofer’s poetic‐subjects express the will‐to‐abasement characteristic of masochism. But not
only do Mayrhofer’s poetic‐subjects express will‐to‐abasement, but the poems‐as‐subjects do as well.
Schubert cannot directly act on the poetic‐subjects, cannot make the “I” of Der zürnenden Diana feel
pain. But he can, and does, make Der zürnenden Diana feel pain.
Masochism is broad as a theoretic concept. It is both an aesthetic and a behavior, allowing
Schubert to make songs that both present and enact masochism. It is sensual and spiritual, and so not
far removed conceptually from the Gnosticism of the previous chapter. The manifold dualities in
masochism, the mingling of pleasure and pain foremost among them, keep the ideas of this chapter not
far from the center of the next chapter, an exposition of ambiguity.
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CHAPTER 4: AMBIGUITY
Ambiguity is prominent in Mayrhofer’s verse. It often occurs as verbal ambiguity that leads to obscurity
or indeterminate meaning. The previous two chapters show ambiguity as a multiplicity of meanings,
allowing the poems to be both Gnostic and masochistic, as well as mythological. The mythological
surface of the poems also create ambiguity insofar as they are masks: in Der entsühnte Orest the lyrical
“I” is Orestes, but is also, to some degree, Mayrhofer. All of Mayrhofer’s mythological disguises are a
dissembling allowing the poet to express himself while remaining concealed.
My analysis of ambiguity in Mayrhofer’s poetry draws on the idea of sexual ambivalence in
ancient thought, as explained by Luc Brisson. The arguments about ambiguity in Mayrhofer’s verse
become means to broaden the concept of musical ambiguity in musical discourse. The analysis of
ambiguity in Schubert’s Atys is an argument for the inherent ambiguity of musical motive, its potential
to be many things at once. Ambiguity in Atys extends to other musical parameters as well, to genre,
meter, and harmony. The second part of the chapter argues that Schubert’s music is two things at once,
both a sounding art and a written art, with meanings specific to each. This argument is led by the
lacunae in Mayrhofer’s poetry as well as Heidegger’s arguments about concealment and
unconcealment. The third and final section‐‐‐turning an eye toward the first chapter‐‐‐is about the
merging of voices in Atys. This song not only presents the merging of different Atys myths, but also
Mayrhofer’s Atys in relation to its predecessors. The song also demonstrates the merging of Atys with
the unknown narrator and the merging of Atys with god. While any song is, potentially, about the
merging of voice and piano, the particularities of Atys make it a relevant example of that phenomenon.

Ambiguity in Mayrhofer’s Poetry
Mayrhofer’s poetry speaks through symbols and disguises. When Mayrhofer writes a mythological
poem, he speaks through a disguise, a disguise which simultaneously reveals and conceals. This is a kind
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of ambiguity. The Gnostic subtext of his poems, since it is implicit, is also ambiguous. But even
Mayrhofer’s explicit mythological masks are ambiguous, when the mythological histories are not what
we expect or elude immediate understanding, as with Der entsühnte Orest. The identity of the
mythological character is ambiguous in Der zürnenden Diana, leading commentators to consider the
poem a retelling of the myth of Actaeon, Endymion, or both.195 Mayrhofer is also drawn to myths about
sexually ambiguous characters. Atys is one, and Melanion is another. Mayrhofer’s An Melanion
demonstrates Mayrhofer’s poetic ambiguity and shares thematic content with Atys, and so is worth
quick consideration.
An Melanion

To Melanion

Des Abends Strom umwogte Thäler
Und Berge auch mit Purpurlicht;
Sie glänzten wie Erinnrungsmähler,
Mit mild verklärtem Angesicht.
Die Bäume wölbten sich zu Lauben,
Und braune Winzer lasen Trauben.

Evening’s river billowed about the valleys
and mountains as well with purple light;
they glimmered like memory’s paintings
with gentle, radiant countenance.
The trees arched as an arbor,
and the brown vine‐growers read their clusters.

Du warst auf einem Fels, und schautest‐‐‐
Dein dunkles Aug’ von Thränen naß‐‐‐
Ins Land hinab. Du, Weiche, trautest,
Und sannst, das Danaidenfaß
Mit Liebesfluthen anzufüllen;
Du rangst‐‐‐und blutetest im Stillen.

You were upon a cliff, and gazed‐‐‐
your dark eyes wet with tears‐‐‐
at the country below. You, soft one, trusted,196
and mused, the vase of the Danaids197
to fill with a flood of love;
you struggled‐‐‐and bled in the stillness.

Die Kraft zu lieben war erstorben,
Der jugendliche Flug gelähmt;
Die Blüthe hatte Frost verdorben,

The power to love died,
the youthful flight lamed;
The blossoms decayed by frost,
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Und deine Seele war vervehmt,
Und aus der goldne Traum der Liebe:
Das Leben schien dir arm und trübe.

and your soul was ruined,
and from the golden dream of love:
life appeared poor and dismal.

Entwölke deinen Blick. Die Quelle,
So hier zu deinen Füßen fließt,
Band Winter; siehe, wie sie helle
Der Strömung hingegeben ist.
Das that die Zeit‐‐‐von deinen Wunden
Wirst, Freundin, auch, und mußt gesunden.198

Clear your gaze. The fountain,
that flows here at your feet,
bound winter; see, how brightly
it has abandoned itself to the current.
It was done by time‐‐‐from your wounds
you also, friend, will and must be healed.

Ovid tells the tale of Melanion and Atalanta. She was an accomplished hunter who refused to
marry and rejected many suitors. She swore to marry whoever bested her in a foot race, knowing that
she could not be beaten.199 Melanion, whom Ovid calls Hippomenes, fell in love upon beholding
Atalanta’s beautiful face and naked body as she swiftly raced against her suitors. He challenged her to a
race, won with the help of Venus, and the two were married. Melanion neglected to thank Venus for her
aid and as a result the goddess filled Melanion with a burning desire for his new bride as they passed a
temple of Cybele. As a punishment for desecrating her temple, Cybele turned the two into lions and
harnessed them to drive her chariot.200 Both Melanion and Atalanta are sexually ambiguous. Not only
does Ovid write that “You would call [Atalanta’s] features girlish in a boy, or boyish in a girl,” but when
Atalanta beholds Melanion and finds him beautiful, she says to herself, “He looks like a girl, almost.”201
Mayrhofer’s poem emphasizes Melanion’s effeminacy, calling him “soft” (weich) in the third line of the
second strophe, and referring to him as feminine (Freundin) in the final line. But Melanion’s gender
ambiguity is all that Mayrhofer takes from Ovid’s telling of the Melanion myth. Mayrhofer’s poem does,
however, recall Propertius’s reference to Melanion in his first Elegy:
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…it wasn’t from running away from ordeals
that Milanion crushed cruel Atalanta’s rage:
he wandered deranged through caves in the Virgin Mountain,
and ventured where hairy beasts affronted his eyes,
and once he was struck and wounded by Hylaeus’ bow,202
and groaned as he lay in pain by Arcadia’s cliffs.
And hence he was able to tame that fleet‐footed maiden:
prayers and good deeds like his work wonders in love.203
Mayrhofer’s Melanion stands bleeding on a cliff, as does Propertius’s Melanion. In the Elegy, Malanion
bleeds from a wound inflicted by Hylaeus’s bow. Melanion wins Atalanta’s hand after being wounded by
Hylaeus, maybe after defending Atalanta from Hylaeus’s attack. This allusion makes Mayrhofer’s poem
somehow about marriage as well, where marriage concerns the death of love’s power and youth.
Mayrhofer’s allusion to the Danaids in his second stanza is another reference to the destructive
potential of marriage, since their crime was the killing of their husbands on their collective wedding
night.204 But An Melanion is extremely opaque, moreso than most of Mayrhofer’s poems. What
Mayrhofer would communicate through this poem far from apparent.
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The meaning of An Melanion is not clear, a consequence of the poem’s ambiguity. The
ambiguities that Mayrhofer writes into Alte Liebe similarly result in an unclear meaning, which results in
diverging interpretations. 205
Alte Liebe

Old love

Alte Liebe rostet nicht,
Hört’ ich oft die Mutter sagen;
Alte liebe rostet nicht,
Muß ich nun erfahrend klagen.

Old love doesn’t rust,
I often heard my mother say;
old love doesn’t rust,
through experience I must now complain.

Wie die Luft umgibt sie mich,
Die ich einst mein eigen nannte,
Der ich lebte ritterlich,
Die mich in die Weite sandte.

Like the wind she encircled me,
she whom I called my own,
she whom I loved gallantly,
she who sent me far away.

Seit die holde ich verlor,
Hab’ ich Meer und Land gesehen,‐‐‐
Vor dem schönsten Frauenflor
Durft’ ich unerschüttert stehen.

Since I have lost the dear one,
I have seen land and sea,‐‐‐
before the most beautiful blossoms of womankind
can I stand unshaken.

Denn ihr Bild trat vor den Geist,
Zürnend halb und halb voll milde,‐‐‐
Und was irgend Zauber heißt
Wich beschämt dem lieben Bilde.

For her image appears before my spirit,
half angry and half gentle,‐‐‐
and what one calls magic
yields ashamed to the beloved image.

Hier der Garten, dort das Haus,
Wo wir einst so traulich kos’ten!
Seh’ ich recht? sie schwebt heraus‐‐‐
Wird die alte Liebe rosten?

Here the garden, there the house,
where once we caressed so cozily.
Do I see right? she floats here‐‐‐
will the old love rust?

This poem makes Youens “wonder about Mayrhofer’s mother and his subsequent rejection of
women.”206 Steblin writes that the “poem begins with the words: ‘Alte Liebe rostet nie, Hört ich oft die
Mutter sagen’ (Old love never tarnishes, I often heard my mother say). This is a common German saying,
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an old wives’ tale, and the poem itself has nothing to do with love for one’s mother.”207 Using a
“common German saying” is another dissembling, just as mythology is. Youens and Steblin disagree
about the beloved that Mayrhofer introduces in the second stanza. This woman can be the mother, who
sent the son away after his maturity, or another woman, who sent the man away after a brief romance.
When, in the final stanza, he returns to that garden and that house, it is unclear if it is the mother’s, or
the other woman’s. Whether or not the beloved is the mother is not the point, but rather that the poet
has made the identity of the beloved ambiguous, so that she could be either. In the end, the beloved is
both mother and not‐mother. In the fourth stanza, Mayrhofer writes that his beloved’s image is always
before him, half angry and half gentle. The beloved’s feelings are also ambiguous, both hostile and
welcoming. The ambiguity of meaning allows Alte Liebe to mean two things at the same time. This is not
too different from the mythological poems’ simultaneous Gnosticism and masochism.
Ambiguity in Myth and the Ancient World
Mayrhofer does not create the connection between ambiguity and mythology, he just exploits it.
Ambiguity is ubiquitous in mythology, particularly ambiguity in the form of sexual ambivalence, as Luc
Brisson argues.208 Atys possesses what Brisson calls dual sexuality, as does Atys’ progenitor Agdistis.
Brisson’s concept of dual sexuality refers “to the possession of both female and male genitalia, whether
successively or simultaneously."209 Dual sexuality is particularly important for myths of origin. “In
myth…dual sexuality, whether simultaneous or successive, is everywhere. Anything that is at the origin
of all things must be all‐encompassing and itself imply the coincidence of opposites. In all the opposites
that structure reality it must be possible, if only in exceptional circumstances, to pass from one pole to
207
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another.”210 Brisson uses the myth of Hermaphroditos to exemplify this coincidence of opposites.211 In
the myth, as Hermaphroditos bathes in a fountain, a nymph spies him and falls in love. Though he
refuses her, she seizes him and pleads to the gods that they be united. “The gods heard her prayer,”
Ovid tells us,
For their two bodies, joined together as they were, were merged into one, with one face and
form for both. As when one grafts a twig on some tree, he sees the braches grow one, and with
common life come to maturity, so were these two bodies knit in close embrace: they were no
longer two, nor such as to be called one, woman, and one, man. They seemed neither, and yet
both.212
As a result, Hermaphroditos possesses characteristics of both man and woman, but at the same time
that he possesses both, he possesses neither. Their union establishes indifferentiation, blocking activity,
generation, and arresting “everything in a union that is permanent and so, perforce, sterile.”213 In this
regard, Brisson connects this myth to the myth of the excessive embrace of Ouranos and Gaia, “the
permanence of which blocked any process of generation—a situation resolved by Cronos when he
castrated his father.”214 Paradox and ambiguity is a pair: to be both is to be neither.
Ambiguity in Music Scholarship
Schubert’s songs provide ambiguities of their own, apart from those they inherit from Mayrhofer’s
words. Craig de Paolo defines ambiguity as “an excess of meaning, a multiplication of too many
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meanings, so that we find ourselves drawn in several directions at once.”215 This is how ambiguity
functions in Mayrhofer’s poems and this is how ambiguity functions in myth. This is also how ambiguity
functions in Schubert’s songs. But this way of thinking about ambiguity is not familiar to music analysis.
The theorists that have considered ambiguity most thoroughly‐‐‐Schachter, Cone, Agawu, Smith, and
Temperley ‐‐‐each consider ambiguity as it applies to certain musical parameters, to rhythm, harmony,
or form. When these theorists consider ambiguity in music, as different as their approaches are from
one another, their common interest is resolving ambiguity. The possibility of two meanings leads to the
discovery of one meaning.
This leads Kofi Agawu to deny the possibility of musical ambiguity outright. For Agawu musical
ambiguity would demand any number of equally possible meanings. To suggest that a particular musical
passage is ambiguous,
I must be ready to specify the competing meanings. Furthermore, I must be prepared to specify
the plausibility of each meaning in relation to every other meaning. More formally, we might say
that a musical situation is ambiguous if and only if its two (or more) meanings are comparably or
equally plausible, leaving the listener undecided about their future significance.216
Agawu’s notion of ambiguity supposes a completed performance or reading of a musical work, and the
impossibility of ambiguity after such a performance or reading. Ambiguity is not being unsure whether a
harmonic, rhythmic, or motivic event means x, y, or z while one listens to or reads a score, “the claim is
rather that the event remains ambiguous after a reflective analytical exercise.”217 For Agawu the musical
work has a beginning and an end, and once the work is finished all previous ambiguity will have been
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made cleaar. Musical co
ontext will alw
ways clarify any seeminglyy ambiguous ssituation: “In situations of
competing meanings, the
t alternativves are always formed hierrarchically, m
making all such
h situations
e without denying the existtence of multtiple meaninggs.”218 So, alth
hough multip
ple meanings aare
decidable
possible, there
t
is alwayys one best meaning.
m
The theorist’s tassk is to discovver that best m
meaning.
Pe
eter Smith, writing
w
about double mean
nings in Brahm
ms’s instrumeental music, d
does not denyy that
by a workk’s end any po
ossible musicaal ambiguities will resolve ; this is a characteristic of Brahmsian
ambiguityy he suggests,, an idea he shares with Co
one.219 For b oth Smith and Agawu a m
musical event iis
ambiguou
us if it is eithe
er harmonically or metrically unclear. Thhey both also
o agree that these ambiguous
musical evvents become
e clear, or are
e resolved, byy a work’s endd. Whether u
ultimate claritty discounts
ambiguityy is where the
e two disagree. Smith allow
ws the possibbility that ultim
mate clarity d
does not disco
ount
the ambigguity of any particular
p
passsage in its immediate conttext.
What
W
is similarr about Agaw
wu’s and Smith
h’s conceptioons of musica l ambiguity iss that they aree
holistic, meaning
m
that they
t
considerr a larger mussical context when decidin
ng if any elem
ment of a work is
ambiguou
us. In other words,
w
what bo
oth theorists consider is a specific elem
ment in its imm
mediate musical
context, within
w
a particcular passage
e, or within th
he whole worrk.

David Tem
mperley appro
oaches musiccal ambiguity differently, bby consideringg melody apaart from harm
mony,
considerin
ng a part and not the whole. Temperleyy’s criterion ffor melodic am
mbiguity is th
hat a set implyy
218
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Peter Sm
mith, "You Reaap What You So
ow: Some Instaances of Rhythhmic and Harm
monic Ambiguitty in Brahms," Music
Theory Speectrum 28/1 (2
2006): 57‐97; Edward Cone, "Attacking a Br ahms Puzzle," in Engaging M
Music, ed. Debo
orah
Stein (New
w York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 89‐9
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more than
n one key. “The ambiguityy of a set is sim
mply the degrree to which it clearly imp
plies a single kkey,
or is equivvocal betwee
en two or seve
eral keys.”220 However, whhen he proceeeds from deliineating the
relative ambiguity inhe
erent in various pitch‐classs sets to the uuse of these vvarious sets in
n concrete musical
examples, he turns to a holistic conception of musical ambiguuity, in which ambiguity deepends on
harmonic context, and
d in which con
ntext determiines whether or not a poteentially ambigguous set is
ambiguou
us. “One could
d certainly re
ealize the set [C‐D‐E‐F] in a way that unaambiguously conveyed C m
major
or that un
nambiguouslyy conveyed F major.” 221 A melodic set ccan be ambiguous, but if th
he set is put iin a
clear harm
monic contextt, the set is no longer amb
biguous.
ical interest in musical am
Music‐theoret
M
mbiguity, thenn, considers a mbiguity as aan unknowable
that wantts to be know
wn. Any seemingly ambiguo
ous musical eelement will b
be unambiguo
ous by the wo
ork’s
close.

est is in makin
ng the ambiguous unambiguous. But thhe dialectical movement o
of ambiguity d
does
The intere
not necesssitate a recovvery of clarityy. The power of ambiguity is its ability tto convey mu
ultiple meanin
ngs.
To resolve
e ambiguity in
nto clarity is to
t deprive am
mbiguity of itss power. Whille ambiguity implies an exxcess
of meanin
ngs, ambiguity itself is also
o a meaning. Resolving
R
am biguity not only eliminatees coexistent
us.
meaningss inherent in the
t ambiguou
us, but also elliminates a thhing’s identityy as ambiguou
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Common to th
hese analyses is that they do
d not considder ambiguityy in song, and so do not
consider the
t role word
ds play in the musically am
mbiguous. Connsidering amb
biguous sets in the manner of
Temperley with a turn to the first ch
hapter’s analysis of Memnnon, we see h
how the set [A
A‐flat‐G‐F], th
hough
ambiguou
us in itself, can unambiguo
ously convey F minor and A
A‐flat major.

But to con
nsider the mo
otive unambigguous due to the clarity off harmonic co
ontext is a losss. First, this
resolution
n denies the conceptual
c
am
mbiguity that the words giive the variou
us appearances of the mottive,
which make it both the
e serpent and
d Aurora. The motive is tw
wo things at on
nce. To turn tthis to the
musical, the
t motive is both A‐flat major
m
and F minor, two thinngs at once. TThe motive is ambiguous, even
if the conttext is not. Th
his understan
nding is imporrtant for the ffollowing anaalysis of Atys.
Motivic Ambiguity
A
in
n Atys
Ambiguityy and motive are prominent in Atys, maaking it a bettter model forr a broader un
nderstandingg of
musical ambiguity than
n Memnon caan be. The firsst step in thiss broader und
derstanding o
of ambiguity iss to
t ambiguityy inherent in motive, whicch has not fouund a place in
n arguments aabout musicaal
embrace the
ambiguityy. The second
d step is to deny the impetus to disamb iguate the am
mbiguous. The third is to
consider ambiguity
a
as a meaning. I define motive
e as a musicaal event that rrepeats throu
ughout a workk. It
can be a melody
m
or me
elodic fragme
ent, a rhythm,, a harmony, or harmonic progression. What
distinguishes any melo
odic fragmentt, rhythm, harrmony, or harrmonic progrression from a motivic mellodic
out a work, aand is recognizable as an in
nstance of an
fragment (etc.) is that a motive repeats througho
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event that occurs multtiple times throughout a work.
w
A motivee occurs in diifferent musiccal contexts. I
understan
nd this contexxtual malleab
bility to be a result of ambiiguity, a motive’s potentiaal for differingg
meaningss. A motive po
ossesses an exxcess of meanings, which a composer eexploits. The following anaalysis
presents the
t motives of
o Atys and exxplains their varying
v
shapees, functions, and meaninggs.
Th
he motivic an
nalysis of Atyss requires a basic understaanding of the form of the ssong. Atys
comprisess three stroph
hic lyrical sections (A) thatt alternate wi th two declam
matory sectio
ons (B). The p
piano
introductiion (I) and conclusion (C) frame
f
these five
f sections, giving a total of six section
ns: I A B A B A C.

The opening phrase off Atys is the ro
oot of variouss motives thaat appear thro
oughout the ssong.

Underlyin
ng the whole first
f
phrase iss a rising melo
odic fifth (Mootive 1).

This motivve is the basiss for similar rising
r
lines thaat recur in ea ch strophe (eeach A section
n). It first occurs in
mm. 11‐12, stretching from B to F in
nstead of A to
o E.

It returns directly afterrward in mm.. 13‐14, but iss abbreviatedd, broken off b
before it reacches its top no
ote.
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In mm. 15
5‐16, the mottive its again abbreviated,
a
but finally re aches its top note at the aapex of the
following phrase, whicch is also the melodic
m
apexx of the strophhe.

The F‐sharp that is the culmination of Motive 1 in m. 17 is sim
multaneously the beginnin
ng of a retrogrrade
sounding of Motive 1 (Motive
(
1R) in
n mm. 18‐19, which repeaats in mm. 20‐‐21.

In the first B section, Motive
M
1 at firrst only appeaars in its trun cated form (sspanning a fo
ourth, not a fiffth)
8‐50,
in mm. 48

mm. 51‐2,
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e in mm. 58‐5
59.
and then in retrograde

2, the motive again spans the completee fifth from F‐‐sharp to B
In the nexxt vocal phrasse, mm. 61‐62
(Motive 1R),
1 though sp
pelled as a de
escent from G‐flat
G
to C‐flatt.

In section
n B2, Motive 1 is transpose
ed for the voicce’s initial asccent, while simultaneouslyy underlying
sounding untransposed in the bass line, leading to the half‐caadence at secction’s end.

he melodic phrase in mm. 1‐2—which Motive 1 enccompasses as a whole—alsso comprises four
Th
smaller motives,
m
fragm
ments of the first phrase. Motive
M
2 is a sseven‐note tu
urning figure around the to
onic.
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This seven
n‐note motive
e breaks into two smaller motives: Mottive 3, an ascent and descent spanningg a
minor thirrd (the first five notes of th
he song), and
d Motive 4, a four‐note turrning figure around the tonic
(B‐A‐G‐sharp‐A). Lastlyy, Motive 5 is a rising half‐sstep (the D‐shharp to E app
poggiatura thaat ends the first
phrase).

e song, but deetermines thee consequentt of that first
Motive 2 not only initiaates the first phrase of the
phrase.

In the voccal line, Motivve 2 occurs in
n retrograde at
a two significcant cadencess, at the end of section A2
2,

and at the
e end of the B2,
B which is also the final vocal
v
cadencee of the song..

The ascen
nding and desscending shap
pe of Motive 2 is delimitedd at both ends by half‐step
ps that are
characteristic of the minor mode, a span of a dim
minished fourrth.
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In the first B section, Motive
M
2 expaands (Motive 2a) to encom
mpass a diminished fifth, frrom B‐flat to F‐flat.

Motive 2aa is likewise delimited
d
at itts apex and naadir by half‐s teps that are characteristiic of the majo
or
mode (here respelled to
t facilitate re
eading), a spaan of a diminiished fifth.

With regaard to melodicc contour, Mo
otive 2a is a retrograde
r
invversion of Mo
otive 3.

Th
he rising half‐‐step emphassizing the fifth
h scale degre e of A minor (Motive 5) reecurs in the right
hand of th
he piano, pun
nctuating vocaal phrases in both A sectioons, mm. 7, 110; 24, 27; 82, 85.

Motive 5 also returns in
i the B sectio
on—enharmo
onically spelleed and in retrrograde—in m
m. 66.
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The vocal line begins A1
A with Motivve 3, the initiaal rise and fal l of the minor third with w
which the pian
no
opens the
e song.

But the vo
oice does nott begin the other A section
ns with the sa me gesture. Motive 3 onlyy returns for the
final vocal cadence.

While the
e second half of the first vo
ocal phrase is an inversion of Motive 3,

we can alsso consider th
he second haalf of the phraase as an instaance of Motivve 4.

Motive
M
4 has wide
w consequ
uence in the song, and like Motive 1, haas two distincct‐‐‐though
related‐‐‐shapes. The differences
d
in
n the two form
ms of Motive 4 are a resultt of the dispo
osition of halff‐
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steps and whole steps. When Motivve 4 first occu
urs in the intrroduction (I), the contour iis <‐2 ‐1 +1>. I’ll
call this fo
orm Motive 4a.
4 The second
d form, which
h first occurs in the first ph
hrase of the vvocal line, is <<‐2 +2
+1>. This will be Motivve 4b.

Motive 4aa’s first appeaarance in the voice is in the second stroophe (A2).

In section
n B1, Motive 4a
4 is in the piaano’s left han
nd, leading thhe modulation
n to B‐flat maajor.

Later in B1, Motive 4a occurs simulttaneously in the
t vocal partt (in retrograde)

h
and the piano’s right hand.
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b occurs soon
n after this (fo
or the first tim
me since the bbeginning of ssections A1 and A2), for th
he
Motive 4b
final cade
ence of section B1, appeariing first in invversion in thee voice,

then in inversion in the
e piano’s right hand.

A third lyrrical strophe (A3)
(
follows the
t close of B1.
B For this strrophe (A3), th
he vocal melo
ody is differen
nt
from how
w it occurs in A1
A and A2. Th
he difference,, an added noote at the end
d of the first ttwo phrases,
results in two statements of Motive
e 4b in inversion.

i
of Motive
M
4b closses the song. In the song’s introduction (I), the open
ning piano phrrase
The final instance
is followed by a particu
ular conseque
ent (mm. 3 ‐ 4).
4 The introdductory phrasse that opens the song also
o
initiates the song’s posstlude (C) (m.. 114), though
h abbreviatedd, and followeed by a differrent consequeent
(mm. 115‐6), which is an
a instance of
o Motive 4b.
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e separates (I)) and (C). But another diffeerence separaates (I) and (C
C) as well, a
A temporral difference
difference
e that demon
nstrates the musical
m
materrial that occurrs after (I) and
d before (C), or, the musiccal
material that
t
involves the voice. That intervening material pr events (C) fro
om being a sttrict repetition of
(I), and instead transfo
orms (I) into (C
C). Motive 4b
b occurs first iin the voice’ss opening phrrase, and occu
urs
finally in the
t piano’s closing phrase.. This final ph
hrase of the soong, since it b
begins with 4a, also bringss the
two formss of Motive 4 into one melodic line, forr the first timee in the song..

n Atys, Motive
e 1 occurs in three
t
differen
nt transpositiions, beginnin
ng on pitchess A, B, and C. SSince
In
the Introd
duction begins with Motive
e 1 beginningg on A, the A ssections emp
phasize the motive beginniing
on B, the first B section
n emphasizess the transpossition beginniing on C, and the second B section pressents
o A, the instances of the motive throuughout the so
ong give a sen
nse of the risin
ng
the motivve beginning on
and fallingg motion of Motive
M
3.
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If we consider the instances of Motive 1 in the vocal sections of the song (the A and B sections) the
transpositions of Motive 1 outline the contour of Motive 4a (B‐C‐B‐A). The reason that various instances
of Motive 1 call to mind both Motives 3 and 4 is in part because the transpositions occur on the first
three notes of the tonic A minor. The other reason is that Motives 3 and 4 are similar. All five motives
derive from the first phrase of the song, and all the motives overlap. The first phrase of the song is the
ambiguous being that is so many things at the same time. It contains within it a network of intertwining
fragmented motives. These motives are also the network that connects the various elements of the
song. They fuse disparate formal sections (I, A, B, C), harmonic centers (A minor, A major, F major, D‐flat
major, C‐flat major, B minor, C major), and voices (voice and piano).
Motives work to the same unifying ends in the first chapter. There, I connect union with
Gnosticism, arguing that the music is fulfilling that gnostic desire. The motivic analysis of Der zürnenden
Diana in the preceding chapter emphasizes teleology and transformation. In both chapters, the motivic
analysis shows what motives do. The analysis here shows how motive does what it does. Motive’s ability
to effect union, narrative, and change, is due to its ambiguity, its ability to be many things.
The consequence of this way of thinking about motive and ambiguity is that it prevents the
impulse to clarify the ambiguous. This is ambiguity as an excess of meanings that cannot be ordered
hierarchically and cannot be reduced to an unambiguous meaning. Ambiguity in this sense is not a
problem to be resolved or a cognitive confusion that must be made clear. Ambiguity is the ability to be
multiple things, to have multiple meanings.
Ambiguity of Form, Meter, Harmony
But since the discourse on musical ambiguity has not considered motive, my arguments only partially
engage that discourse, which focus instead on harmony, meter, or form. The impulse to clarity that
underlies the discourse on musical ambiguity means making decisions: given the possibility that a
particular musical element δ might mean ψ, ω, or φ, by work’s end we will understand that musical
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event to mean either ψ, ω, or φ. But Atys and others of Schubert’s songs challenge this theory,
presenting either tonal, metric, or formal ambiguities that resist ultimate clarity.
Schubert’s Atys is a ballad. Koch’s definition of the ballad differentiates two types, the strophic
and the through‐composed.222 Establishing two types suggests the possible mingling of the two, though
Koch does not mention it. Koch’s two types remind us of the opposing poles that Brisson mentions.
Brisson argues that dual sexuality as a concept extends beyond the sexual, informing binary
categorization generally. “To think through any opposition, we must also allow for the possibility of
relations between the two poles that constitute it and form an indissociable pair. And to conceive of
such relations one needs to posit the existence of intermediaries who can be now on one side, now on
the other.”223 Atys is such an intermediary, possessing characteristics of both the strophic ballad and the
through‐composed ballad. Between the strophic and through‐composed is modified strophic, of which
formal intermediary Atys also partakes. Taking away the declamatory (B) sections of Atys, the remaining
lyrical portions of the song comprise a modified strophic form; each instance of the strophe is slightly
different than the last. But the declamatory sections of Atys—the sections that deviate from the
strophic framework of this song—do not allow a modified‐strophic designation for the song as a whole,
since the declamatory sections constitute a substantial portion of the ballad, and are not modifications
of the strophic pattern. It is also not appropriate to consider the song through‐composed, since this
ignores the substantial strophic sections of the song. Schubert’s Atys is both (modified) strophic ballad
and through‐composed ballad. It is not a modified‐strophic ballad, nor is it a through‐composed ballad
with strophic sections. The form lies between these two types.
Schubert’s forays into formal ambiguity extend beyond the merging of ballad types. Schubert’s
fusing of the ballad and Lied, which Dittrich considers Schubert’s first great achievement as a song
222
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composer, is another example.224 These are songs in which Schubert condenses alternating sections of
arioso and recitative typical of through‐composed ballads into songs with the brevity of a Lied.
Conversely, beginning in the 1820s, Schubert fuses the ballad and Lied in the opposite way, by writing
strophic, or otherwise wholly lyrical songs, with the length of a through‐composed ballad. Der zürnenden
Diana is an example. Others include Hymne IV, Sonett III, Fülle der Liebe, Nachthymne, An den Mond in
einer Herbstnacht, Todesmusik, Einsamkeit, An mein Herz, Des Schiffers Schiedelied. While
contemporaneous texts do not consider length when defining a through‐composed ballad or a Lied, in
practice the former is typically long and the latter brief. Relative length is a way for Schubert to endow
the ballad and the Lied with the characteristics of the other. His songs become a double type, formally
and generically ambiguous.
Regarding genre in Schubert’s songs, Hirsch considers Schubert’s blending of dramatic and
lyrical vocal genres in the 1820s to be his most significant contribution as a song‐writer. Dürr reveals
that Schubert’s Novalis songs (from 1819 and 1820) demonstrate elements of the Lied, aria, and
hymn.225 On the one hand, concert programs during Schubert’s lifetime all called Der zürnenden Diana a
Lied, while John Reed’s description of the song, on the other hand, emphasizes its operatic character,
calling it “an extended aria…a splendid vehicle for a Heldentenor.” 226 Reed also compares this song to
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2
the arias Schubert
S
wro
ote for his mature operas.227
Schubert’ss songs, thesee various com
mments show,,

evoke and
d mix distinct vocal genress, and so dem
monstrate genneric ambiguitty.
While
W
metric ambiguity
a
is le
ess common in Schubert’s songs, Iphigeenia providess an example.. The
final section of the son
ng begins with
h two symme
etrical phrasess. The music, though notated in common
time,

sounds ass two measures in six‐four,, not three measures in foour‐four.

One cannot make a de
ecision regard
ding meter. Th
he conflict beetween sound
d and appearaance precludee it.
The musicc is in both meters simultaaneously, and, following thhe argumentaation above, is in neither.

227
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Schubert does this also
o in the piano
o postlude of Das Grab, wrritten in June 1817, one m
month before
Iphigenia.. It is also written in comm
mon time,

but sound
ds in six‐four.

Ip
phigenia repre
esents another type of am
mbiguity as weell, one that is more frequent in Schubeert’s
Lieder com
mposition aro
ound 1817. Th
his song, beginning in G‐flaat major and ending in D‐fflat major, is
tonally am
mbiguous.228 Arguing
A
again
nst the possib
bility of musiccal ambiguity,, Agawu writees that “The
conventio
on of closure, prescribed as a norm for all tonal strucctures, furtheer privileges aan ambiguity‐‐to‐
clarity ove
er a clarity‐to
o‐ambiguity progression.”229 It is not cleear what he m
means by the convention o
of
closure, th
hough I take it to mean the convention
n of closing in the tonic. Iphhigenia, and o
other songs like it,
228
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Der Fortsch
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ng Partsch (Tutzing: Hans Schhneider, 1989),, 37‐53, pointin
ng out that opp
posing
initial and concluding keyys are typicallyy mediated by an
a intermediarry key demonsstrating median relations witth
both.
229
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deny a single tonal center, and deny conventional closure. To say Iphigenia, or any similar song, is in
either G‐flat major or D‐flat major, privileging either a work’s opening or close, implies a denial of the
tonic status of the other key. Determining that either opening or concluding key (or, potentially, an
intermediary key) is primary, determining a tonal hierarchy, denies the possibility that multiple keys can
have common importance in a given song. One could also argue, as does Krebs, that any such song is
about the progress.230 This stance, that the meaning is progress, suggests that neither opening nor
closing key is tonic, that there is no tonic. Iphigenia is in both keys at the same time that it is in neither.
Though there is no consistent and systematic use of ambiguity in Schubert’s mythological Lieder,
there is nonetheless a persistent presence of ambiguity, be it formal, metrical, or harmonic. Considering
the poetry of these songs guides our understanding. Iphigenia, like Orest auf Tauris, Der entsühnte
Orest, Memnon, Philoktet, is about indeterminacy, wavering in an intermediary state, neither here nor
there. In these poems Mayrhofer does not depict the deeds that define these mythic characters, but
depicts them static, caught between those deeds, praying for aid because they feel they are unable to
act. Writing a song that is this and that‐‐‐formally, metrically, or harmonically ambiguous‐‐‐reflects the
ambiguity the poems convey. The poems, the music, and the songs demonstrate indeterminacy.
Establishing a primary form, meter, or key brings creates a musical determinacy at odds with the poetic
indeterminacy to which it is connected.
There is another reason to embrace the ambiguous in Schubert’s music. Brisson draws a
connection between the dual‐sexed being and originary archetypes, figures that wield the power of
creation. “Simultaneous dual sexuality,” he writes, “expresses the total coincidence of opposites that
characterizes the origin of all things.”231 Schubert’s songs are also originary archetypes. They
demonstrate a significant enough advance in the Lied that many consider his songs to be the beginning
230
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of a musical genre that became a keystone of German music‐making and identity. Part of what Schubert
did was to create music that was so all‐embracing, that was so many things at once. His songs are not
just songs, but aggregates of song types and singing styles. They are not one thing, but many things.

Heidegger: Concealment and Unconcealment
At the outset of the chapter I characterize Mayrhofer’s adoption of mythological personae as a disguise,
a concealing and revealing that sows obscurity. We are not sure, in Atys, where Mayrhofer begins and
Atys ends. This is a kind of ambiguity. We are not sure if the poetic subject is this or that, and at the
same time, the poetic subject is this and that. When Heidegger investigates the essence of truth‐‐‐ what
any thing is and how we know what it is‐‐‐he makes propositions that help our understanding of
ambiguity in Mayrhofer’s poetry, particularly the relationship between what Mayrhofer says and what
he refuses to say.
In searching for truth, Heidegger conceives “the clearing,” a place or an opening where all things
are, where all that is is.232 The clearing is the first precondition for truth. Also fundamental to
Heidegger’s conception is the Greek word for truth, alētheia, which translates as unconcealment.233
Unconcealment presumes a primary concealment. By entering into the clearing, beings step out of
concealment and into unconcealment, though never completely. The possibility of the clearing also
allows the possibility of concealment. In Heidegger’s words,
Thanks to this clearing, beings are unconcealed in certain changing degrees. And yet a being can
be concealed, as well, only within the sphere of what is cleared. Each being we encounter and
which encounters us keeps to this curious opposition of presencing, in that it always withholds
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itself at the same time in a concealment. The clearing in which beings stand is in itself at the
same time concealment.234
Heidegger goes on to argue that concealment is two‐fold, both a refusal and a dissembling. Refusal is
the refusal of total disclosure. Dissembling is the appearing as something else,
One being places itself in front of another being, the one helps to hide the other, the former
obscures the latter, a few obstruct many, one denies all. Here concealment is not simple refusal.
Rather, a being appears, but presents itself as other than it is. This concealment is
dissembling.235
Dissembling is the precondition for our ability to be deceived. Truth, for Heidegger, is how any one
navigates the concealment and unconcealment of any thing one encounters, the extent to which our
understanding of a thing proximates what the thing is. This truth, however, is replete with denial. There
is no unconcealment without concealment: “denial in the manner of concealment belongs to
unconcealment as clearing.”236 However,
The proposition "the essence of truth is un‐truth" is not…intended to state that truth is at
bottom falsehood. Nor does it mean that truth is never itself but, viewed dialectically, is also its
opposite. Truth occurs precisely as itself in that the concealing denial, as refusal, provides the
steady provenance of all clearing, and yet, as dissembling, metes out to all clearing the
indefeasible severity of error. Concealing denial is intended to denote that opposition in the
essence of truth which subsists between clearing and concealing.237
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While truth is not falsehood, all truth is contingent on un‐truth; a thing’s revealing itself to another thing
requires that something is concealed. The truth of what a thing is, what we know a thing to be, depends
on what that thing allows us to know about it at any given moment. Any thing is constantly negotiating
what it is willing to reveal, what it wills to conceal. At the same time, we are constantly negotiating what
is revealed and hidden about a thing in our understanding of what a thing is.
From Heidegger to Atys
Heidegger’s inquiry into truth adds to our understanding of the motivic play in Atys. When we encounter
a motive in a given context, we are aware of particular aspects of this motive, but not all. Motive 2 is an
abstraction. We never encounter Motive 2 in itself during the course of the song. We encounter it in
various contexts, now in this key, now in that, now in this voice, now in inversion, now in retrograde.
The motive carries all these possibilities within itself, but can only disclose so many possibilities to us at
a given time. In every varying context, this motive discloses a particular form of itself. Though the X
examples of Motive 2 are all different, we know that they all come from the same source. We know that
they are various forms of the same thing. We might consider an ideal Motive 2 that encompasses all of
these X derivations. But, in the reality of the song, this ideal motive reveals itself in these so many,
differing ways. The truth of Motive 2 lies in the accumulation of all its appearances in the song, in
addition to all its possibilities that do not occur in the song.
Heidegger’s inquiry into truth also leads us to consider that what we know is contingent on what
we do not know. The unconcealed is accompanied by the concealed, the disclosed by the undisclosed.
This concept of truth helps us in our understanding of Mayrhofer’s Atys, as Mayrhofer’s Atys helps us
understand Heidegger’s concept. Atys is an unconcealing, but also a two‐fold (refusing, dissembling)
concealing. In presenting Atys, Mayrhofer discloses a being. This being is partly disclosed in the poem,
and partly disclosed in the various myths that also disclose Atys. Familiarity with the myths surrounding
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Atys reveal to us those aspects of Atys that Mayrhofer hides. In all these various myths, different aspects
of Atys are disclosed. Atys is a sum of all these myths.
As much as the diverging strands of the Atys myth diverge, they draw together in one respect,
concerning castration and dual‐sexuality. The Atys myth elaborates, in essence, the strife resulting
between two sexes in a single being. The most obvious manifestation of this—and the climactic event of
both versions of the myth—is Atys’s castration, by his own hand or by spear. This establishes Atys’s
dual‐sexuality biologically. However, the social implications of sexual ambivalence are also prominent in
both strains of the Atys myth. In the ancient world sexuality was defined by behavior as well as
physiognomy. To be male meant to be active, to be female to be passive. In terms of sexual behavior,
only the passive partner in male‐male activity was considered homosexual (and opposite for female‐
female activity).238 This opposition also extended to social roles. “To be a man was to be a warrior; to be
a woman was to be a wife and mother. To reject one’s role, to challenge it or to play it inadequately, led
to questioning of one’s possession of the biological sex traditionally associated with one’s social role.”239
The social aspects of sexual ambivalence in the Atys myths include King Creosus’s metaphorical
castration of his son by removing him from the manly instruments of the hunt and war, or the
inappropriateness of Attis’s uncivilized liaisons with Agdistis that prompt King Midas to draw Attis into
civilization and social normalcy through marriage. As Lancelotti also makes clear, the Arnobian strain of
the myth is a chain of sexual ambivalence, from Zeus’ asexual reproduction, to the hermaphroditic
Agdistis, to the he‐goat that nourishes the exposed Attis.240 This is a world gone awry from a lack of
female involvement. Mayrhofer’s Atys embodies ambiguity on an even more basic level. Atys retells the
myth of Attis.
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If the essence of the Atys myth is sexual ambivalence, manifest in Atys’s castration, then
Mayrhofer’s poem cannot but surprise its readers. In Mayrhofer’s poem, this event takes place in a
lacuna: between lines in the middle of an interior strophe. At the crucial moment,
»Den Rasenden kränzt ein seliges Glück:
»Der Aufgewachte schaudert zurück –

The raving priest is crowned by blessed fortune:
the awakened one recoils in horror –

Atys’s castrates himself between these two lines.
Mayrhofer’s poem demonstrates the interplay of the concealed and unconcealed that
Heidegger believes immanent to truth. This is both refusal and dissembling. Mayrhofer refuses to
mention the castration. This refusal is a dissembling, leading readers to wonder whether this Atys is
castrated. Mayrhofer presents Atys to us. What we know about this person Atys results partly from
what Mayrhofer reveals about Atys. Though, as readers familiar with a mythological tradition, we know
that Atys is more than that which Mayrhofer shows him to be. We are aware of what remains
concealed. Heidegger’s concept of unconcealment draws our attention to the concealment central to
Mayrhofer’s poem, particularly to the idea that concealment is not merely an absence, but a condition
of presence. By refraining from explicit expression of Atys’s self‐castration, Mayrhofer does not save
Atys from castration. It isn’t that Mayrhofer doesn’t say that Atys is castrated, Mayrhofer does not leave
it out. It cannot be left out. His Atys does not escape castration. Rather, Mayrhofer is able to retain the
castration without spelling out the incident explicitly, by drawing on the assumed knowledge of his
readership, as he similarly draws on such assumed knowledge in all his mythological poems. Even if it is
concealed, the presence of castration remains. In Mayrhofer’s poem, the essence is not the self‐
castration, but the inability to speak about it, or the necessity to keep the act concealed.
Where the moment of concealed castration occurs in Atys, Schubert’s setting does not match
silence to silence, though Schubert’s setting does draw our attention to relative unconcealment. Before
the act, Schubert creates an enharmonic and modal shift from C‐flat major to B minor.
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define themselves only through that occasion.”241 Gadamer does admit the possibility that music can be
read, but suggests that reading does not allow the essence of music as art to happen. That occasionality
is essential “is quite clearly the case with a musical work—the score is really only a set of directions.
Aesthetic differentiation may judge the performance against the inner structure of sound read in the
score, but no one believes that reading music is the same as listening to it.”242 Music is not music unless
is it sounding. Gadamer considers literature apart from the other arts that demand occasionality since in
literature “there does not appear to be any presentation that could claim an ontological valence of its
own.” Instead, “Reading is a purely interior mental process. It seems to exhibit a complete detachment
from the occasional and contingent.”243 He suggests that “Literature, the written word, seems to be
poetry alienated from its ontological valence,” but then argues that “Reading with understanding is
always a kind of reproduction, performance, and interpretation. Emphasis, rhythmic ordering, and the
like are part of wholly silent reading too.”244 Here Gadamer suggests that even reading is a performance,
though an interior one, that allows the same possibilities as external performance. This admits the
possibility of an internal yet occasionally contingent musical event, one that does not rely on sounding.
But even this is a kind of imagined sounding. My interest is in music as an art wholly divorced
both from sounding and temporal linearity. Not all thinking about music considers music as does
Gadamer, though I would argue that he does voice the dominant position. Agawu’s consideration of
musical ambiguity similarly considers “music” as sounding in time. Like Gadamer, Agawu also mentions,
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in footnote, the possibility that music can be read, and, like Gadamer, dismisses this position.245 Along
the lines that I am advocating, Jaques Boogaart argues that Machaut’s 'Quant vraie Amour/O series
summe rata/Super omnes speciosa' was intended for the performers more than an audience, mainly on
the grounds of notational pitfalls.246 In the opposite direction from that which I intend, Linda Marie Zaerr
suggests that a performance of Le Roman de Silence by a narrator or musician resounds with meanings
that are elusive and potentially misleading in a silent, primarily textual experience.247 The reverse
implication of Zaerr’s argument, which is what I propose, is the possibility that there are elusive or
misleading meanings in musical performance that are better perceived in silent reading.
Nonetheless, the nineteenth‐century Lied is a repertoire for which this manner of thinking is not
dominant, either in contemporary musicology or in the philosophical tradition to which Gadamer
belongs. The grounding for my argument is the visual aspects of Schubert’s music that are, arguably,
inaudible. The metric ambiguity from Iphigenia is such an example. Whether the music is in six‐four or
four‐four depends in large part on whether one looks at the music or listens to the music. Brian
Newbould has found a number of instances of technical ingenuity in Schubert’s music, beginning with
the palindrome from Der Zauberharfe (1820).248 Though perception is not at the foreground of his
argument, he does imply that the Zauberharfe palindrome is audible. When detailing the slight
divergences from palindromic exactitude, he suggests that “only the most keen‐eared and thoughtful
listener would detect the deviations from exactitude.” He also suggests that the inexactitudes aid aural
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perception, that “aural recognition of the [palindrome] is made easier rather than more difficult by the
change.”249
After discovering the Zauberharfe palindrome, he tells us, he went to great lengths to find other
examples of palindromes in the music of Schubert’s day through the end of the nineteenth century.250 It
is hard to imagine that he underwent this quest solely with his ears, but rather did so by paging through
scores. He did not find any more in Schubert’s repertoire (or in the remainder of the century for that
matter), but did find a number of other ingenuities, which he calls mirroring. The first mirroring he finds
is a reflected passage in the Wandererfantasie (1822), two measures of music that return backwards
and in inverted counterpoint.251 Other elements he considers are mirror chord progressions, in which
the outer voices of a triad move either outward or inward by semi‐tone; unorthodox harmonic
sequences, comprising major‐third cycles, minor‐third cycles, and whole‐tone scales, and successions of
the three fully‐diminished triads; harmonic circling; complex counterpoint; and circular rhythmic
patterns. Newbould mentions 23 works in explaining these various mirroring ideas, which is
undoubtedly far below the actual number of occurrences in Schubert’s oeuvre. Newbould does not
mention aural perception at all in this article.
Christopher Hatch’s revelations of inversions in Schubert’s A minor piano sonata (1825) and Der
Doppelgänger share my concern over the eye and ear dichotomy—as the title of his article “Hidden in
plain sight” suggests—though he does not explicitly champion the potential of music as a visual art.252
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After discussing patterns of inversion in the third movement of the A major piano sonata, he tells us that
these patterns
cannot normally be heard as such…It might take an act of clairvoyance to discern them, for even
after they are pointed out, listeners will have difficulty in observing them: not that they are
extraneous to the piece but that they function at the level of "inaudible order" rather than at
that of "audible form."253
In the analyses of the piano sonata and Der Doppelgänger, Hatch mentions melodic strategies similar to
those I find in Atys. In the piano sonata he draws a connection between the melody in the trio with its
inversion in the scherzo. In Der Doppelgänger, he connects the rising five‐note melody in the D‐sharp
minor section to the descending five‐note scale of the final vocal utterance.
At the conclusion of his lengthy, detailed, and at times—by his own admission—tenuous analysis
of Der Doppelgänger, Hatch returns to the question of perception. “Granted that under the light of
analysis inversion plays a role,” he writes,
there yet remains the issue of whether inversion is audible as such. Whereas the scherzo and
trio present no ready clues to aid such a recognition, the song offers overt chordal reversals
during its statements of the main motive. Two features [of Der Doppelgänger], however, can be
seen to distract from an awareness of inversion. The doublings in the piano writing are singular,
for in forty‐three of the sixty‐three measures the highest note replicates the pitch class of the
lowest sounding note; this is a strong counterpoise to symmetrical upsidedownness. The
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phrasing, too, works against the easy perception of the strict inversions, since it stands in
opposition to the bar‐by‐bar pairing of the chords.254
Ultimately, Hatch’s question is not only whether one can hear inversion, but whether one can hear
inversion that is occluded by other musical factors. If the potential of inaudibility is a concern for Hatch,
he is not concerned with the ramifications of this conclusion. Analysis is his means; discovery of
inversion is his end. He opens by quoting Nabokov: “The beauty of a book is more enjoyable if one
understands its machinery, if one can take it apart.” That analysis deepens one’s appreciation of an
artwork seems the foundation of his enterprise, which is a solid foundation in my estimation as well. But
while considering if inversion in Schubert is audible, he is not concerned with the possibility that
inversion does not need to be audible, nor does music itself need be audible. Part of the joy that he and
Newbould find in analysis is found in silence.
My argument is that music does not need to be audible, that the mirrors, inversions,
enharmonies, and motivic connections are for the eye to discover.255 The attraction of this argument,
when considering Atys, is that this song is connected to a poem that is about silence. Mayrhofer wrote a
poem that carries a secret, a hidden revelation, that has the potential to say something if the reader is
willing to read between the lines. Schubert’s score, as well, possesses the potential to say something in
performance. But realizing all that Schubert’s score would say to us requires our perceiving those
aspects of the music that are more accessible to, or only available to, the eye.
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concealment. This is particularly evident (unambiguous) in Atys, since what is unrevealed is the defining
event of Atys’ character. Mayrhofer’s Atys draws our attention to this strategy of concealment, which
readers need to consider when encountering Mayrhofer’s verse in tutto. In Atys Mayrhofer tells us that
“there is more that I have not written; I have concealed.” Simultaneously, the poet admonishes us to
“discover what is concealed.” Mayrhofer’s other mythological poems similarly leave out the defining
characteristics and events of their respective heroes. For his Orestes poems—Orest auf Tauris and Der
entsühnte Orest—he leaves out matricide and much homicide besides, as well as insanity, doubts about
Apollo—Apollo is entirely absent—and Athena’s salvific role. For Iphigenia he does not mention her
sacrifice, her priesthood, her recognition of her brother, or her salvation from Tauris. Mayrhofer’s
Memnon is not a soldier, and arguably is neither regal nor stone. Mayrhofer’s Actaeon is not killed by his
own hounds. Leaving these distinguishing traits and events out of these poems does not erase them—
for the reader knowledgeable in Greek myth these events and characteristics are present as soon as
these names are spoken—but brings the reader to wonder why these elements are absent, as well as
what elements take their place.
Consideration of Atys brings us somewhere else in regards to the music. Music is something in
silence that it is not in sounding. It reveals to the eye what it conceals from the ear. In other words,
music has a dual‐nature, one written, one sounding. This is a return to ambivalence. Music is both a
sounding and a silent art. “They were no longer two, nor such as to be called one…They seemed neither,
and yet both.”

Merging of Self and Self
Union, as exemplified by the Hermaphraditos myth, makes one out of two, replaces the self and other
with a single self, while simultaneously allowing that the resulting one is still two. This undermines the
self‐other dichotomy and replaces it instead with a self‐self model. Mayrhofer’s Atys is about the union
of Atys with Cybele, but there is another unspoken union also working in his poem. Though Atys by
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name, this song is not sung by Atys, but is rather about Atys. Still, Atys does sing in the song, through the
voice of the unnamed narrator‐subject. In other words, the narrator first sings about Atys (in the first
strophe), sings for Atys (in the second through the first half of the fifth strophes), then sings about Atys
again (second half of the fifth strophe). This, however, is a transitioning of voices that is only evident to
the reader, for whom the quotation marks signal Atys’s voice at the beginning of the second strophe.
The listener—to either poem or song—does not hear a signal that the voice changes until the third
strophe, with the first utterance of “I.” There is a similar obfuscation of voice in the fourth stanza, where
Atys begins speaking about himself in the third person. Who the “I” of the poem is, in other words, is
difficult to ascertain. The result of this uncertainty‐‐whether any given “I” is speaking as narrator, or
about Atys, or as Atys‐‐‐is a merging of the two subjects. Schubert amplifies this implicit union of
subjects. In the song, the music does not distinguish between the two characters. The music of the
narrator and Atys is undifferentiated.257
This merging of self‐other into a self‐self that occurs between narrator and Atys, is a reflection
of Gnosticism’s merging of the mortal with god. The desire for union in Gnosticism is a dual‐desire,
man’s desire to unite with god and god’s desire to unite with man. Gnosticism presents, in other words,
two subject‐object pairs, both man(subject)‐god(object), and god(subject)‐man(object). Both man and
god, either as subject or object, are incomplete without the other. Both are fragments of a whole.
The application of this concept to the nineteenth‐century Lied is especially relevant, considering
the departures in this genre‐‐‐as exemplified by Schubert’s songs‐‐‐from its eighteenth‐century
counterpart. Namely, the parity that Schubert is credited with introducing—between singer and pianist,
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comprises a typical postlude of a song, a concluding musical gesture played by the piano. This is the
“piano’s music.” Conversely, in Atys, the music of the strophe (the A sections) is the “voice’s music,”
since this is material previously reserved for the voice, and since in a strophic song the piano does not
perform the music of a strophe while the voice lays silent. In Atys, the piano assumes the role of the
voice by taking the musical material of the voice, after which it returns to its own role and concludes the
song. Atys problematizes the distinction between the roles of the singer and pianist. The final strophe
(A4) is the singer’s as much as the pianist’s, vocal as much as instrumental. This material belongs to
both.
There is a narrative of transfiguration in Atys that hinges on the migration from the world of
words to the world of music. The poem ends with the narrator describing Atys’s death. But the song
does not end with this description. After the cadence in m. 106, the song continues, the disclosure of
the subject continues. But at this moment, after Atys’s death, the subject renounces verbal expression
and relies solely on musical expression, leaves one world and gains another. Atys shows us what it is to
traverse from one world to another, but only does this if we can accept that the singer and pianist, the
words and music, are one entity, not two. If we hear or read Atys as pair‐‐‐as narrator and Atys, singer
and pianist, or poem and music‐‐‐then we cannot understand the shift that occurs from verbal to non‐
verbal expression, from a verbal to non‐verbal entity. Instead, we hear voice‐in‐the‐foreground followed
by piano‐in‐the‐foreground. Arguably, witnessing Atys’s transfiguration is achieved easiest in silence,
distanced from the physical sensation, temporality, contingencies, and motives of performance.
The extent to which the piano and vocal lines merge in Atys is unique, among Schubert’s songs
at least. It demonstrates equality between the voice and piano that commentators attribute to
Schubert’s songs in general. Speaking of Schubert’s songs on a broader level, the equivalence between
piano and voice that Schubert writes into his songs makes each partner responsible for creating the
overall effect of the song. The drama, suspense, mood, atmosphere, the poetic ideas of the song are
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conveyed by the piano as much as the voice. Similarly, these things are conveyed in the words as much
as in the music. This is to say that in a song there are not, in the end, two instruments—piano and
voice—nor are there two artistic media—music and words—but that somehow these pairs are united,
become one. In a performance of a song, the pianist and singer make a singular entity, a singular
subject. There is not a singer and accompanist, self and other. There is just one self. Whether this can
actually happen in performance or is just an abstract ideal is another question. But Schubert’s
comments about his performances with Johann Michael Vogl suggest the practical possiblility of the
union of pianist and singer. While on a trip to Upper Austria in the summer of 1825, Schubert and Vogl
had the opportunity to perform for a small circle at the house of the Count von Platz. Commenting on
the audience’s reception, Schubert emphasizes the performance, rather than the music. “The manner in
which Vogl sings and the way I accompany, as though we were one at such a moment, is something
quite new and unheard of for these people.”259
All of Schubert’s songs that I am considering do this, to the extent that motive is a means
toward uniting, among other things, the two subjects of a song, the voice and piano. This argument is
based on a belief in ambiguity, that a thing can be many things at once. In Atys, Mayrhofer discloses
another being, beside Atys. He also discloses himself. The myth is a refusal and a dissembling, assuring
that Mayrhofer remain concealed, even in unconcealment. Schubert’s Atys also discloses a being, in
addition to Atys, and in addition to Mayrhofer. Schubert also discloses himself. For Schubert, the
mythology is a mask, and Mayrhofer’s words are a mask, a refusal and dissembling. The remaining
chapter considers the mythological songs as expressions of Schubert’s self, which analysis relies, in part,
on ambiguity.
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CHAPTER 5: SYMBOLS OF THE SELF
In June 1829, Eduard von Bauernfeld published an essay honoring his recently deceased friend. The
essay concerns Schubert’s life, personality, and music. Not surprisingly, he weaves these various aspects
of Schubert together. “So far as it is possible to draw conclusions as to a man's character and mind from
his artistic products, those will not go astray who judge Schubert from his songs to have been a man full
of affection and goodness of heart…”260 Bauernfeld tells us that if we want to know Schubert’s life and
personality, we can do so through his music. This idea, fundamental to Romantic aesthetics, forms half
of the philosophy of Erlebniskunst. The other half tells us that understanding the art requires
understanding the artist’s life. This makes both life and work the variables of an equation, of which both
composer and audience were aware. For the composer, this meant putting himself into his music,
making his music a reflection of his self. This required first that the composer know himself, and that the
he be able to express that self in music. On the part of the audience, this meant recognizing how a
composer would express his self in music‐‐‐what musical characteristics meant self‐expression‐‐‐and
what experiences these musical characteristics reflected. The end result of this process was both an
understanding a given work of art, as well as an understanding the self.
The matrix of artistic production, self‐expression, and self‐understanding is also central in the
writings of Carl Jung. Jung argues that the self is a complex of conscious and unconscious elements. The
unconscious elements are fundamentally unknown and unknowable, since unconscious, but they can
make their way into consciousness‐‐‐intentionally or unintentionally‐‐‐as symbols, or as what Jung calls
archetypes. These archetypes fit together to make what Jung recognizes as symbols of the self. The
symbol of the self has a specific shape, emerges in specific circumstances, and has a specific meaning.
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Jung’s psychology developed out of the ideas of Weimar classicism‐‐‐Goethe in particular‐‐‐and the
writings of the Gnostics. So, although separated by a hundred years, a common understanding of the
self joins Jung to Schubert and Mayrhofer.
This chapter analyses Schubert’s mythological songs as Jungian symbols of the self. The
argument is that Schubert’s songs are self‐expressive. But by self‐expressive I do not mean that the
songs are diaristic or that Schubert wrote his feelings in the songs. I mean instead that the songs express
Schubert’s self, his personality, who he is. This results from the double movement of self‐expression and
self‐understanding, which movement is central to Jung’s symbol of the self, as well as the philosophies
of Bildung, Erlebniskunst, and the musical fantasy. The initial part of the chapter is an exposition of
Jung’s symbol of the self, its shape, the circumstances in which it appears, and what it means. After a
brief section considering Mayrhofer’s mythological poems as autobiography and as symbols of the self, I
turn to an analysis of Schubert’s mythological songs. This begins with an exposition of Schubert’s life
circumstances at the time he was composing the mythological songs, circumstances necessary for the
emergence of the symbol of the self. In explaining Schubert’s songs as symbols of the self, I turn to the
musical fantasy. The fantasy, like the symbol of the self, has a specific shape and a specific meaning,
and, like Jung’s symbol, revolves around self‐expression and self‐understanding. The reception of
Schubert’s songs, when taken together with the philosophies of Erlebniskunst and Bildung, shows that
the songs were a means of self‐understanding for Schubert’s audiences as well as for Schubert.

Jung and the Symbol of the Self
Jung explains the self as the psychological matrix that encompasses a person’s conscious and
unconscious. The ego is the conscious element. The unconscious is populated by what Jung calls the
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archetypes; the two most important archetypes are the shadow and the anima.261 The shadow is the
negative side of the personality, one’s dark side. The anima is the “enveloping, embracing, and
devouring element [that] points unmistakably to the mother, that is, to the son’s relation to the real
mother, to her imago, and to the woman who is to become a mother for him.”262 Jung later expands on
the complexity of the anima, explaining that in the realm of the psyche, “there is an imago not only of
the mother but of the daughter, the sister, the beloved, the heavenly goddess, and the chthonic Baubo.
Every mother and every beloved is forced to become the carrier and embodiment of this omnipresent
and ageless image, which corresponds to the deepest reality in man.”263 The anima is one side of what
Jung describes the divine syzygy, fundamentally opposing principles. Among the oppositions that the
syzygy embodies is the feminine‐masculine.
Jung explains that as a psychological concept “the self is a union of conscious (masculine) and
unconscious (feminine).” This is the psychic totality as it exists in theory. This psychic totality is manifest
in practice as well: Jung grounds the validity of his models of the self in the universal emergence of
particular signs and symbols. “Empirically…the self appears spontaneously in the shape of specific
symbols.”264 These symbols, which represent the “conjunction of a single or double pair of opposites,”
have characteristic designs and shapes.265
The most Important of these [shapes] are geometrical structures containing elements of the
circle and quaternity; namely, circular and spherical forms on the one hand, which can be
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the emergence of these symbols. They “occur in patients principally during times of psychic
disorientation or re‐orientation.”270 The interaction of the conscious and unconscious is also
fundamental. The symbols of unity “arise from the collision between the conscious and the unconscious
and from the confusion which this causes (known in alchemy as "chaos" or "nigredo"). Empirically, this
confusion takes the form of restlessness and disorientation.”271
In Psychological Types, Jung explains the symbol of the self as a symbol of the renewal of god,
which he additionally explains is an unconscious expression of the renewal of the self.272 The emergence
of the symbol of the self brings “new situations and new conscious attitudes.” The renewal of the self
that is embodied in the symbol of unity‐‐‐which embodies a union of opposites‐‐‐is what Jung calls the
"transcendent function."273
There are, in sum, three things that define the symbol of the self. It first of all has a shape, an
appearance, a set of formal characteristics. Secondly, it emerges under specific circumstances, during
periods of disorientation or re‐orientation. Finally, it means something, the renewal of the self. It is an
arrow to the future self.

Mayrhofer’s Poems as Symbols of the Self
Those who engage Mayrhofer’s poetry cannot resist speculating about its autobiographical content.
Youens writes that “one has not far to look in his poems to find the poet himself behind the masks of
mythological figures, elderly minstrels, birds, and nameless narrating voices.”274 Mayrhofer himself, as
Wing Hirsch has noticed, recognized the autobiographical importance of his poetry—his mythological
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poems in particular—asking himself why he wanted to be Orestes or Memnon.275 Autobiographical
interpretations have their dangers, however. “This is not,” Youens continues, “straightforwardly
confessional writing; the ambiguities and the gaps implying missing information, the imagery which
seems to constitute a hidden language, are far from direct. The biographical content which the poet
himself allows one to infer from this verse is shrouded in unanswerable questions.”276 Dürhammer also
notes the necessity to travel this road with caution, while also noticing the necessity to travel this road.
Biographical deductions from a poet’s works need always be taken with caution…but one must
consider that Schubert’s Freundeskreis—considering their estimation of subjective philosophy—
continually bound itself through its poems, especially in those poems directed at other members
of the circle. These poems are of the greatest relevance, almost always containing important
biographical and philosophical [geistesgeschichtliche] information. In Mayrhofer’s case this is
particularly so, as only little of his correspondence survives. The interpretation of his poems is
made difficult by its often obscure‐arcane style, in which he often hides as much as he
reveals.277
Though the dangers in reading works of art as autobiography only allow so much validity, such
arguments become more substantial, as Dürhammer notes, when an artist believes in an ideal of the
coincidence between art and life.
Understanding Mayrhofer’s poems as Jungian symbols of the self makes the poems that much
more important as self‐expression. Since the poems are symbols of the self, they are as much about self‐
understanding as self‐expression. Jungian archetypes‐‐‐whether or not as poles of quaternities‐‐‐abound
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state of mind that invites the emergence of the symbol of the self. The heroes are trapped, lamenting
their condition and hoping for improvement. Orestes waits for relief from his curse. He and Iphigenia
want to return home. Philoctetes wants his strength returned. Oedipus stares at the approach of death.
Memnon is trapped between earth and stars. They all pray to the gods for salvation. These prayers are,
in Jungian terms, prayers for renewal.

Schubert’s Years of Crisis
Though we do not know much about Mayrhofer’s frame of mind when he was writing these poems, or
even when the poems were written, we do know that Schubert was in a state of re‐orientation‐‐‐a state
amenable to the creation of symbols of self‐‐‐when he was composing the mythological songs. A
symposium in 1982 proposed that the years 1817‐1824 were Schubert’s “Years of Crisis.” 278 Walther
Dürr is clear that “crisis” does not denote disaster, but an end and a beginning, both Bruch and
Anbruch.279 He calls these the years when Schubert was on a path to himself.280 Schubert undergoes
considerable biographical and psychological change during these years. These years bring his
independence, public performances, publication, public recognition, as well as the contracting of syphilis
and impending death. I am limiting my discussion of the years of crisis to the time that coincides with
the composition of the mythological Mayrhofer songs, 1817 and 1820, and am limiting my discussion of
Schubert’s psychological change to his independence, since this is what I understand to be manifest in
the mythological songs. The mythological songs, as symbols of the self, express Schubert’s emerging
independence, his assertion of autonomy.
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The beginning of the years of crisis coincides with Schubert’s challenging the authority of his
fathers, literal and figurative. In a July 1816 diary entry Schubert expressed aesthetic distance from
Beethoven.281 Later that year, Schubert abandoned studies with Salieri. The final sign of tutelage is a
sketch from December 1816.282 From Autumn 1816 to August 1817 Schubert was living with the Schober
family. Of the mythological Mayrhofer‐Lieder, Philoktet, Memnon, Antigone und Oedip, Orest auf Tauris
(March), Uraniens Flucht (April), and Iphigenia (July) were composed during this time. Schubert returned
to his father’s house in September 1817, when he composed Atys. 1818 is the year that Schubert
definitively left both his father’s house and profession. He would not be a school‐teacher. In the summer
of 1818 Schubert worked for the Esterhazys in Zseliz. It is during this summer that Schubert composed
the Mayrhofer‐Lied Einsamkeit “like a god.”283 When he returned to Vienna he moved in with
Mayrhofer, was independent, and supported himself as a composer. 1818 also brought Schubert’s first
public performances and publications, the beginning of his ever‐increasing public exposure.284
Christopher Gibbs marks 1820 as a decisive turning point in Schubert’s life, when his
appearance, manners, and attitude towards his friends declined dramatically.285 Schubert was arrested
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in March of this year; Gibbs believes the psychological impact of this event is manifest in the noticeable
change in Schubert’s handwriting at this time.286 The peak of Schubert’s stage career was in 1820, when
he had two stage works performed, Die Zwillingsbrüder (six performances, June and July) and Die
Zauberharfe (nine performances, August through October).287 In September 1820 Schubert composed
Freiwilliges Versinken and Der entsühnte Orest, and in December Der zürnenden Diana. This is both the
last of the mythological Mayrhofer‐Lieder.288
In early 1821, Schubert moved out of his shared lodgings with Mayrhofer and moved‐‐‐alone for
the first time‐‐‐into an apartment a few doors down. In this same year, Erlkönig was published as Op. 1
(2 April) and Schubert’s works appeared in sixteen concerts, twelve with the Gesellschaft der
Musikfreunde.289 Elizabeth McKay writes that in 1822, “thanks to the advance in his professional
standing and the popularity of some of his songs, [Schubert’s] name was becoming generally known
amongst music‐lovers in Vienna.”290 Popularity brought wealth. Dürr underscores Schubert’s earning
2000 Gk. for his publications in 1821‐1823, a significant increase over the 80 Gk. he earned annually
working as school assistant for his father.291
The mythological Mayrhofer songs appear at significant points. Schubert composed the first six
in March 1817, while living away from home, three months after quitting Salieri. He composed Atys
upon return to his father’s house. He composed the next two songs in September after 14 performances
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of Die Zwillingsbrüder and Die Zauberharfe. Shortly after composing the last mythological song, Schubert
moved out of his shared lodgings with Mayrhofer and lived alone. Schubert was in the process of
becoming independent when he composed these songs. These are not the only songs Schubert wrote
during this span, and they are not the only ones that are self‐expressive, or bear the emergence of his
autonomy. But in these mythological songs, Schubert’s expression of self and his search for that self are
particularly clear. The table in Appendix 2 lists all the works Schubert composed between 1816 and
1820, showing the concentrations of the mythological Mayrhofer‐Lieder in 1817 and 1820, and the
quantity of these compositions compared to the other kinds of music that occupied Schubert’s
compositional interests.

Fantasy and the Self
For composers at the turn of the nineteenth century, the fantasy was a musical means for a composer to
express his self. But like Jung’s symbol of the self, the fantasy was also a means toward self‐
understanding. A review of Schubert’s Wanderer Fantasy gives an idea of what fantasy meant in
Schubert’s day. A fantasy, the reviewer tells us, is
a musical piece in which a composer may allow perfectly free deployment to the wings of his
imagination, unite the most curious forms into the greatest possible unity and thus present our
minds with a picture capable of engaging our powers of emotion in the most interesting
manner…This is by no means to say that he may neglect all the laws of musical art…It means
rather that he is left far freer of restraint by the contrasts which differentiate various species of
style, and that he is at liberty…to unfold the spell of an individual and diversified world within
the narrow frame of his picture…Such a piece of music may for that reason be best suited to a
faithful reception and reproduction of the feelings which inspired the composer at the time of
its creation; nay, it may properly be regarded a mirror of his soul. Seeing that a composer like
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Herr Schubert, who had already betrayed such profound sentiments in his generally esteemed
songs, presents us with a soul‐image of this kind, the musical world can only rejoice.292
An earlier review of the Wanderer Fantasy concisely defines the fantasy as “that kind of musical piece in
which the composer’s art, freed from the shackles of form, may most clearly unfold itself and wholly
prove its worth.”293
What makes a fantasy, these definitions tell us, falls into two categories. First are the formal
characteristics in the music: freedom to mix various species of style, freedom from formal conventions.
The second characteristic is a response to these formal characteristics, or what these formal
characteristics mean: faithful reproduction of the composer’s feelings, a mirror of the composer’s soul.
This latter concept is not so much something that is in the music, but something that a reader or listener
perceives in response to the music, what spectator or auditor thinks the fantasy means. The two
concepts are distinct‐‐‐one of them in the work, the other outside of it‐‐‐but interrelated. A fantasy
requires both.
In a lengthy review, Kanne argued that Schubert’s songs demonstrate the formal characteristics
of the fantasy, and even suggested that they be called fantasies: “Herr F.S. does not write songs,
properly speaking, and has no wish to do so,…but free vocal pieces, some so free that they might
possibly be called caprices or fantasies.” 294 The “free” qualities of these songs are what make them like
fantasies, their “want of inner unity, order, and regularity.”295 Kanne does consent that some of the
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songs under review approach proper song (Wie Ulfru fischt, Wehmut, Die Liebe hat gelogen,
Schwannengesang, Selige Welt, Schlummerlied). Even these songs, though, only approach proper song,
meaning that they too, share something with the fantastic. Though Kanne does not say, it seems that
what is common among the approaching‐proper songs is their relative brevity and either strophic or
ternary form. The other songs (Auf der Donau, Der Schiffer, Der Zwerg, Schatzgräbers Begehr, Gruppe
aus dem Tartarus), in contrast, are sectional, more expansive, less melodic. Concerning this last
characteristic, the reviewer also emphasizes “the usually declamatory, too little singable, and not
seldom unnecessarily difficult singing part.”
Ultimately, Kanne’s idea about Schubert’s songs as fantasies is more suggestive than a well‐
wrought argument. He seems more interested to show what the songs are not than what they are. But
this is also an important aspect of what fantasy is, an idea Mark Evans Bonds captures when he
describes fantasy as an “anti‐genre.”296 The departure for Bonds’s appellation is the relation between
keyboard fantasy and sonata. We can similarly consider the relationship of Schubert’s song‐fantasies
against the standard song genres, ballad and strophic Lied. Annette Richards, like Bonds, also compares
the fantasy and sonata, in language that evokes characteristics of Schubert’s songs. “Both sonata and
fantasy play with form,” she writes, “ the sonata overtly, the fantasia, more usually, covertly, but the
latter tends to exploit to a much greater degree the sense of lost direction, of being immersed in a
structure whose pattern is unclear, even undiscoverable.”297
Richards’s understanding of the fantasy in music comes from an understanding of the
picturesque, “a complex aesthetic category which encompasses and encourages fragmentation and
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disruption
n, contrast an
nd variety, and problematizes the limitss of form and conventionaal expectation
n.”298
Richards also
a finds diso
orienting amb
biguity in the keyboard fanntasy, most o
of which resullts from the
fantasy’s precarious po
osition betwe
een performance and scor e or improvissation and composition. Th
he
fantasy’s ambiguities le
ead Richards to define the
e fantasy as “ Fragmentary,, subjective, o
open‐ended;”” it
“simultan
neously resistss interpretation and offerss itself promisscuously to m
multiple readings.”299 The
feeling the fantasy give
es that direction has been lost or is abssent, and the feeling that tthere is no deesign
or cohere
ence are charaacteristics thaat‐‐‐like the im
mpression thaat a fantasy iss the mirror o
of the composer’s
soul‐‐‐are
e not so much
h in the score as in the percception of thee listener or rreader. In thee case of
Schubert’s mythological songs, thesse secondary characteristi cs also resultt from our enggagement with
er’s poetry, since these are
e the conditio
ons that plaguue his mythological heroess.
Mayrhofe
Frragmentation
n, ambiguity, disruption, and contrast‐‐ ‐the formal ccharacteristicss that Richard
ds
and Schub
bert’s reviewss highlight‐‐‐aare defining characteristic
c
s of Schubertt’s mythologiccal songs. Thiis
results fro
om Schubert’s attention to
o verbal detaiils of a poem,, and a musical response that emphasizzes
contrast. The followingg shows the extent
e
of fragmentation in Antigone und Oedip. Each
h of Antigonee’s
b
a new key
k and new accompanime
a
ental figuratioon.
phrases brings
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The remaining 46 measures, Oedipu
us’s half of th
he song, bringgs another nin
ne musical seections.
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mented by abrrupt harmoniic disruptionss in both halves of the song. In Antigonee’s
Fragmenttation is augm
half in the
e shift from B major (as do
ominant of E minor)
m
to G m
major in mm. 15‐16,

and in Oedipus’s half in
n the shift fro
om E major to
o C major in m
mm. 45‐46, an
nd from A‐flat major to E m
major
in mm. 77
7‐78.
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Among th
he mythologiccal Lieder, Antigone und Oedip is extrem
me in its dem
monstration off musical conttrast
and fragm
mentation. Even if the othe
er songs are not
n as fragmeentary‐‐‐thouggh Der entsüh
hnte Orest is
close‐‐‐they all comprise those charracteristics th
hat in this sonng read as fraggmentation: a sectional
mework, and contrasting
c
m
music for the sseparate sectiions.
quality, a compressed musical fram

The Sellf as Quadrrad in Schubert’s So
ongs
Antigonee und Oedip sh
hows contrasst and fragme
entation ratheer than simplee unity. As a ffantasy and aas an
expression of the self, it is in line wiith Jung’s und
derstanding t hat the self iss a complex o
of selves. But
oes not show a direct corre
elation with JJung’s or Mayyrhofer’s quadratic diagram
ms,
Antigone und Oedip do
partly beccause this son
ng is more complicated thaan the majoriity of the mytthological son
ngs: the multiple
sections and
a harmonie
es do not fit nicely
n
into a quadratic reprresentation. B
But Schubert’’s harmonic
language does suggestt schematic diagrams similar to those u sed by Jung. Thomas Denny’s analyses of
Schubert’s songs resultt in such diaggrams.300
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Thomass Denny, “Direcctional Tonalityy in Schubert’ss Lieder,” in Schhubert‐‐‐Der FFortschritlische?, ed. Erich
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These diagrams show that
t
Schubertt’s songs com
mprise a netw ork of harmo
onic locations, and suggestt
ways to understand the relationship
ps between these locationns. Denny’s diiagrams, for eexample,
emphasize the third re
elationships organizing
o
eacch song’s harm
monic plan. TThese are atemporal diagrams,
presenting harmonic re
elationships without
w
regarrd to how theey are organizzed in time. M
Memnon and
Philoktet, like all the mythological
m
songs,
s
have multiple
m
harm onic centers. I have arrangged the key‐
centers in
n the following diagrams‐‐‐‐in the manne
er of Denny‐‐‐‐to show thirrd relations (aaround the
perimeterr) and fourth relations (horizontal axis).

We can exxpand on thiss approach to
o include sectional contrasst as well. Tho
ough Antigone und Oedip h
has
too many sections for this approach
h, Der entsühnte Orest hass the right am
mount.
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hetypes or haarmonic cente
ers, this quaddrad shows th
he song’s fourr sections as tthe
Instead off Jungian arch
four pointts. Since each
h of the sectio
ons shows a key,
k the diagr am does, likee Denny’s models, show
harmonic centers at th
he points. Butt this song ressists Denny’s model. First, C major heree appears at tthe
orego. Second
dly,
top and bottom poles of the quadraad, a manner of repetitionn that Denny’ss diagrams fo
the harmo
onic centers that
t
this diagram implies are
a deceptivee. The second and fourth sections (the
Eastern an
nd Southern points) are no
ot in C major and F major. Der entsühnte Orest has ttwo main
harmonic centers, C an
nd A‐flat. But the song hass three keys oof secondary iimportance, B major, F
major/minor, and D minor. D minorr is emphasize
ed in the trannsitional from
m C to A‐flat in
n the second
section (the Eastern qu
uadrant above). The song returns to C ffrom A‐flat th
hrough F mino
or. Both C maajor
sections have
on’s
h
secondary keys. The first
f
section shifts
s
to and ffrom B major for three of tthe first sectio
ten measu
ures. The finaal section of the song implies F major annd minor as m
much as C maajor.
Although Denn
ny’s model fo
or understand
ding a song’s kkey relationsh
hips works fo
or Philoktet an
nd
Memnon, attempting to
t represent Der
D entsühnte Orest in thi s way fails. Th
his is becausee there are no
o
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consistent relationship
ps between th
he song’s harmonic centerrs. It does nott emphasize tthird relationsships
alone (as do Denny’s analyses of Tro
ost, Ganymed
d, and Orest aauf Tauris), nor does it em
mphasize third
d and
fourth relations (as do Memon and Philoktet). C major’s relattionships to B major and D minor are
second‐re
elations. If we
e would understand this so
ong as a symbbol of the selff, and such syymbols emergge in
quadratic shapes, then
n focusing on the song’s fo
our sections iss a better app
proach than ffocusing on its five
h
cen
nters.
(unequally weighted) harmonic

Schube
ert’s Memn
non, Philok
ktet, and the
t Bifurca
ated Self
These quaadratic diagraams are helpfful for presenting relationsships, for ordeering disparate parts into a
coherent system. As faar as making sense
s
of Schu
ubert’s harmoonic systems, the quadratic diagrams arre
helpful to
o a degree. If we
w turn our attention
a
from
m (local) toniccs and instead consider th
he function off
fully‐diminished chords, another un
nderstanding of the relatioonships betweeen (local) to
onics as well aas an
nding of large
er formal orgaanization eme
erges. In addiition to comp
prising a diffusse network of
understan
harmonic locations, Memnon
M
and Philoktet
P
also reveal a sing le large‐scalee opposition. A
As a model of the
u
g moves from
m the complexxity of pluraliity to a more simple bifurccation. This
self, this understandin
accords with
w Jung’s understanding that
t
the self is
i ultimately ddivided into ttwo unequal h
halves, the
consciouss and unconsccious. This alsso reminds uss of Goethe’s Faust, the model of the bifurcated selff.
Th
he introduction of Philokteet comprises an oscillationn between D‐‐sharp major and F‐doublee‐
sharp fullyy‐diminished. The latter ch
hord is the firrst fully‐diminnished chord that appears in the song.

In the A se
ection, the modulation
m
aw
way from tonic B minor to E minor comees through a d‐sharp fully‐‐
diminishe
ed chord,
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and the modulation
m
fro
om E minor to
o D major thrrough a G‐shaarp fully‐diminished chord
d.

In other words,
w
the thrree harmonicc centers of th
he A section aarrive through
h the three possible fully‐
diminishe
ed harmonies,, labeled belo
ow as 1, 2, and 3 after theiir order of ap
ppearance.

G‐flat major, each of whicch has
Th
he B section brings
b
two ne
ew harmonic centers, E‐flaat minor and G
ns as dominant, in the G‐fflat
an associaated fully‐dim
minished chorrd. In the E‐flaat minor sectiion it function
section ass secondary dominant.
d
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e the fully‐dim
minished chorrds 3 and 2. A reiteration oof the Introdu
uctory material‐‐‐and fully‐‐
These are
diminishe
ed chord 1‐‐‐follows the B section
s
and precedes
p
the reiteration off the A sectio
on. There are no
fully‐diminished chords in the remaainder of the song.
s
The occcurrences of tthe fully‐dimiinished chord
ds
eflective design, with a po
oint of reflectiion where thee A and B secctions meet.
reveal a re

Memnon
M
begin
ns in D‐flat major. The son
ng modulates from D‐flat in
n measure sixx and does reeturn
to D‐flat major
m
until measure 41. Th
he interior of the song, whhich lies outside the tonic D
D‐flat, passess
through A‐flat
A
major, F major, and F minor. The use of fully‐ddiminished haarmonies reveeals a double
design, th
hough not a re
eflective one,, as in Philokttet. The first m
modulation, ffrom D‐flat to
o A‐flat major,
occurs thrrough a fully‐‐diminished chord leading to E‐flat majoor, as the dom
minant of A‐flat (mm. 13‐1
14).
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Shortly affter the modu
ulation to A‐flat major, the
ere is a seque nce that tonicizes B‐flat m
minor then A‐fflat
major. Bo
oth tonicizatio
ons are made through fullyy‐diminished chords (mm. 17‐18, 19‐20
0).

These are
e the three po
ossible fully‐diminished chords, which aagain, are num
mbered in theeir order of
appearance. After a sh
hift to F majorr in measure 21,
2 a fully‐dim
minished chord sounds tw
wice as second
dary
mm. 24‐25, 27‐28).
dominantt of F major (m

Followingg the F major cadence in measure
m
29, th
here is anotheer sequence, tonicizing G m
minor and F
minor. Aggain, these loccal tonics are established through
t
fully‐‐diminished cchords.
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This is the
e second pressentation of the three fullyy‐diminished chords. With the return of D‐flat majorr, the
double‐fu
unction of the
e three fully‐d
diminished chords ends. Syymmetry emeerges in this ssong as it doees in
Philoktet. The tonicizattions and seq
quences in the
e A‐flat majorr and the F m
major/minor seections are
symmetrical.

e in Memnon‐‐‐‐between M
Memnon and A
Aurora, Mem
mnon and the
While multiple opposittions operate
serpent, the
t serpent and Aurora, Memnon
M
and mankind,
m
apppearance and reality, a wreetched here aand
ideal therre; and amongg the musical parameters, D‐flat and A‐‐flat, A‐flat an
nd F major, F major and F
minor, lyrricism and declamation‐‐‐these are all subsumed
s
by a single form
mal opposition
n that
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encompassses the whole of the songg. In Philoktett as well, a sinngle formal division subsumes the wealth of
oppositions in that son
ng.

Antigon
ne und Oedip: The Bifurcated
B
Self
The central formal opp
position, as it occurs in botth Memnon aand Philoktet,, portrays of a divided self.
Arguing th
hat these two
o songs prese
ent a bifurcate
ed self or a Juungian self as multiplicity is made easieer
since the two songs prresent single characters,
c
in
ndividual selvees. Three of tthe mythologgical songs preesent
ects, Freiwiliges Versinken,, Atys and Anttigone und Oeedip. In the fiirst two of these songs,
two subje
Schubert draws the tw
wo characters into one subjject, instead of creating tw
wo distinct ch
haracters. In tthis
williges Versin
nken and Atyss are even strronger repressentations of a bifurcated self than are
way, Freiw
either Meemnon or Philloktet.
In
n Antigone un
nd Oedip Schu
ubert does the opposite. Innstead of drawing the two
o subjects‐‐‐
Antigone and Oedipus‐‐‐together, Schubert
S
diffe
erentiates theem formally, melodically, aand harmoniccally.
Antigone’’s vocal line iss in a high tesssitura, stretching a tenth ffrom E to G, w
while Oedipu
us’s tessitura iis
low, C‐shaarp at its high
hest down to G.

Schubert writes gende
er difference into the score
e as well, insoofar as he nottates Antigone’s line in treeble
clef, switcching to bass clef for Oedip
pus’s entrancce. Antigone aand Oedipus aalso have disttinctive lyricaal
styles. Antigone’s lyrical and declam
matory styles are clearly diifferentiated from one ano
other: when
es are the length of one orr two poetic liines. When sh
he switches tto a
singing lyrrically, her melodic phrase
declamato
ory delivery, she sings typical recitative
e, marked in tthe score as ssuch. Oedipuss’s lyrical and
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declamato
ory styles are
e not so clearlly differentiatted from one another. Mu
uch of Oedipu
us’s singing is
between lyrical and de
eclamatory, neither one no
or the other. Oedipus has one clearly lyyrical section,, a
‘song’ in a stable C majjor, in which he sings of hiis past glory. TThe phrase leengths are evven, and the
phrases are rhythmically and melod
dically consisttent with onee another.

o Oedipus’s singing
s
is not lyrical, like th
his ‘song’ is. N
Neither is it deeclamatory like recitative is. It
The rest of
is difficultt to define the
e characteristtics of this oth
her type of si nging. The rh
hythms are long or short, tthe
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melodic spans narrow or wide. Just before his ‘H
Helios’ song, O
Oedipus singss a broad linee that
demonstrrates the stylistic ambiguity between th
he lyrical and declamatoryy.

If there is anything thaat differentiattes this type of
o singing from
m the lyrical, it is the lack of periodicityy or
repetition
n.
Harmonically, Antigone’s music
m
centers in C major (b egins there aand ends therre). It has secttions
in G major, e minor, an
nd a minor (th
he tonic, dom
minant, and thhe relative miinor of each),, and briefly
passes thrrough F majo
or. This diagram arranges these keys to show fourth‐‐relationshipss horizontallyy and
third relattionships (relative minors)) vertically.

Oedipus’ss music, on th
he other hand
d, moves to C minor as we ll as C major, and moves through the keys a
third‐distaance (both major
m
and minor) from C major.
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This diagrram, like the previous
p
one,, shows fourth‐relations hoorizontally an
nd third relatiions verticallyy
(diagonallly). But the th
hird‐relations in the Oedipus‐section arre of a differeent order than
n in the Antiggone‐
section. The
T vertical axxes are diagon
nal, to show that
t
C is a thi rd‐relation to
o both A‐flat aand E‐flat, an
nd a
third‐relattion from A and
a E. The double‐triangle design show s how C‐‐‐as pitch and as h
harmony‐‐‐
functions in the contexxt of the flat mediants
m
and
d the diatonicc mediants.
Antigone und Oedip
O
presen
nts two selvess, Antigone annd Oedipus, b
both of which
h are complicaated
multiplicitties. “The psyyche is far from being a ho
omogeneous uunit” Jung wrrites, “on the contrary, it iss a
boiling cauldron of con
ntradictory im
mpulses, inhib
bitions, and afffects.”301 In tthis song, as iin Philoktet and
Memnon, there is a central structurral division. In
n Philoktet annd Memnon th
he central divvision is maniifest‐‐
‐though occluded‐‐‐in
o
reflective harrmonic procedures. In Anttigone und Oeedip the centrral division is
obvious, since
s
it is at th
he song’s cen
nter that the subject
s
shifts from Antigone to Oedipus. With the sh
hift in
subject co
omes the various musical contrasts
c
betw
ween the sonng’s first and second sectio
ons, contrastss that
are much starker than the contrastss that occur in
n the other m
mythological M
Mayrhofer‐so
ongs.

Antigon
ne und Oedip: Individuation
As divided
d as the subje
ects in Anigon
ne und Oedip are, if we woould understaand this song as a symbol o
of the
self, then we must be able
a to draw the song’s op
pposing selvees into a unityy. The strongeest means of

301

Carl Jun
ng, The Archetyypes and the Co
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uniting the two subjects of the songg is arguably in
i performannce, if one voice sings the ssong, is both
Antigone and Oedipus. Bauernfeld tells
t
us that the song was part of Vogl’ss repertoire, ssuggesting th
hat
oth parts.302 Comparing
C
a recording
r
of tthe song mad
de by Arleen A
Auger (Antigo
one),
Vogl would perform bo
Thomas Hampson
H
(Oed
dipus), and Graham
G
Johnson (Piano) aggainst a recorrding made byy Christopherr
Pregardie
en (Antigone, Oedipus) and
d Andreas Ste
eier (Piano) shhows how farr this perform
mance choice goes
in either splitting
s
or un
niting the two
o subjects. In addition to bbecoming an eembodiment of both subjeects,
a single vo
oice narrows the vocal disparities betw
ween the two halves of thee song by elim
minating the
timbral diistinction betw
ween the two
o subjects, an
nd by concenttrating the th
hree‐octave sp
pan to a two‐‐
octave span.
Outside
O
of perrformance, on
n the page, th
here are simil arities existin
ng between th
he two halvess of
the song. Although the
e voices of An
ntigone and Oedipus
O
are sttylistically disstinct, they bo
oth demonstrrate
the differe
ence between lyrical and dramatic
d
singging. As in thee other mytho
ological songss, motives draaw
together disparate
d
secctions. This turning figure draws
d
two of Antigone’s seections togetther.

Antigone’’s final vocal gesture
g
includ
des a descend
ding leap of a major sixth, from E to G‐ssharp, in the
context of an A minor cadence. Neaar the end of the song, Oe dipus sings an ascending m
major sixth frrom
A‐flat to E major, not in
n the contextt of A minor, but
b as the disstant roots off two static haarmonies.
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Antigone’’s first full cad
dence in C maajor involves a 3‐2‐1 desceent. Oedipus n
never sings th
his same desccent,
but his accompanimen
nt does leadin
ng to and thro
oughout his ‘H
Helios’ song, as well as at tthe final vocaal
cadence.

pus’s ‘Helios’ song
s
also reccalls the arpegggio that Antiigone sings
The arpegggiated character of Oedip
leading in
nto that C majjor cadence in
n m. 7.
While
W
the harm
monic diagram
ms above sho
ow the differeence between
n the harmon
nic relationshiips in
the Antigo
one section and Oedip secction,
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the Riemaannian Tonneetz helps us drraw the harm
monies of the two halves of the song toggether. 303

The shade
ed triangles show the keyss emphasized in Antigone uund Oedip. Th
he lightest sh
hade shows keeys
that are Antigone’s
A
alo
one, while the
e middle‐darkk shade show
ws Oedipus’s kkeys. The darkkest shade sh
hows
the keys that
t
Antigone
e and Oedipuss share. The dotted
d
borde r surroundingg E major onlyy emphasizess the
spherical nature of the
e planar diagrram. While in a conventionnal sense Antigone’s sectio
on involves cllosely
eys and Oedip
pus’s section involves distaant keys, the Tonnetz is a cconceptualizaation of tonall
related ke
space that shows all off the keys of the
t song in prroximity to thhe tonic C, as well as in pro
oximity to one
T
the key relationships as they ap
ppear in the TTonnetz do no
ot show symm
metry, the
another. Though
relationsh
hips of the song’s emphasized harmonie
es do reveal ssymmetry if w
we arrange th
he keys by thee
circle of fiifths or chrom
matically.
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e Oedipus’s alone; the darkker gray keys are common
n to Antigone and Oedipuss. The
The light‐gray keys are
e on symmetrry and sphericcal representation in thesee diagrams go
oes back to Ju
ung’s belief in
n the
insistence
importancce of circulariity and symm
metry. Antigon
ne and Oedip us, separately, are harmonically uniquee.
They each
h emphasize different
d
harm
monic locatio
ons and relatioonships. The Tonnetz and the two harm
monic
circles abo
ove are a means of undersstanding Antigone and Oe dipus togetheer. As different as Antigon
ne
and Oedip
pus are‐‐‐harm
monically, lyrrically, stylistically‐‐‐it is poossible to see the two subjjects as a singgle
subject. Even if the thrreads connectting Antigone
e to Oedipus aare thin, this song is, like tthe other
mythological songs, a symbol
s
of the
e self. For all its
i varying as pects and nuances, the “p
psyche consistts of
two incon
ngruous halve
es”‐‐‐the consscious and unconscious‐‐‐““which togeth
her should form a whole.””304
Jung calls the integration of these in
ncongruous halves
h
individ uation, “a pro
ocess or courrse of
developm
ment arising out of the conflict between
n the two funddamental psyychic facts.”3005 Antigone un
nd
Oedip, mo
ore than any other of the mythological
m
songs, showss us two incongruous halvves, as well ass their
integratio
on.
As
A symbols off union, all of the mythologgical Mayrhoffer‐Lieder, Anntigone und O
Oedip includeed,
express “aa transformattion of attitud
de by means of which a neew potential, a new maniffestation of liffe, a
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new fruitfulness, is created.”306 For the twenty‐year‐old Schubert, these songs were means toward
establishing his identity, musically, professionally, and personally. While there is a tendency to read
Mayrhofer’s poems and Schubert’s settings of those poems as nostalgic, looking back to a better
idealized past, this understanding of the Schubert‐Mayrhofer Lieder shows these songs as looking
forward, to the future.307

Fantasy as Mirror of the Soul
Goethe’s Faust is the literary model of the bifurcated self. But Schubert is also model of the same, as the
impressions of those who knew him tell us. Mayrhofer described Schubert’s personality as “a mixture of
tenderness and coarseness, sensuality and candor, sociability and melancholy.”308 Bauernfeld described
Schubert’s personality in more dramatic terms. “Schubert,” he explained to Ferdinand Luib, “had a
double nature, the Viennese gaiety being interwoven and ennobled by a trait of deep melancholy,
inwardly a poet and outwardly a kind of hedonist.” Josef Kenner’s understanding of Schubert most
clearly evokes the Faustian model. In one letter he wrote that Schubert was “made of two natures,
foreign to each other.”309 In another he wrote that Schubert’s "body, strong as it was, succumbed to the
cleavage in his‐souls‐as I would put it, of which one pressed heavenwards and the other bathed in
slime."310 If we agree that Schubert the man possessed a split soul, and that the mythological songs
demonstrate large‐scale bifurcation, then we cannot deny that the mythological songs are images of the
306
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composer’s soul. But in addition to self‐expression, the symbol of the self and the fantasy are also
means toward self‐understanding.
The reviews of Schubert’s songs that invoke the fantasy emphasize the non‐formal side of the
fantasy, that it is the composer’s soul‐image. This emphasis reflects the importance this concept held for
the musical public. While there might have been interest in knowing Schubert’s soul, or any composer’s
soul, I would argue that a potential listener’s greater interest is in knowing his own soul, his own self.
Comparing responses to Schubert’s songs to contemporaneous theories of aesthetics and Bildung
supports the claim that Schubert’s songs were a means of self‐understanding for the audience as well as
the composer.
In a reminiscence of a Schubertiad, Ferdinand Hiller describes Vogl’s and Schubert’s
inexhaustibly generous performance, and an inexhaustibly receptive audience. “Of my emotions, of my
enthusiasm I dare not speak‐‐‐but my master [Johann Nepomuk Hummel], who already had half a
century of music behind him, was so deeply moved that tears trickled down his cheeks.”311 This is not
the only account of Schubert’s songs making such an impact. While these testimonies say something
about the power of Schubert’s music, and Schubert’s and Vogl’s performances, they also say something
about the receptiveness of Schubert’s audiences. There is on the one hand the audience’s willingness to
be moved, and on the other an understanding that Schubert’s music brings that allows the audience to
be moved. This is the working of aesthetic experience.
Aesthetic experience, as Gadamer explains it, results from Erlebniskunst. In explaining
Erlebniskunst, Gadamer first directs us to the primary definition of erleben, as verb, which means “to be
still alive when something happens.” Gadamer also points to the definition of das Erlebte, the
permanent content of something that is experienced. For Gadamer, the essence of
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nineteenth‐century biographies of artists and poets is to understand the works from the life.
Their achievement consists precisely in mediating between the two meanings that we have
distinguished in the word ‘Erlebnis’ and in seeing these meanings as a productive union:
something becomes an ‘experience’ not only insofar as it is experienced, but insofar as its being
experienced makes a special impression that gives it lasting importance.312
Gadamer explains that the importance of Erlebnis arises from a new attitude toward the concept of
genius. In the nineteenth century, he reminds us, “the concept of genius rose to the status of a universal
concept of value and‐‐‐together with the concept of the creative‐‐‐achieved a true apotheosis. The
romantic and idealistic concept of unconscious production lay behind this development and, through
Schopenhauer and the philosophy of the unconscious, it acquired enormous popular influence.”313
Genius and creativity are intertwined, which Gadamer emphasizes by returning to Kant’s formulation
that “...as opposed to the pedant’s rigid adherence to rules, genius exhibits a free sweep of invention
and thus the originality that creates new models.”314 The material for these new models was experience,
Erlebnis.
The transformation of experience into art “is based on the experience of an inspired genius
which, with the assuredness of a somnambulist, creates the work of art, which then becomes an
experience for the person exposed to it.”315 Goethe is instrumental in this shift. “In the nineteenth
century the criterion of experience, which he himself set up, became the highest standard of value.”316
When Gadamer tells us that Goethe’s “poetry acquires intelligibility from what he experienced,” he
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suggests that understanding the poem requires understanding the experiences of the poet.
Understanding the experiences of the poet means, on the one hand, knowing the biographical
circumstances of the poet. But it also means understanding the experience, having undergone similar
experience. The reader understands a poem when the reader recognizes their own experiences. There
is, then, a necessary reciprocity in Erlebniskunt. This reciprocity is a mirror of self‐understanding. In
Gadamer’s words, aesthetic experience (experience of Erlebniskunst, or experience of the art‐of‐
experience) means that “the power of the work of art suddenly tears the person experiencing it out of
the context of his life, and yet relates him back to the whole of his existence.”317
Gadamer’s two‐fold understanding of Erleben is similar to Goethe’s understanding of the word
Bildung, which describes the “end product and what is in the process of production as well.”318 The end
product of Bildung is, basically, the cultivated self. Gadamer explains the process of Bildung as a
preliminary leaving of one’s self, foregoing particular experience for the universal, which leads
ultimately to a returning to one’s self, with the expanded vision obtained from a universal
perspective.319 The process of Bildung is‐‐‐in this light‐‐‐reminiscent of the metaphysical journey of the
Gnostic, even more so when Gadamer draws our attention to the roots of the word Bildung, as “the
ancient mystical tradition according to which man carries in his soul the image of God, after whom he is
fashioned, and which man must cultivate in himself.”320
Schubert’s songs speak of the workings of Bildung as well as the effectiveness of Erlebniskunst,
both of which involve the spectator’s willing self‐abandonment, which allows a universal experience that
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the spectator recognizes as his own. In Schubert’s songs, then, his audiences recognized a mirror in
which they saw themselves, and acquired a deeper understanding of themselves.
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CONCLUSION: SCHUBERT AND THE UNCONSCIOUS
In The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, Jung teaches that it is ultimately in the symbolic “that
the union of conscious and unconscious contents is consummated.”321 Jung grants that every man has
the ability to create symbols of unity or totality.322 But like Schopenhauer and Nietzsche before him,
Jung gives special attention to the prophetic power of artists, and poets in particular, who “create from
the very depths of the collective unconscious, voicing aloud what others only dream.”323
Jung tells us that in the process of individuation, it is assimilating the unconscious that is
problematic, since it is unknown, and “how can you assimilate something unknown?”324 Contrary to the
impulse to control the unconscious, Jung teaches instead that we succumb to it. Jung invokes the yogis,
who attained perfection in a state of ecstasy, what we know as a state of unconsciousness.325 This
involves an increasing extension of consciousness wherein the “contents of consciousness lose clarity in
detail. In the end consciousness becomes all‐embracing, but nebulous; an infinite number of things
merge into an indefinite whole, a state in which subject and object are completely identical.”326 The
extending of consciousness into unconsciousness is a means toward assimilating the unconscious, of
integrating the conscious and unconscious.
This process is similar to the process of revelation through which the Gnostic receives gnosis.
Concerning the culmination of the gnostic union with the divine, Jonas explains that with “the dissolving
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of the former self [man] passes outside and beyond himself into a different being. The process is
climaxed and closed by the ecstatic experience of deification.”327 He also describes this experience as
“enlightenment by a ray of divine light,” which “involves an extinction of the natural faculties, filling the
vacuum with a surpassingly positive and at the same time‐‐‐in its ineffability‐‐‐negative content.
Annihilation and deification of the person are fused in the spiritual ecstasis which purports to
experience the immediate presence of the acosmic essence.”328
Jung’s understanding of the unconscious and the importance of dreams, visions, and the active
imagination remind us of a history of understanding Schubert’s compositional process. Jung aligns the
conscious with reason and the unconscious with emotion, while the “autonomy of the unconscious
...begins where emotions are generated. Emotions are instinctive, involuntary reactions which upset the
rational order of consciousness by their elemental outbursts.”329 Jung’s description of outbursts and the
involuntary eruptions of the unconscious recalls reception of Schubert’s instrumental works, and
MacDonald’s essay on Schubert’s volcanic temper in particular.330 When Jung writes that “our
consciousness has developed out of the darkness and somnolence of primordial unconscious,” that the
“general aspect of unconscious manifestations is in the main chaotic and irrational, despite certain
symptoms of intelligence and purposiveness,” and that the “unconscious produces dreams, visions,
fantasies, emotions, grotesque ideas, and so forth…exactly what we would expect a dreaming
personality to do,” we remember a history of understanding Schubert as somnambulist that Suzannah
Clark has recently criticized.331
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Clark’s criticism is part of a larger program to overturn a negative appraisal of Schubert’s
compositions‐‐‐an appraisal that sees a lack of design or craft in Schubert’s works‐‐‐though she does not
deny Schubert’s unconscious creative process. Her analyses search for the obscure harmonic logic in
Schubert’s compositions, vocal and instrumental. Jung’s model of the self is also an imposition of order.
He places his understanding of the symbols of the self within a Gnostic tradition of seeking order in
chaos. The quaternity, he writes,
is an organizing schema par excellence…It is a system of co‐ordinates that is used almost
instinctively for dividing up and arranging a chaotic multiplicity, as when we divide up the visible
surface of the earth, the course of the year, or a collection of individuals into groups, the phases
of the moon, the temperaments, elements, alchemical colours, and so on. Thus, when we come
upon a quaternio among the Gnostics, we find in it an attempt, more or less conscious, to
organize the chaotic medley of numinous images that poured in upon them.332
My analyses of the mythological the songs‐‐‐by way of motivic, stylistic, and harmonic analyses‐‐‐also
demonstrate a desire to discern or impose order. I am not seeking logic‐‐‐harmonic or otherwise‐‐‐
however, but an order that embraces the illogical. Criticizing music‐analytical diagrams as an imposition
of order in chaos does not negate their value. Instead, it reveals the interaction between order and
chaos, conscious and unconscious elements. The chaotic element in Schubert is strong, and continually
provokes its readers to search, discern, or impose order. It also continually denies such impositions. As
Clark comments, “students of Schubert's songs prefer to fashion anew theoretical constructs in order to
carry out their readings of Schubert's songs.”333
But, my emphasis on the presence of order in Schubert’s mythological songs does not seek to
deny the considerable chaos that these songs exhibit. Even if subtle threads of connection cohere the
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otherwise contrasting musical elements in Antigone und Oedip, this cannot deny the extent of the
contrasts in this song, whether in quantity or quality. If the symbol of the self shows the desire for
integration, we should not forget that this integration is only theoretically, but not practically, possible.
When Jung argues that individuation is a process through which one integrates the conscious and
unconscious, he is clear that this is a process, not a practical goal. In the end, “the self has a paradoxical,
antinomial character. It is male and female, old man and child, powerful and helpless, large and small.
The self is a true "complexio oppositorum."334 The integration of the unconscious is a continual and
unending process, never complete.
Understanding Schubert’s songs involves, in part, understanding the chaos they present.
Contemplating Schubert’s songs is to stare into the will of chaos, the depth of the unconscious.
Analyzing Schubert can only go so far. There is a point at which the analyst needs to surrender the desire
to understand more.
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APPENDIX 1: THE ANTIKENLIEDER
D.
124
137
166
246
261
280
312
323
360
369
396
411
435
446
450
474
491
526
540
541
542
544
548
554
573
583
584
585
628
629
666
674
677
699
700
706
716
737
753
754
758
764
785
805
888
889
890
957/8

Title
Am See
Adrast (Opera)
Amphiaraos
Die Bürgschaft
Wer kauft Liebesgötter
Das Rosenband
Hektors Abschied
Klage der Ceres
Lied eines Schiffers an die Dioskuren
An Schager Kronos
Gruppe aus dem Tartarus
Daphne am Bach
Die Bürgschaft (Opera)
Die Liebesgötter
Fragment aus dem Aeschylus
Lied des Orpheus
Geheimnis
Fahrt zum Hades
Philoktet
Memnon
Antigone und Oedip
Ganymed
Orest auf Tauris
Uraniens Flucht
Iphigenia
Gruppe aus dem Tartarus
Elysium
Atys
Sonett I
Sonett II
Der Frühlingsmorgen (Cantata)
Prometheus
Die Götter Griechenlands
Der entsühnte Orest
Freiwilliges Versinken
Der zürnenden Diana
Grenzen der Menschheit
An die Leier
Heliopolis I
Heliopolis II
Todesmusik
Der Musensohn
Der zürnende Barde
Der Sieg
Trinklied
Ständchen
Hippolits Lied
Der Atlas

Poet
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Körner
Schiller
Goethe
Kosegarten
Schiller
Schiller
Mayrhofer
Goethe
Schiller
Stolberg
Schiller
Uz
Mayrhofer
Jacobi
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Goethe
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Schiller
Schiller
Mayrhofer
Petrarch (A.W. Schlegel)
Petrarch (A.W. Schlegel)
Stadler
Goethe
Schiller
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Goethe
Bruchmann
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Schober
Goethe
Bruchmann
Mayrhofer
Shakespeare (Mayerhofer)
Shakespeare (Mayerhofer)
Gerstenberg
Heine

Year composed
1814
1820
1815
1815
1815
1815
1815
1815
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1817
1817
1817
1817
1817
1817
1817
1817
1817
1817
1817
1818
1818
1819
1819
1819
1820
1820
1820
1820
1822/3
1822
1822
1822
1822
1823
1824
1826
1826
1826
1828
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APPENDIX 2: WORK LIST 1817‐1820
Mayrhofer settings
Antikenlieder
First‐person Antikenlieder

D
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553

Title
Ecossaise in Es‐Dur (piano)
Der Leidende
La Pastorella (part‐song, TTBB‐P)
Die abgeblühte Linde
Der Flug der Zeit
Sehnsucht
Der Schäfer und der Reiter
An den Tod
Die Blumensprache
Frohsinn
Jagdlied
Die Liebe
Trost
Der Alpenjäger
Wie Ulfru fischt
Fahrt zum Hades
Schlaflied
La Pastorella al prato
Huite Ecossaises (piano)
An eine Quelle
Der Tod und das Mädchen
Das Lied vom Reifen
Täglich zu singen
Die Nacht
Lied
Der Schiffer
Piano Sonata in A minor
Gesang der Geister über den Wassern (part‐song, TTBB)
Am Strome
Philoktet
Memnon
Antigone und Oedip
Auf dem See
Ganymed
Der Jüngling und der Tod
Trost im Leide
An die Musik
Orest auf Tauris
Mahomet's Gesang
Die Forelle
Pax vobiscum
Hänflings Liebeswerbung
Auf der Donau

Poet

Year
(?)1817

Month

unknown
Széchényi
Széchényi
Mayrhofer
Fouqué
Schubart
Platner (?)
Castelli
Werner
von Leon
unknown
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Goldini

1817
(?) January
January

February
Claudius
Claudius
Claudius
Claudius
Ossian
unknown
Mayrhofer
Goethe
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Goethe
Goethe
Spaun
Schober
Schober
Mayrhofer
Goethe
Schubart
Schober
Kind
Mayrhofer

(?) March
March

Spring
April
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554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
573a
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
597a
598
598a
599
600
601
602

Uraniens Flucht
No Title
Overture in D
Piano Sonata in A‐flat Major
Liebhaber in allen Gestalten
Schweizerlied
Der Goldschmiedsgesell
Nach einem Gewitter
Fischerlied
Die Einsiedelei
Gretchen vor der Mater dolorosa
Der Strom
Piano Sonata in E minor
Piano Sonata in D‐flat Major
Piano Sonata in E‐flat Major
Das Grab
Scherzo in D (piano)
Allegro in F‐sharp Minor (piano)
Lied im Freien (part‐song TTBB)
Iphigenia
Lesson in notation
Sonata in A for piano and violin
Piano Sonata in B major
Hüttenbrenner Variations (piano)
Sie Entzückung an Laura
Abschied von einem Freunde
Der Knabe in der Wiege
Polonaise in B‐flat (violin, string orchestra)
String Trio in B‐flat
Augenblicke im Elysium
Gruppe aus dem Tartarus
Elysium
Atys
Erlafsee
An den Frühling
Der Alpenjäger
Symphony in C
Overture 'im italienichen Stil' in D
Overture 'im italienichen Stil' in C
Overture 'im italienichen Stil' in D (arr. piano eight hands)
Two Scherzi in B‐flat & D‐flat (piano)
Der Kampf
Thelka
Lied eines Kindes
Overture in C (arr. piano duet)
Variations in A for violin solo
Das Dörfchen (part‐song TTBB)
Exercises in Thorough‐Bass
Four Polonaises (piano duet)
Minuet in C‐sharp minor (piano)
String Quartet in B‐flat
Three Marches in B minor, C, D (piano duet)

Mayrhofer
none

(?) May
May

Goethe
Goethe
Goethe
Mayrhofer
Salis
Salis
Goethe
unknown

(?) June
June

Salis
(?) July
July
Mayrhofer
August

Schiller
Schubert
Ottenwald

September

Schober
Schiller
Schiller
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Schiller
Schiller

October
‐February
(?) November

Schiller
Schiller
unknown
(?) December
December
(?) c. 1818

222
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
618a
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653

Intro & Var. in B‐flat (piano duet)
Andante in A (piano)
Fantasia in C (piano)
March in E (piano)
Evangelium Johannis
Rondo in D (piano duet)
Lebenslust (part‐song, SATB)
Trio to lost minuet for pianoforte (piano)
Auf der Riesenkoppe
Adagio in E for pianoforte (piano)
Piano Sonata in C
An den Mond in einer Herbstnacht
Symphony in D. sketches
Grablied für die Mutter
Sonata in B‐flat (piano duet)
Deutscher (piano duet)
Polonaises (piano duet)
Vocal exercises for 2 voices (SA)
Einsamkeit
Deutsches Requiem
Der Blumenbrief
Das Marienbild
Eight Var. on a French song
Piano Sonata in F Minor
Blondel zu Marien
Das Abendrot
Sonett I
Sonett II
Sonett III
Blanka (Das Mädchen)
Vom Mitleiden Mariae
Der Schmetterling
Die Berge
Ruhe (part‐song, TTBB)
Sehnsucht
Hoffnung
Der Jüngling am Bache
Widerschein
Two Ländler (piano)
Das Dörfchen (part‐song, TTBB)
Das Feuerwerk (part‐song, SATB)
Deutscher in C‐sharp, Ecossaise in D‐flat (piano)
Die Zauberharfe (opera)
Abend
Die Gebüsche
Die Zwillingsbruder (opera)
Overture in e minor
Der Wanderer
Abendbilder
Himmelsfunken
Das Mädchen
Berthas Lied in der Nacht

1818
January
February
March
April

Körner

Schreiber
May
June
Summer

unknown

July
Mayrhofer
unknown
Schreiber
Schreiber

August

September
unknown
Schreiber
Petrarch [AWvS]
Petrarch [AWvS]
Petrarch [Greis]
Schlegel, F
Schlegel, F
Schlegel, F
Schlegel, F
unknown
Schiller
Schiller
Schiller
Schlechta

November

December

(?) c. 1819

Bürger
Eberhard
Hofmann
unknown
Schlegel, F
Hofmann

1819
(‐1820)
1819

January

February
Schlegel, F
Silbert
Silbert
Schlegel, F
Grillparzer
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654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
687
688c
688d
688a
688b
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703

An die Freunde
Allegro in C‐sharp Minor (piano)
Sehnsucht (part‐song, TTBB)
Ruhe, schönstes Glück der Erde (part‐song, TTBB)
Marie
Hymne I
Hymne II
Hymne III
Hymne IV
Der 13. Psalm
Piano Sonata in A Major
Im traulichen Kreise (part‐song, TTBB)
Der Frühlingsmorgen (Cantata)
Piano Quintet "Trout"
Overture in G minor
Beim Winde
Die Sternennächte
Trost
Nachtstück
Der Liebende schreibt
Prometheus
Overture in F (piano duet)
Salve Regina in A (Soprano and orchestra)
Die Götter Griechenlands
Mass in A‐flat*
Two Ländler in E‐flat (piano)
Two Ländler in D‐flat (piano)
Twelve (eight) Ländler (piano)
Über allen Zauber Liebe
Die Wolkenbraut
Die Sterne
Morgenlied
Nachthymne
Vier Canzonen
Vier Canzonen
Vier Canzonen
Vier Canzonen
Lazarus (Cantata)
Abendröte
Die Vogel
Der Knabe
Der Fluss
Der Schiffer
Namentagslied
Six Antiphons (SATB)
Five Ecossaises
Des Fräuleins Liebeslauschen
Der entsühnte Orest
Freiwilliges Versinken
Sakuntala (Opera)
Der Jüngling auf dem Hügel
Quartettsatz in C minor

Mayrhofer

March
April

Goethe
unknown
Novalis
Novalis
Novalis
Novalis
Novalis
Mendelssohn

(?) May
May

June
July
(?) Summer
Augut
(?) Autum
October

unknown
Stadler

Mayrhofer
Mayrhoer
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Goethe
Goethe
November
Schiller
(?) c. 1820

Mayrhofer
Schober
Schlegel, F
Werner
Novalis
Metastasio
Metastasio
Vittorelli
Vittorelli
Niemeyer
Schlegel, F
Schlegel, F
Schlegel, F
Schlegel, F
Schlegel, F
Stadler

Schlechta
Mayrhofer
Mayrhofer
Neumann
Hüttenbrenner

c. 1820
1820
January

February
March

April
May
September

October
November
December
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704
705
706
707
708

Gesang der Geister über den Wassern
(part song, male octet and strings)
Gesang der Geister über den Wassern
(part song, TTBB P)
Der 23. Psalm (part song, SSAA)
Der zürnenden Diana
Im Walde [Waldesnacht]

*finished September 1822

Goethe
Goethe
Mendelssohn
Mayrhofer
Schlegel, F
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APPENDIX 3: POEMS AND TRANSLATIONS

Azolin’s Aria
Georg von Hofmann
Der Tag entflieht, der Abend glüht,
Aus jeder Stunde Schlägen tönt
Schrecken mir entgegen.
Ich sehe von Martern und gräßlichem Tod
Die beste, die theuerste Mutter bedroht,

The day escapes, the evening glows,
from each hour the sounds
of horrors accost me.
I see by torture and grim death
threatening my best, dear mother.

Du meines Lebens Wonne,
Palmira, winktest mir,
Wie Blumen nach der Sonne
Strebt’ ich allein nach dir.

You, my life’s ecstasy,
Palmira, beckon to me.
As flowers to the sun
I strive alone for you.

Nicht zogen Rang und Ehren,
Nicht Gold und Gut mich an,
Dein Herz war mein Begehren,
Mein Ziel auf dunkler Bahn.

Rank and honor attracted me not,
Neither gold nor goods.
Your heart was my desire,
the end of this dark path.

Da nahen, da drängen sich Feindliche Mächte,
Umstellen mit listig erfundnem Geflechte
Den muthig gewagten, fern eilenden Lauf.

Here approaches, pressing, hostile powers,
moving about in deceptive networks
against the courageously daring course.

Vergebens erschallet mein Rufen, mein Flehen,
Bald ist’s um das Leben der Mutter geschehen,
Nimm Himmel statt ihrer zum Opfer mich auf.

In vain sound my calls, my pleas.
Soon my mother will be done for.
Heavens, take me instead as sacrifice.
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Sonett III
Petrarch, translated by Johann Diedrich Gries
Nunmehr, da Himmel, Erde schweigt und Winde,
Gefieder, Wild des Schlummers Bande tragen,
Die Nacht im Kreise führt den Sternenwagen,
Und still das Meer sich senkt in seine Gründe:

Now that heaven, earth, and wind quiets,
birds, beasts carries by slumber’s ties,
the night drives its star‐chariot in circle,
and the sea sinks still into its depth:

Nun wach' ich, nun sinn' ich, glüh' und wein' und finde
Nur sie, die mich verfolgt mit süßen Plagen.
Krieg ist mein Zustand, Zorn und Mißbehagen:
Nur, denk' ich sie, winkt Friede mir gelinde.
So strömt, was mich ernährt, das Süß' und Herbe,

now I awaken, muse, glow, weep, and find
only her, who follows with sweet torment.
War is my condition. Wrath and discontent.
I just think of her, peace gently beckons.
So flows, what nourishes me, the sweet,
the sour,
from a single source’s lively stream,
The same hand heals and wounds.
And, as my pains never reach their end,
daily I die and am reborn a thousand times,
so far am I still from healing.

Aus eines einz'gen Quell's lebend'gem Strahle,
Dieselbe Hand gibt Heilung mir und Wunden.
Und daß mein Leiden nie ein Ziel erreiche, sterb'
Und ersteh' ich täglich tausendmale,
So weit entfernt noch bin ich, zu gesunden
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